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ABSTRACT
Hybrid Semi-Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Prediction
(May 2014)
Chigozie Aniemena, B.Eng., Carleton University, Canada
MS., University of Southern California, USA
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. John Wang

A well performance prediction method is developed with the advantage of increased time
efficiency relative to reservoir simulation in single well reserves assessment and hydraulic
fracture design optimization. Mechanistic limitations of decline curve analysis are also
overcome.
A theory of internal decline resistance is proposed and coupled with the concept of
loss ratio linearity to characterize the decline exponent based on the physics of production
decline. Components of internal decline resistance are identified as transient contacted
volume and dynamic decompression effects which together justify a hyperbolic time
dependent decline exponent model. As the arising differential equation cannot be solved in
terms of elementary functions, parametric equivalence and direct substitution are used to
arrive at a reduced order production decline model rooted in the Gaussian hypergeometric
functional class – hypergeometric production decline (HG) model. Representative
validation of the HG model is performed using simulated production data from simple to
complex single well reservoir models. The condition necessary for hypergeometric
production decline is also identified.
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Rate transient identities are developed from analytical solutions and coupled with a
customized multi-variable non-linear regressional optimization algorithm. The result is a
mechanistic model calibration framework within which the GHG model parameters are
given as functions of reservoir system properties. In the generalized case of radial flow, the
quadratic tendency of the loss ratio in transient flow justifies a linear time dependent
decline exponent model. This linear decline exponent model is combined with the
hyperbolic decline exponent model resulting in a quasi-hyperbolic decline exponent and
the generalized hypergeometric production decline (GHG) model. The GHG production
decline model coupled with the mechanistic model calibration framework constitute a
reduced order well performance prediction method – the GHG method. The practical
benefit of the GHG method is demonstrated within the context of hydraulic fracture design
optimization where thousands of well performance predictions are performed in seconds.
Such time efficiency is practically impossible using numerical reservoir simulation run on
typical desktop computing power usually available to practicing reservoir engineer.
The GHG method is neither a decline curve analysis tool nor a replacement for
numerical reservoir simulators. It is a hybrid of both methods serving the niche purpose of
expedited single well reserves assessment and hydraulic fracture design optimization while
preserving mechanistic integrity.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Production forecasting for reserves assessment and hydraulic fracture design optimization
constitute a foremost step in optimal field development. This is especially the case in tight
and shale reservoirs which require wells with massive hydraulic fracture treatments to
attain commercial production rates. Tight reservoirs have in-situ permeability of less than
with gas stored primarily via compression. Technically recoverable tight gas
reserves in the United States are estimated at 310 Tcf (AAPG - EMD 2013) spread across
13 basins (Figure 1.1). Shales are fissile sedimentary rocks with matrix permeability in the
micro- to nano- Darcy range. In gas shales, gas may be stored via compression within
organic and inorganic micro pores (matrix and natural fracture), on the surface of
embedded organic matter via adsorption and via dissolution in liquids present (bitumen).
United States technically recoverable shale gas reserves are estimated at 482 Tcf (EIA
2012) spread across over 20 plays (figure 1.2) and are projected to account for 46% of US
natural gas production by 2035 (U.S. DOE 2012). Advancements in well and stimulation
technologies are responsible for bringing these low permeability unconventional reservoirs
into commercial production.
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Figure 1.1 – United States Tight Gas Basins (AAPG – EMD 2013)

Figure 1.2 – United States Shale Gas Plays (Arthur et al. 2008)
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Modern tight and shale developments involve multi-stage hydraulically fractured
horizontal wells. In tight gas reservoirs, a successful hydraulic fracture treatment creates
conductive flow paths which alters the flow pattern around the well and enhances
production. In shale gas reservoirs, a successful hydraulic fracture treatment enhances
production by creation of new fracture networks, and reactivation of calcite sealed natural
fractures.

1.1 Problem Description
Optimal field development in tight and shale gas reservoirs typically involves hundreds of
hydraulically fractured wells per operator. This is due to reduced effective drainage
volumes compared to conventional reservoir systems which in turn call for reduced well
spacing. Figure 1.3 puts the well count requirements in low diffusivity plays into
perspective based on the Barnett shale. Optimization of the hydraulic fracture design is
central to field development of tight and shale reservoirs. Detailed optimization for a single
well will involve hundreds to thousands of well performance predictions. In highly
heterogeneous reservoirs such as shale reservoirs, hydraulic fracture design optimization
may have to be performed on a region by region basis thus further increasing well
performance prediction requirements.
Empirical decline curve analysis and numerical reservoir simulation are the two
main methods for well performance prediction. While numerical reservoir simulation
represents a robust tool for scenario analysis, the method becomes time inefficient when
thousands of production forecasts are required for reserves assessment and hydraulic
fracture design optimization.
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Figure 1.3 – Barnett Shale Well Count (RRC 2013)
Time efficiency and simplicity are therefore the key drivers for empirical decline curve
models. However, decline curve models are not applicable in hydraulic fracture design
optimization as these models do not explicitly incorporate pertinent reservoir properties
and require production data which is not available prior to drilling and hydraulic fracturing.

1.2 Objective and Methodology
The primary objective of this research is to develop a hybrid semi-mechanistic method for
well performance modeling and prediction. The method serves the niche purpose of
production forecasting for hydraulic fracture design optimization and automated history
matching for single well reserves assessment. The method offers vastly improved time
efficiency compared to numerical reservoir simulation while overcoming the mechanistic
limitations of decline curve analysis. Figure 1.4 illustrates the hybrid semi-mechanistic
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well performance modeling and prediction work flow employed in this work in the
following sequence


Conduct a critical literature review of well performance prediction methods.



Physically characterize the generalized time dependency of the decline exponent
in a manner consistent with the physics of full regime flow rate decline.



Develop a full regime reduced order production decline model consistent with the
physics of production decline in many practical cases – The generalized
hypergeometric (GHG) production decline model.



Establish predictive capability and mechanistic integrity by developing a
mechanistic model calibration framework within which model parameters are
given as functions of reservoir system properties. The combination of the reduced
order production decline model and the mechanistic model calibration framework
constitute a hybrid reduced order well performance modeling and prediction
method – the GHG method.



Demonstrate the benefit of the GHG method in the context of coupled hydraulic
fracture design optimization as is illustrated in figure 1.5
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Figure 1.4 – Hybrid Semi - Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and
Prediction Workflow

Figure 1.5 – Well Performance Modeling Spectrum and the Hybrid Nature of the
GHG Method

This dissertation is organized into 9 chapters as follows;


Chapter 1 presents an introduction to tight and shale reservoir systems and the
inherent problem of well performance prediction in these systems.



Chapter 2 presents literature review on the state of the art of well performance
prediction in hydrocarbon reservoirs.
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Chapter 3 presents a mechanistic interpretation of the decline exponent via a
theory of internal decline resistance and the concept of loss ratio linearity.



Chapter 4 presents the development of a new production decline model with the
assumption of high loss ratio linearity – The Hypergeometric production decline
(HG) model.



Chapter 5 presents the development of a mechanistic model calibration (MMC)
framework within which HG model parameters are given as functions of reservoir
system properties with application to oil wells.



Chapter 6 presents the extension of mechanistic model calibration to gas wells
based on the concept of isopathic decompression.



Chapter 7 relaxes the assumption of high loss ratio linearity and presents the
development of the generalized hypergeometric (GHG) production decline model
and therefore the GHG method. The benefit of the method is demonstrated within
the context of hydraulic fracture design optimization



Chapter 8 presents the extension of mechanistic model calibration to dual porosity
systems and introduces discrete stage and pseudo dual porosity modeling of multistage hydraulically fractured shale well performance using the GHG Method.



Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation with discussions and recommendations for
future work.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a review of existing methods for well performance prediction
including recent advancements in tight and shale reservoir applications. In this work, the
methods for well performance prediction are classified as follows;


Analogy



Volumetrics



Material Balance



Numerical Models



Production Decline Models
-

Empirical Models

-

Analytical Models

2.2 Analogy
Prior to drilling, when there is limited information about the reservoir system, the method
of analogy is the only method available for well performance prediction (Ertekin, et al.
2001). The method of analogy involves using production data of nearby wells with
petrophysical properties consistent with the primary reservoir of interest to make
predictions about the potential of a prospect well. Where there is good petrophysical
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consistency, the method of analogy can yield estimates of initial production, decline rates
and estimated ultimate recovery. The uncertainty in the method of analogy increases
drastically with reservoir heterogeneity. The method cannot be used for scenario analysis to
investigate the effect of different reservoir system properties on well performance and
therefore is not applicable to the process of hydraulic fracture design optimization.

2.3 Volumetrics
The basic equation for calculation of Gas in place (G) for example is given as follows;

An estimate of recovery factor is required for reservoir/well performance prediction and is
typically based on experience. In conventional applications the determination of drainage
areal extent on a field basis is generally an established process accomplished by contour
mapping on a field basis or based on well spacing in a per well basis. With decades of
conventional production, the attachment of a recovery factor in conventional applications is
also an established step. For basic shale gas prospect evaluation early in the field
development cycle, the volumetric approach may suffice. However for more detailed
reserves booking, complexities are introduced which at best limit the feasibility of the
volumetric method. Warpinski et al. (2005), among other authors have shown via
microseismic mapping that the region stimulated by the hydraulic fracture in MSHF shale
gas wells is limited to a three dimensional region around the primary hydraulic fracture
termed the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV). Ambrose at al. (2012) presented a modified
approach to estimation of gas in place for shale gas reservoirs which accounts for sorbed
gas volume (figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 – Conventional Gas vs. Shale Gas Petrophysical Model for Estimation of
Original Gas in Place
Mayerhofer (2008) also employ reservoir simulation to understand the effect of various
fracture network properties including SRV on well performance and demonstrate a
correlation between the SRV and well performance. Furthermore, the actual volume
drained by the well is only a fraction of the SRV (Maxwell 2013). Accurate determination
of the drainage volume in modern shale gas application is ongoing research; there is also
relatively inadequate experience for the assignment of representative recovery factors for
modern shale gas wells. The volumetric method is also unable to yield production forecasts
and is not applicable for hydraulic fracture design optimization.

2.4 Material Balance
Material balance is an implicit statement of the conservation of mass applied to reservoir
systems. It implies that given a fixed reservoir volume as defined by its boundaries, the net
sum of volume changes in the reservoir must be zero. Schilthuis (1936) first developed the
generalized material balance equation which relates reservoir fluid production, reservoir
pressure, fluid encroachment and initial fluid content (assuming equilibrium is established
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at all times between oil and solution gas). The generalized material balance equation can be
applied to specific reservoir types (i.e single phase gas, undersaturated oil e.t.c). Havlena
and Odeh (1963) presented a method of expressing the material balance equation as a
straight line to facilitate well performance prediction. The most dominant of this straight
line approach is in gas well performance prediction where an extrapolated plot of

vs.

yields the initial gas in place in the general case. In the presence of liquid drop out,
permeability variation, over pressure and water influx, deviations from straight line is
observable (figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 – Gas Reservoir P/z Plots under Various Reservoir Characteristics (BEG
2013)
Moghadam et al. (2011) defined a

term to account for the potential for reservoir over

pressure as well as residual fluid expansion and aquifer support. King (1993) presented an
approach to account for adsorbed gas in coalbed methane reservoirs so that the total gas in
place and not just free gas in place can be estimated. The method involves definition of a
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modified compressibility factor

. It also accounts for gas stored in fracture cleats and

water compressibility. Seidle (1999) simplifies the King material balance for coal bed
methane reservoirs by assuming constant water saturation. Jensen and Smith (1997) assume
that the gas stored in the cleat is negligible and therefore ignore water saturation effects.
The material balance methods described above require pressure estimates at discrete
points in time which in turn requires that the well be shut in. In cases where impractical
shut in time is required, the flowing material balance may be applied (Mattar and McNeil
1997). The flowing material balance uses the well flowing pressure in the construction of
the

plot and is applicable under constant rate production. Mattar and Anderson (2005)

introduced the dynamic material balance which advances the flowing material balance for
use under varying flow rates. The premise of the flowing and dynamic material balance
methods is that during boundary dominated flow, the flowing well pressure changes at the
same rate as the average reservoir pressure at a given point in time and therefore the
flowing well pressures can be converted to the average reservoir pressure. The commercial
life of a typical tight and shale gas well is dominated by non-boundary dominated flow.
The material balance method relies on actual production rates and pressures and do not
explicitly consider rock properties such as matric and fracture permeabilities. The method
also relies on actual production rates and pressures. Material balance methods are therefore
not applicable for fracture design optimization.

2.5 Numerical Models
Figure 2.3 illustrates the process involved in the numerical modeling process referred to as
reservoir simulation. In the process, subsurface structures are modeled using grid blocks as
illustrated in figure 2.4
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Figure 2.3 – The Numerical Reservoir Simulation Process (Adapted from Ertekin,
2001)
The governing non-linear partial differential equations (PDE) is written for each grid
block in discretized non-linear algebraic form before transformation to sets of linear
algebraic equations. Upon well representation, iterative and non-iterative numerical
methods are then used to obtain well flow rates, pressure and saturation distribution across
grid block. Reservoir simulation can be used for the purpose of history matching, and
production forecasting. The method can also be used for scenario analysis to compare
different field development schemes. Since modern reservoir simulators are capable of
handling three dimensional, multiphase flow, reservoir simulators are most commonly
classified based on fluid component handling as either black oil or compositional. In black
oil reservoir simulation the actual composition of the different reservoir fluids are not
explicitly considered i.e reservoir fluids are classified into water, oil and gas. The black oil
approach suffices for primary recovery processes and water flooding. When the recovery
process involves chemical reactions or processes which alter the composition of inherent
reservoir fluids, compositional reservoir simulation is used.
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Figure 2.4 –Gridding in Reservoir Simulation (Adapted from Ertekin, 2001)
Shale reservoir systems involve a complex interaction of various physical processes at the
macro and micro scale and pose greater challenges in modeling and simulation. Perdomo et
al. (2011) investigated the necessary and sufficient consideration in the design of a
representative shale gas simulator including pressure dependent desorption process, noninstantaneous dynamic distribution of fluids, and transport of fluids through interconnected
nano pores (Knudsen diffusion). Their work demonstrates the inadequacy of conventional
reservoir simulators in shale gas applications. Modern reservoir simulators employ various
levels of a multi porosity/permeability approaches and numerical adaptations to account for
the introduced shale gas complexity during the simulation process while endeavoring to
execute in practical time. One such approach allows for the import of microseismic data for
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SRV delineation. It employs a dual porosity model where macro scale fracture distribution
is captured by micro scale sugar cube model; the fracture networks act as main flow
channels while and matrix blocks serve as major storage source interaction between the
two continua is controlled via a transfer function. Another approach also allows
importation of microseismic data and implements a logarithmically spaced, locally refined
dual permeability gridding scheme within the SRV wherein the fracture network width is
pseudo sized to 2ft rather than the typical 0.001ft used in explicit representation. Rubin
(2010) demonstrates that with prescribed scaling of the fracture permeability and fracture
Forchheimer number, good match of reference case is obtained. Modern shale gas
simulators have indeed shown encouraging ability to match historical production data
albeit with intensive attention to details. Shale gas development so far has proven to be
well intensive, running into thousands of wells per play; coupled with the complex nature
of shale gas reservoirs, the application of reservoir simulation for per well reserve
estimation is feasible but with significant expense. However, reservoir simulation is
currently the only method available for hydraulic fracture design optimization based on
well performance prediction.

2.6 Production Decline Models
Production decline models use existing production data to predict future well performance
in terms of flow rate vs. time. This is in contrast with material balance approach which
predicts future well performance in terms of cumulative production vs. pressure.
Production decline models can be grouped into empirical models and analytical models
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2.6.1 Empirical Models
Empirical models use mathematical functions to approximate production decline character
based on field observations. Beal and Lewis (1918) first proposed the use of hyperbolic
functions for empirical well performance prediction. The Arps hyperbolic production
decline model (Arps 1945) constitutes the fundamental approach to empirical production
decline modeling and is given as follows;

Where

is the instantaneous decline rate and is defined as;
[

]

is the decline exponent and is defined as
[ ]

The subscript

denotes initial point. Equation 2.2 represents a reduced order model with

the following implied assumptions;


Onset of decline (i.e. declining flow potential)



Boundary dominated flow



Fixed reservoir conditions
- wellbore flowing pressure, drive mechanism, number of producing wells,
reservoir characteristics, relative permeability and saturation changes



Fixed operating conditions such that no new pressure transient is introduced in
between the forecast period
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Classic implementation of the hyperbolic production decline model involves identification
of particular flow relationships on specific graphical plots. Harmonic production decline
exhibits a linear relationship on a Cartesian plot of flow rate vs. cumulative production.
Exponential production decline exhibits a linear relationship on a semi-log plot of flow rate
vs. time and on a Cartesian plot of flow rate vs. cumulative production respectively. In
these cases, the initial values are estimated from the linear plot(s) followed by extrapolation
into future times. Purely hyperbolic rate-time behaviors do not exhibit linear relationship
on any of the specialized plots above and regressional analysis is typically used to estimate
production decline parameters. Table 2.1 shows the discrepancy in independently reported
(Berman 2011; Drake 2007; Brooks 2010) per well estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) for
various US shale gas plays based on the Arps’ hyperbolic decline curve (Arps 1945).

Shale Play

EUR (Independent
Consultants)

EUR (Operators)

Barnett

1.1 – 1.3 Bscf

2.0 – 2.65 Bscf

Fayetteville

1.1 Bscf

2.0 – 3.0 Bscf

Haynesville

3.0 Bscf

6.5 – 10 Bscf

Marcellus

NA

4 – 10 Bscf

Table 2.1 – Comparison of Average per well EUR in Various Shale Gas Plays
(Berman 2011; Drake 2007; Brooks 2010)
The discrepancy in table 2.1 is due to the uncertainty in the decline exponent especially in
transient flow. From a field perspective, Ilk et al (2008) sought to evaluate the hyperbolic
nature of rate-time data in low diffusivity systems and therefore the applicability of the
hyperbolic production decline model in these systems. The study employed a qDb plot of
production data, figure 2.5 shows a sample qDb plot for an East Texas tight gas well.
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Figure 2.5 – qDb Plot for an East Texas Tight Gas Well (Ilk et al. 2008)
Ilk et al. (2008) report two key findings;


Under full regime consideration, the decline exponent is a function of time.
Transient production data may be history matched with a superbolic decline
exponent

, however, in the long run, production tends towards

exponential decline.


An entirely superbolic rate extrapolation in low diffusivity systems such as tight
and shale gas wells results in excess of 100 % reserves estimates. Ilk et al
(2008b) focused on a set of tight gas wells previously analyzed based on the
elliptical flow model-based matching using time-pressure-rate data (Ilk et al.
2007).
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Additionally, the case of slightly compressible flow in boundary dominated flow represents
the only scenario for which there is a definite decline exponent

. In transient flow,

multiple decline exponent values can be used to history match production data resulting in
vastly different EUR estimates upon extrapolation. Robertson (1980) recognized that tight
gas reservoirs result in significant transient flow duration and presented the modified
hyperbolic production decline model as follows;

{
Duong (2011) also presented a production decline model for fracture dominated systems on
the basis that a log-log plot of

vs. time results in a straight line in these systems. The

key point of note is that the process of hydraulic fracture design optimization occurs before
any production data is available therefore empirical production decline models are not
applicable for hydraulic fracture design optimization.
2.6.1 Analytical Models
Analytical production decline models are based on analytical solutions to governing partial
differential equations. The solutions are presented as type curves which are essentially
graphical representations of analytical solutions in dimensionless form; analytical
production data methods are therefore referred to as type curve analysis. Ramey (1970)
first introduced the use of type curves in pressure transient testing. Laplace and Boltzmann
transforms are typically employed to obtain the pressure transient solutions (constant rate)
on which pressure transient type curves are based. From Duhamel’s theorem, the symmetry
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between pressure transient and rate transient solutions (constant flowing well pressure) in
Laplace space is evident as follows (Poe 1999);
̂

̂

This symmetry allows for the development of rate transient solutions from pressure
transient solutions with application to analytical decline curve analysis using type curves.
The use of type curves involves superimposition of production data on the type curves
followed by calculations to determine relevant reservoir parameters. The Fetkovich type
curves (Fetkovich 1980) combines analytical transient solutions with the hyperbolic
production decline model as shown in figure 2.6 below.

Figure 2.6 – Fetkovich Decline Type Curves (Fekete 2014)
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Carter (1985) recognized that the Fetkovich type curves did not account for pressure
dependent fluid properties in gas reservoirs. Carter therefore developed a set of type curves
(figure 2.7) which especially account for the variation of gas viscosity and gas
compressibility with pressure using a dimensionless drawdown parameter. The
dimensionless drawdown is defined as follows;

̅

(

)

[

(
( )

( )

)

]

Figure 2.7 – Carter Decline Type Curves (Adapted from Ahmed and McKinney
2005)
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The Fetkovich and Carter type curves assume constant flowing well pressure. Palacio and
Blasingame (1993) introduced the material balance time (material balance pseudotime for
compressible flow). By plotting the plots normalized flow rate

⁄

against material

balance time, the material balance time allows analysis of production data from well with
varying flowing well pressure. The material balance time converts exponential decline into
harmonic decline. The Blasingame type curves are similar to the Fetkovich type curves
with the exception that there is a singular harmonic stem in boundary dominated flow. For
slightly compressible flow, the material balance time is given as follows;

For compressible flow,
(

)

∫
̅

̅

Agarwal and Gardner (1998) preserve the principles inherent in the Fetkovich and Palacio
and Blasingame type curves but present a set up type curves which use the dimensionless
definitions from pressure transient testing. As with empirical production decline models,
analytical production decline models require existing production data and are therefore not
applicable for hydraulic fracture design optimization.
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CHAPTER 3
Mechanistic Interpretation of the Decline
Exponent
3.1 Introduction
Development of a thoroughly representative production decline model requires a
mechanistic understanding of the fundamental variable in production decline – The decline
exponent . Beal and Lewis (1918) in their pioneering work on production decline analysis
employed pure empiricism. Identification of a representative functional class for
production decline was based on observation of field production data. Arps (1945) retained
the purely empirical approach in developing the hyperbolic production decline theory. The
limitations of a constant decline exponent theory has been presented in chapter 1 based on
the work of Ilk et al. (2008). Boulis et al (2009) modeled the decline exponent using
exponential, power law and rational functions with the conclusion that time dependent
decline exponent result in production decline models with improved full regime production
data match compared to the hyperbolic production decline model with constant decline
exponent. The work was based on trial and error with no mechanistic basis for the
functional classes experimented with and no consensus reached on the generalized
character of the decline exponent. Several models have since been developed to implicitly
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account for the time dependent character of the decline exponent, most prominent of which
are the power-law exponential model and its 7 variations (ilk et al. 2010) and the Duong
model (Duong 2011). While these models offer improvements over the hyperbolic
production decline model, Kanfar and Wattenbarger (2012) have highlighted key
limitations of these models which stem primarily from the limits of the underlying physics
inherent in the models. In this chapter, based on reservoir simulation study of the decline
exponent character in a tight gas well, a theory of internal decline resistance is proposed
which explains the generalized physics of the decline exponent. The theory forms the basis
for identifying a generalized representative functional class to robustly model the time
dependency of the decline exponent. The applicability of the classic hyperbolic production
decline model is also specified in greater details towards improved consistency in industry
wide applications. The focus of the current chapter within the overall workflow is shown in
figure 3.1 below followed by a review of the hyperbolic production decline model
development.

Figure 3.1 – Hybrid Semi - Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Prediction
Workflow
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3.2 The Hyperbolic Production Decline Model
The development of the hyperbolic production decline model starts with the definition of
the instantaneous decline rate henceforth referred to as the decline rate

The decline exponent is given as
[ ]
Where ⁄ is the loss ratio. From equation 3.2 and by separation of variable,
[ ]
Integrating both sides,
∫ [ ]

Where

∫

is a constant of integration; at

,

therefore,

From the definition of the decline rate in equation 3.1,
[

]

Integrating both sides across appropriate limits and simplifying,
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∫

∫

Ilk et al (2008) have shown that the decline rate and decline exponent can also be expressed
in terms of cumulative production Q such that;

[ ]

and

are referred to as the initial values in this work, the subscript ‘ ’ is the fixed

anchor point of a given analysis at which

for the purpose of that specific analysis

although actual production time at the anchor point can be

. In this work central

difference is used extensively for the computation of derivatives. Therefore, the fixed
anchor point is set to
such that

. The hyperbolic production decline model requires a constant
with

values of 0 and 1 representing the particular cases exponential

and harmonic decline respectively.

3.3 Theory of Internal Decline Resistance
The theory of internal decline resistance is concerned with the time dependent direction of
the decline exponent (increasing, decreasing, constant or zero) denoted as ⃗ . The time
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dependent direction of the decline exponent is particularly important as it is the primary
control on the nature of production decline curves as is demonstrated subsequently. This in
turn forms the basis for reduced order production decline modeling in terms of
identification of a representative functional class to initiate mathematical modeling.
Kupchenko et al (2008) performed a reservoir simulation study on the time
dependency of the decline exponent

and loss ratio

⁄

using bi-wing hydraulically

fractured tight gas reservoir model with square boundaries as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Production data from simulation study is referred to in this work as controlled production
data given that the analyst retains the ability to both observe and alter well performance to
suit the objectives of the study. This is in contrast to developments based on observation of
field production data in which data is taken as is. The latter forms the basis for all existing
empirical production decline models. The reservoir model in figure 3.2 represents a
thorough generalized basis for the study of the decline exponent character as its production
performance spans the key flow patterns encountered during production decline in both
conventional and unconventional reservoir systems as illustrated in figure 3.3. Flow pattern
1 represents linear flow which is of three types; fracture linear flow, bi-linear flow and
formation linear flow. Flow pattern 2 represents elliptical flow; flow pattern 3 represents
pseudo radial flow. Flow pattern 4 represents transition flow which implies that the
pressure transient has encountered at least one reservoir boundary and is no longer in pure
transient flow. Flow pattern 5 represents boundary dominated flow when the pressure
transient has encountered all reservoir boundaries. Production data from simulation study is
referred to in this work as controlled production data given that the analyst retains the
ability to both observe and alter well performance to suit the objectives of the study. This is
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in contrast to developments involving observation of field production data in which data is
taken as is. The latter forms the basis for all existing empirical production decline models.

Figure 3.2 – Hydraulically Fractured Tight Gas Reservoir Model

Figure 3.3 – Tight Gas Reservoir Flow Patterns
The results from Kupchenko et al. (2008) directly relevant to this work are presented in
Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 below.
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Figure 3.4 - Variation of Decline Exponent

with Time (Kupchenko et al, 2008)

Figure 3.4 presents a full regime examination of the decline exponent. In the case of an
unbounded reservoir, the decline exponent has an approximately constant value during
formation linear flow after which the decline exponent increases continuously. In the case
of a bounded reservoir, the decline exponent begins to increase at the end of linear flow
and into pseudo radial flow. It reaches a peak at the end of transient flow at which time it
begins to decrease from transition into boundary dominated flow with higher values of the
decline exponent for high pressure drawdowns (figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 – Effect of Pressure Drawdown on the Decline Exponent in BDF:
Compressible Flow (Kupchenko et al. 2008)
Figure 3.6 presents a full regime examination of the loss ratio. Note that the red incline
straight lines (continuous and dashed) are impositions of this work. The loss ratio has a
constant slope during linear flow after which it increases continuously in convex manner
for an unbounded reservoir. For a bounded reservoir this convex increase converts to
concave once a reservoir boundary is encountered and becomes an approximate straight
line during boundary dominated flow.
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Figure 3.6 – Variation of Loss ratio ⁄ with Time (Adapted from Kupchenko et al,
2008)
Consider a non-producing single phase reservoir at an initial pressure. The system is in a
state of equilibrium which becomes altered when a well is drilled into the reservoir and a
potential difference imposed. The reaction of the reservoir system is to counter the imposed
potential difference as quickly as the properties of the reservoir systems allows; the result is
flow of fluids into the wellbore. This flow of fluid results in a decrease in the average
reservoir pressure and therefore a decrease in the imposed potential difference until a new
equilibrium is established. As the volumetric change caused by fluid production drives the
reservoir system into a new equilibrium, it is proposed in this work that there is an inherent
internal resistance to declining flow rates in reservoir systems which manifests as a finite
value of the decline exponent. This internal decline resistance
as the decline resistance and is defined as follows;

) is hereafter referred to
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Where,

Such that

(

)

(

)
and

is the general direction of pressure transient

propagation. Transient contacted volume effect is the increase in contacted fluid volume
during transient flow as the pressure transient move outward from the wellbore. Increasing
contacted volume is a pseudo volumetric support due to the fact that there is a relative
influx of fluid into the contacted volume as the pressure transient moves outwards from the
well. Dynamic decompression occurs in compressible systems and refers to the fact that as
pressure declines and flow rate decreases, greater fluid decompression occurs during a
given period than during an equal preceding period of time. All producing reservoirs
demonstrate at least one of the above two forms of resistance during its life. As forms of
decline resistance, the transient contacted volume and dynamic decompression effects
result in a finite value for the decline exponent. In addition the transient contacted volume
effect controls the direction of the decline exponent.
Assuming a constant reservoir thickness, then in transient linear flow as illustrated
in figure 3.7, the contacted volume is given by
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Figure 3.7 – Transient Linear Flow Pattern
Where

the extent of pressure transient investigation and changes with time,

hydraulic fracture half-length so that

is the breadth of the region spanned by the

pressure transient in a direction perpendicular to , and
and

is the

is the reservoir thickness. With

as constants,

Therefore in linear transient flow, decline resistance due to transient contacted effect is
constant. Consider also that the decline exponent is constant in linear transient flow by
analogy to rate transient solutions (Seshadri and Mattar 2010). In transient radial flow
illustrated in figure 3.8 below, the contacted volume is given as follows;
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Figure 3.8 – Transient Radial Flow Pattern
Where r is the extent of investigation and is a function of time. With

as a constant,

Therefore in radial transient flow, decline resistance increases. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show
that the decline exponent also increases in radial-type transient flow which includes radial,
pseudo-radial and elliptical transient flow.
Transition flow may implies that the pressure transient has reached at least one but
not the entire reservoir boundaries in which case

necessarily decreases since the

pressure transient is exposed to a progressively decreasing unaffected region. Consider the
hypothetical reservoir flow situation in figure 3.9. The reservoir is in the transient flow
period since the pressure transient partially contacts the reservoir boundaries. The pressure
transient front is assumed to be vertical for simplicity.
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Figure 3.9 – Idealization of Transition Flow Regime
The contacted volume is given by
̅

̅

So that
̅

̅

As the pressure transient propagates towards the uncontacted volume, ̅ decreases which
implies that ̅

and therefore from equation 3.13,

. Decline resistance therefore

decreases in transition flow. Transition flow may also refer to a late transient flow regime
when all boundaries have been seen by the pressure transient but the rate of pressure
change is non-uniform within the reservoir. This non-uniformity represents a finite decline
resistance which is an after effect of transient contacted volume effect. This after effect
should necessarily diminish as the flow tends towards boundary dominated flow and
pressures begin to stabilize. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that the decline exponent decreases
during transition flow.
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In boundary dominated flow, the extent of investigation becomes a constant and
decline resistance via transient contacted volume effect (and after effect) is non-existent
therefore,

For slightly compressible systems, decline resistance practically ends when boundary
dominated flow is reached. Fetkovich (1980) indeed showed that for slightly compressible
systems the decline exponent is indeed zero during boundary dominated flow. However for
compressible systems, dynamic decompression effect is in play resulting in finite decline
resistance during boundary dominated flow. It is clear from figures 3.4 and 3.5 that the
decline exponent has a finite value in boundary dominated compressible flow. Note
however that with regards to dynamic decompression effect, the gas compressibility
typically dominates the rock compressibility. Consider the definition of the isothermal gas
compressibility as follows;

Consideration of an ideal gas is sufficient to demonstrate the point. The isothermal gas
compressibility is given by

As illustrated in figure 3.10, gas compressibility increases with decrease in pressure, the
increasing compressibility (fluid expansion) is a pseudo volumetric support and serves to
resist production decline however the more important point of note is that compressibility
effect prevails for as long as a finite pressure difference exists in the reservoir.
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Figure 3.10 – Typical Gas Compressibility Profile as Pressure Decreases: The
slope of the curve increases as pressure decreases, an indication of decline resistance
due to dynamic decompression
Since the reservoir pressure tends to the well flowing pressure decompression effect
asymptotically tends to zero. Notice in figure 3.5 that the decline exponent, though
approximately constant, actually decreases asymptotically towards zero.
By comparing the concept of decline resistance to the observation of the decline
exponent in figures 3.4 and 3.5, it is clear that the decline exponent tracks the decline
resistance. It can therefore be written that
⃗
For slightly compressible flow, dynamic decompression is practically nonexistent so that
⃗
The decline exponent

is therefore a measure of the decline resistance due to the effects of

transient contacted volume, and dynamic decompression with limiting behavior such that;
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In figure 3.5, the decline exponent during boundary dominated flow increases with pressure
drawdown for the same initial pressure. In terms of decline resistance, larger pressure
drawdowns imply lower average pressure during boundary dominated flow. Lower
reservoir pressures imply larger amount of dynamic decompression place as evident in the
higher values of

⁄

at lower pressures (figure 3.10).

3.3.1 Resistance Tempering and Escalation
Internal decline resistance manifests as a finite decline exponent and is strictly as a result of
transient contacted volume and dynamic decompression effects. However, after internal
decline resistance has been initiated, individual reservoir system properties may influence
the magnitude of internal decline resistance. Across reservoir cases, resistance tempering is
the reduction in decline resistance while resistance escalation is the increase in decline
resistance. Figure 3.11 shows loss ratio profiles across single phase radial reservoirs
(slightly compressible fluids) of different permeabilities. Recall that the decline exponent is
the derivative of the loss ratio. Figure 3.11 shows that higher permeability tempers decline
resistance as evident in lower loss ratio derivatives in pre-transient flow and lower values
of the loss ratio in boundary dominated flow (BDF). Note that boundary dominated flow is
indicated by a constant loss ratio i.e zero decline exponent while higher loss ratios implies
lower decline rates. It can be shown that decreasing viscosity has the same resistance
tempering effect as increasing permeability across reservoirs. Figure 3.12 shows that higher
porosities escalate decline resistance as evident in higher loss ratio derivatives in transient
flow and higher values of the loss ratio in boundary dominated flow.
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Figure 3.11 – Loss Ratio Profiles across Reservoirs of Different
Permeabilities
It can be shown that increasing total compressibility has the same resistance escalation
effect as increasing porosity across reservoirs. Recall that formation diffusivity is given as
̅

therefore, higher formation hydraulic diffusivity results in resistance tempering

and vice versa. This is useful in understanding hydraulically fractured low permeability
reservoir systems such as shale gas reservoirs. These reservoirs typically manifest
relatively high initial flow rates and yet high initial decline rates (i.e low loss ratio values)
compared to conventional reservoir systems). The high initial flow rates is as a result of
increased effective permeability due to stimulation while the high decline rate is as a result
of low matrix porosity which results in resistance tempering. The high initial decline rate is
not as a result of low matrix permeability as is often held. In hydraulically fractured
systems contacted volume effects ensures that resistance escalation or tempering may not
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be evident in the decline exponent during linear flow as the decline exponent holds a value
of 2 in all reservoir cases however resistance tempering and escalation in these cases will
be evident in the magnitude of the loss ratio in transition and boundary dominated flow.
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Figure 3.12 – Loss Ratio Profiles across Reservoirs of Different Porosities
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 examine the effect of depletion induced permeability and porosity
reduction on decline resistance. Permeability retainment is the ratio of the final
permeability to the initial permeability (kratio). Figure 3.13 shows that for higher
permeability retainment resistance tempering occurs with respect to the base case (kratio
= 1) while resistance escalation occurs for lower permeability retainment. Porosity
retainment is the ratio of the final porosity to the initial permeability (Poro ratio). Figure
3.14 shows that for higher permeability retainment resistance tempering occurs with
respect to the base case of (Poro ratio = 1).
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Figure 3.13 – Loss Ratio Profiles across Reservoirs of Different Permeability
Retainment upon Depletion Induced Permeability Reduction
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Figure 3.14 – Loss Ratio Profiles across Reservoirs with Different Porosity
Retainment upon Depletion Induced Porosity Reduction
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3.3.2 Negative Decline Exponent
Figure 3.15 shows the loss ratio profile for a hypothetical reservoir undergoing
permeability dilation during production. Under this condition, the loss ratio exhibits a
negative slope i.e a negative decline exponent and therefore decline support as opposed to
decline resistance. The figure also shows that decline support increases with increase in
permeability enhancement.
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Figure 3.15 – Hypothetical Loss Ratio Profiles across Reservoirs with
Different Permeability Enhancement
This is hypothetical reservoir response and contrary to expected physics as reservoir rock
response to production tends to reduce permeability. Note that permeability enhancement
during production has been shown to occur during steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)
of oil sands reservoirs (Yin et. al (2009)). However the SAGD process involves fluid
injection, the effect of fluid injection is not explicitly studied in this work, however fluid
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injection is direct volumetric support and should manifest as decline resistance. Additional
simulation study is required to examine the overall loss ratio profile in the presence of
decline support due to permeability enhancement and decline resistance due to fluid
injection. Consider also the reservoir below to be producing under boundary dominated
flow conditions. Consider also the hypothetical situation that the reservoir boundaries
continually decrease with time. Again this is a hypothetical reservoir response as drainage
area is not physically expected to decrease with time.

Figure 3.16 – Hypothetical Reservoir with Moving Boundary
Consider again the definition of the contacted volume given in equation 3.10. In the case of
figure 3.16,

Where r decreases with time so that there is a pseudo transient contacted volume effect for
which the decline exponent decreases as per the implications of equation 3.15. The decline
exponent is originally at 0 during boundary dominated flow, further decrease implies a
negative decline exponent. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 demonstrate that the conditions for a
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negative decline exponent may indeed not be physical thus providing mechanistic
validation of the Arps stipulated range of
3.3.3 Impact of Decline Resistance on Production Decline Profile
The decline exponent and therefore decline resistance may increase, decrease or remain
constant during production decline. On a log-log plot, the effects are a convex, concave or
linear tendency of the production decline curve respectively. Figure 3.17 shows a
schematic planar view of the multi-stage hydraulically fractured reservoir with a stimulated
and unstimulated reservoir volume. This is applicable to tight and shale reservoirs. The
theory of internal decline resistance is applied to the production decline curve of this
reservoir model. In chapter 8 this application provides insight into the practically expected
flow regimes in shale gas reservoirs and therefore insight for their semi-mechanistic
modeling. Table 3.1 shows the cases considered.

Figure 3.17 – Illustration of a Multistage Hydraulically Fractured Well
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Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

USRV Permeability
(md)
N/A
0.1
0.001
1E-6

SRV Permeability (md)
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1

Table 3.1 – Case studies on the Effect of Decline Resistance on Production Profile
Case 1 has no unstimulated reservoir volume, and is the control experiment. Decline
resistance due to transient contacted volume effect results in constant decline resistance
which manifests as a linear production profile. Upon reaching a boundary, decline
resistance begins to decrease which manifests as a concave production profile.

Figure 3.18 – Production Profile: Case 1
In case 2, the SRV has the same permeability as the USRV although there are hydraulic
fractures within the SRV. This is the case in multistage hydraulically fractured tight
sands. Initially, decline resistance due to linear type transient contacted volume effect
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within the SRV dominates and results in constant decline resistance which manifests as a
linear production profile. However radial-type contacted volume effect within the USRV
subsequently dominates and results in a convex tendency in the production profile until a
flow boundary is reached at which time decline resistance decreases and the production
profile becomes concave into boundary dominated flow. The presence of SRV and USRV
transient contacted volume effects results separate SRV and USRV flow regions and
depicted by the red vertical line in figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19 – Production Profile: Case 2
In cases 3 and case 4 (figures 3.20 and 3.21) the separation of the SRV and USRV flow
regions is more pronounced due to larger fold of increase in effective permeability within
the SRV compared to the USRV. This is depictive of stimulated shale reservoirs.
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Figure 3.20 – Production Profile: Case 3

Figure 3.21 – Production Profile: Case 4
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In cases 3 and 4, due to the low permeability of the USRV, decline resistance due to SRV
transient contacted volume effect decreases significantly before USRV transient contacted
volume effect becomes significant. This results in the manifestation of a pseudo boundary
dominated flow regime where the production profile manifests a concave tendency before
the true reservoir boundaries have been reached.
3.4 The Concept of Loss Ratio Linearity
An important implication of decline resistance is that theoretically speaking, the decline
exponent does not assume a non-zero constant in boundary dominated flow. However, the
historical validity of the hyperbolic model (

in boundary dominated flow can be

explained through the concept of loss ratio linearity. For a predefined duration of time, loss
ratio linearity is a qualitative measure of the degree to which a straight-line approximates
the behavior of the loss ratio profile with respect to a reference point. When that reference
point is the initial producing time, it is referred to as the initial loss ratio linearity.
For slightly compressible fluids in boundary dominated flow, the decline exponent
is zero (Fetkovich 1980) which implies perfect loss ratio linearity with the start of
boundary dominated flow as the reference point. As evident in figure 3.6, for compressible
flow and with the start of boundary dominated flow as the reference point, high loss ratio
linearity is typically obtainable; in this case the linear profile exhibits a slope of
approximately 0.5. High loss ratio linearity results in approximately constant decline
exponent and explains historical validity of the hyperbolic production decline model in
conventional reservoirs during boundary dominated flow.
The red inclined line in figure 3.6 suggests that high initial loss ratio linearity may
be obtainable in some transient flow cases. These cases are quantified in chapter 5 but
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generally include fracture dominated systems, massively hydraulically fractured systems
and systems with relatively significant formation diffusivity. The implication is that in
these cases, an equivalent constant decline exponent can be used to model transient
production decline in which the decline exponent is increasing. This is confirmed using
reservoir simulation of a well in an infinite-acting reservoir (slightly compressible fluid)
with results presented in figure 3.22. The figure illustrates 25 years of transient flow
captured using the hyperbolic production decline model with an equivalent constant decline
exponent

. Recall from the implications of the decline resiatance that the decline

exponent is guaranteed to increase during transient radial flow. The same scenario can be
shown to be evident in compressible radial transient flow.
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Figure 3.22 – Demonstration of High Loss Ratio Linearity in Transient Flow
High loss ratio linearity therefore explains field observations of the applicability of nonzero constant decline exponent to non-boundary dominated flow production data in many
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cases. In cases of low initial loss ratio linearity is in transient flow, there is always a
reference time greater than the initial producing time for which high loss ratio linearity is
obtainable in transient flow.
In general, for the purpose of reserves estimation, the hyperbolic production decline
model with a constant

can be utilized for extrapolation into a point in time with

high loss ratio linearity, whereas serious errors in reserves estimation occur when a
constant

value is used to extrapolate into a point in time with low loss ratio linearity as

illustrated by the dotted red inclined line in figure 3.6. Although loss ratio linearity
guarantees the validity of the hyperbolic production decline model in boundary dominated
flow, wells in tight and shale reservoirs will typically exhibit an extended duration of nonboundary dominated flow (transient + transition). Several years must elapse before the
hyperbolic production decline model is applicable. Early time application of the hyperbolic
decline model in these plays strongly suggests a violation of the model requirements in
itself, exacerbated by the use of superbolic decline exponent values.
3.5 Quasi-Hyperbolic Decline Exponent Character
Dynamic decompression effect ensures that the decline exponent exhibits strong dissipative
character in the generalized case of compressible flow as in gas wells. Note that there is no
dissipative behavior in slightly compressible flow as dynamic decompression effect is
absent as in oil wells. The hyperbolic function is the classic approach for modeling systems
dissipative tendency. In the case of high initial loss ratio linearity, the full regime character
of the decline exponent can be modeled by a hyperbolic function. In the case of low initial
loss ratio linearity, the general quadratic tendency of the loss ratio in transient flow (green
curve in figure 3.6) ensures that early time decline exponent character can be modeled by a
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linear function up to a point where loss ratio linearity can be obtained in transient flow.
This combination of linear and hyperbolic tendency of the decline exponent is referred to
as a quasi-hyperbolic character. Therefore a generalized model of the decline exponent can
be defined as follows
{
Where,

is a hyperbolic function and

is linear function.

is the reference time

at which high initial loss ratio linearity can be obtained in transient flow. In the case where
there is high initial loss ratio linearity,

can model the full regime decline exponent

profile. A representative production decline model can then be pursued such that
{

(

)

(

)

In chapter 4 and 7

(

) and

(

) are rigorously developed as the basis for the

GHG method.

3.6 Chapter Summary
The key highlights from this chapter are as follows;


A theory of decline resistance is proposed which demonstrates that the decline
exponent is a measure of resistance to decline due to the combined effect of
transient contacted volume and dynamic decompression.



Decline resistance demonstrates that the decline exponent is theoretically never a
non-zero constant in boundary dominated flow contrary to the stipulations of the
traditional hyperbolic production decline model.
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The concept of loss ratio linearity explains the historical validity of the hyperbolic
model in practical applications during boundary dominated flow despite its
theoretical contradiction of the concept of decline resistance.



Loss ratio linearity also explains the validity of an equivalent constant decline
exponent for capturing transient production decline in many cases and establishes
on a more physical basis the limits of applicability of the hyperbolic production
decline model for both transient and boundary dominated flow regimes.



The requirements for a negative decline exponent are shown to be impractical thus
providing mechanistic validation of the lower limit of the decline exponent in the
hyperbolic production decline model.



The concepts of decline resistance and loss ratio linearity provide a physical
premise upon which the generalized decline exponent character is classified as
quasi-hyperbolic – The basis for development of a new production decline model
in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
Hypergeometric Production Decline Model
Development
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 notes that a reduced order production decline model is a key component of the
GHG method. In this chapter the first component

of the target reduced order

production decline model is developed based on the theory of internal decline resistance
and the concept of loss ratio linearity presented in chapter 3. Reduced order modeling
employs parameterization. In this work, the term ‘parameter’ specifically refers to tuning
parameters and exclude the initial values

and

since these values can be estimated

directly from production data. The focus of the current chapter within the overall workflow
is shown in figure 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.1 – Hybrid Semi-Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Prediction
Workflow
4.2 Model Development
The following assumptions are implied;


Single well



Onset of decline i.e declining flow potential difference



Fixed operating conditions such that no new pressure transient is introduced in
between the prediction period



Constant flowing well pressure

These assumptions are leaner than the assumptions inherent in the hyperbolic production
decline model. In this case, there is no flow regime restriction and the intrinsic reservoir
properties such as permeability are not required to be constant. The premise of the
production decline model developed in this chapter is based on the physical interpretation
of the decline exponent presented in chapter 3 and summarized below;
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Based on the assumption of high loss ratio linearity in transient flow, a practically
constant equivalent decline exponent is used to model transient character of the
decline exponent.



The dissipative character of the decline exponent in the generalized case of
compressible flow due to dynamic decompression indicates a hyperbolic character
so that the physics of the decline exponent is modeled by a hyperbolic function.

As stated in chapter 3, high initial loss ratio linearity can be expected in fracture dominated
systems, massively hydraulically fractured systems and systems with relatively high
formation diffusivity. Note that 60% of new oil and gas wells worldwide are hydraulically
fractured. This figure increases to 90% in onshore United States (Vos 2013). Commercially
producing unfractured wells are also generally of high diffusivity. Therefore high initial
loss ratio linearity can be regarded as a prevalent characteristic of commercially producing
oil and gas wells. However, high initial loss ratio linearity is not guaranteed with respect
the fixed anchor point
such that

in which case it is necessary to select a floating anchor point

at which time there is high loss ratio linearity in transient flow. In chapter

7, model development is extended to account for scenarios where there is low loss ratio
linearity in early transient flow.
For the current case of high loss ratio linearity, a hyperbolic function is required such
that it assumes a non-zero constant value at early times and tends to zero at later times so
that;
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⁄
First consider the case of slightly compressible flow. In the development of the hyperbolic
production decline model, the hyperbolic decline rate is given in equation 3.3 as

Instantaneous Decline Rate (1/Day)

Figure 4.2 shows the character of the instantaneous decline rate for an arbitrary set of input.
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Figure 4.2 – Character of the Hyperbolic Instantaneous Decline Rate
The important point of note is that equation 3.3 embodies the character of the decline
exponent sought after. Its functional class therefore used by analogy as a starting point for a
new representative decline exponent model so that generally,

As required,
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(

)

(

)

Parametric experiments on the effect of

and

and on the decline exponent reveal

the following functional dependencies;

(
So that

)
is the transient parameter and

is the depletion parameter. In oil wells, the

effect of dynamic decompression is negligible so that the depletion parameter

is

constant. In gas wells, the dominant effect of dynamic decompression increases with time
so that the depletion parameter is modeled as an increasing function of time while
preserving the functional class of the parent function

where

is the initial depletion parameter and

so that,

is the decompression parameter. From

the definition of the decline exponent in equation 3.2 then by separation of variables,
∫ [ ]
With

∫
and

as constants as in the case of oil wells, equation 4.11 resolves as follows;
{

Where

}

is the Gaussian hypergeometric function; at

,

therefore,
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Then,
⁄

{

}

So that

{

}

As required,
{

}

Equation 4.14 represents a first order ordinary differential equation given as follows;

{

}

By separation of variables,
∫

∫

{

}

it is impossible to express the right hand side integral in terms of elementary functions. The
proof of this stems from Liouville’s theorem on integration in terms of elementary
functions (Conrad 1991) and is not pursued in this work. An alternative approach for
handling irreducible integrals is introduced via parametric equivalence and direct
substitution.
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4.2.1 Parametric Equivalence and Direct Substitution
Consider the following proposition.


Assuming similar initial conditions then if a primary function
and a corresponding function

is such that

) is such that

then

)
represent a hypothetical exact solution to equation 4.16; then if a function ̃

Let

exists such that equation 4.17 is honored then

̃

.

̃
̃

{

}

Such a function ̃ is pursued based on direct substitution of the decline exponent model in
equation 4.11 into the hyperbolic production decline model in equation 3.4 so that;

(

)

⁄

Where

To explore the validity of direct substitution based on parametric equivalence, production
profile is generated for an arbitrary set of input (table 4.1) using equation 4.14. The
resulting decline rate is then compared to the decline rate obtained using the
hypergeometric decline rate in equation 4.15
10000
0.5
2
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2.01
0.00187
0.5
0.00022
0.75
Table 4.1 – Input Data: Parametric Equivalence Example
By using the default values of

,

and

, the primary function and corresponding

function do not agree (figure 4.3). However figure 4.4 shows agreement between the
primary and corresponding function when adjusted

and

values are used resulting

in a mean average percentage error of ~3.31% . This technique is referred to herein as
parametric equivalence. Returning to equation 4.12, parametric equivalence via direct
substitution is invoked so that a new production decline model is given as follows;

(
Where,

{

)

⁄
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Figure 4.3 – Decline Rate Profiles using Direct Substitution (Unadjusted)
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Figure 4.4 – Decline Rate Profiles using Direct Substitution (Adjusted)
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Equation 4.20 is referred to as the hypergeometric (HG) production decline model
stemming from the character of the decline rate in the limiting case of oil wells where
and

are constants
Parametric equivalence allows approximate algebraic solutions to integrals which

cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions. Additionally, parametric equivalence
enables the preservation of the rate-time form of the industry familiar hyperbolic
production decline model. Figure 4.5 shows the typical character of the decline exponent
under hypergeometric production decline for the case of oil wells. The key point of note is
the ability of the model to initially maintain a practically constant decline exponent as per
the assumption of high initial loss ratio linearity.
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Figure 4.5 – Decline Exponent Profile – HG Model
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Note that the HG model should be employed such that

at the initial point regardless

of the actual production time at that initial point. The resulting time is referred to as
analysis time.
In subsequent chapters, a mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is
developed which allows development of calibration functions for the HG model parameters
using first principle rate transient identities. Calibration functions for a given reservoir
system give unique relationships between the HG model parameters and the reservoir
system properties. The combination of the reduced order production decline model and the
mechanistic model calibration framework constitute the GHG method. Three forms of
validations are used throughout this work as follows;


Representative Validation – This is used to validate the representative quality of
the reduced order production decline model



Single Point Validation – This is used to validate the definitions of rate transient
identities developed for predefined reservoir systems.



Predictive Validation – This is used to validate the calibration tables developed for
a predefined reservoir system.

Note that successful predictive validation implies single point validation. However single
point validation allows the analyst to confirm integrity of rate transient identities before the
relatively intensive computational process of calibration table generation is embarked
upon.
The occurrence of the Gaussian hypergeometric function in the HG decline rate is
interesting and is briefly addressed. The generalized hypergeometric function is a class of
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special function given by the hypergeometric series such that successive terms can follows
be written as follows (Wolfram, 2012);
(̂

̂

(̂

̂

̂ )( ̂ ̂ )
)( ̂ ̂ )

̂
̂

̂̅

̂ ̅
̂

Of particular interest is the Gaussian hypergeometric function which shows up in the HG
decline rate model and is given as follows;
( ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂)

∑

̂ ̂ ( ̂)

̂

Where (

̂)

̂

̂

̂

̂

is the Pochammer symbol or rising factorial. Equation 4.25 is a solution to the

hypergeometric differential equation given by
̂

̂ ̂

[ ̂

(̂

̂

) ̂] ̂

̂̂̂

By an appropriate change of variable, any second order linear differential equation with at
most three regular singular points can be converted to a hypergeometric differential
equation. Occurrences of the Gaussian hypergeometric function in the modeling of physical
systems include in quantum mechanics, in the Schrodinger equation for the scattering of a
mono-energetic beam of particles of a given mass from a symmetric Eckart potential
(Blinder 2012), in modern optics for the Zernike coefficients for concentric, circular, scaled
pupils (Diaz et al. 2009). The Gaussian hypergeometric function also shows up in reservoir
stimulation in the implementation of pressure decline analysis with the carter leak off
model (Nolte and Economides 1995). Boulis et al.(2009) encountered the hypergeometric
function in their experimental effort to model the decline exponent by a power law
function. Rate and pressure transient solutions may be written in hypergeometric form. For
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example, the rate transient solution in the case of formation linear flow is given in equation
4.27 as follows (Poe 1999);

Also,

By combining equations 4.27 and 4.28 the hypergeometric form is obtained as;

From the definition of the loss ratio, it can be shown that;

Equation 4.30 indeed gives insight into the robustness of hypergeometric function in the
modeling of physical systems. It is interesting to note that the generalized hypergeometric
function includes several elementary and special mathematical functions as special cases.
The only function for which the generalized hypergeometric function is a special case is the
Meijer G function (Beals and Szmigielski 1936).

4.2.2 Representative Validation
Figure 4.6 show 3 reservoir models used for validation and benchmarking in this work.
Base model 1 represents a hydraulically fractured well with infinite fracture conductivity in
a homogenous reservoir in which linear transient flow persists until a boundary is
encountered. The model is a member the well pattern illustrated in figure 4.7 below
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6 – Base Models for Validation: (a) Base Model 1 (b) Base Model 2 (c) Base
Model 3

Figure 4.7 – Base Model 1 (Adapted from Wattenbarger et al. (2001)
Such reservoir response has been observed in the field and is well documented (Hale
1983), Stright and Gordon (1983), Ammer et al. (1984). Arevalo-Villagran et. al (2001)
points out that such persistent linear flow may be due to the presence of a hydraulic
fracture, anisotropy, high permeability streaks due to layering and the presence of natural
fractures. Base model 1 is of particular importance in this work for the following reasons


The model represents the only hydraulically fractured model encountered in
literature for which there is a full regime analytical solution. It therefore provides
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a rigorous analytical basis for the development of rate transient identities for
calibrating the HG model as introduced in chapter 5.


A key feature of the model is that the hydraulic fracture largely dictates effective
drainage area. The model therefore provides insight into performance prediction
of multistage hydraulically fractured shale gas wells where it is known that the
effective drainage area is limited to the hydraulic fracture extent

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show a simulation study of potential tip effect in base model 1in a field
pattern. Figure 4.8 shows a snap shot of the pressure transient at an early time; note the
flow is perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture. Figure 4.9 shows a snapshot of the pressure
transient at a later time when pressure transient interference has occurred. The overall
observation is that under infinite fracture conductivity, tip effect is negligible as flow
remains perpendicular to the hydraulic fractures throughout the life of the wells.

Figure 4.8 – Examination of Tip Effect in Base Model 1: Early Transient Flow
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Figure 4.9 – Examination of Tip Effect in Base Model 1: Late Transient Flow
Base model 2 is the classic radial reservoir model used in well test developments and base
model 3 is a bi-wing hydraulically fractured reservoir model with infinite fracture
conductivity.
Regressional optimization for deduction of optimal HG model parameters is
performed using a custom multi-variable non-linear regressional optimization algorithm.
The algorithm forms a key part of the mechanistic model calibration framework within
which HG model parameters are semi-analytically related to reservoir system properties.
Within this calibration framework the Joint error Index (JEI) is introduced as a new
measure of goodness of fit as follows;
|

|

|

|
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Where,
̅

∑

|∫

|

̂|

̅

∫
∫

̅

|

̅

and ̂ represents the base function and fit function respectively and

is the number of

data points. The optimization framework is presented in details in chapter 5. Figures 4.10
to 4.12 demonstrate the typical full regime accuracy of the HG model for the base models
and reservoir system properties given in table 4.2.
Base Model 1(Water)

⁄
℉

4000
500

Base Model 2
(Gas)
5000
3500

Base Model 3
(Gas)
4500
600

0.35
0.15
1.0
6E-6
40
1.01
120
615

7
0.2
6E-6
40
180
-

0.8
0.15
6E-6
40
150
369

615
615
-

660

615
615
-

0.25

0.25

0.25

Table 4.2 – Base Model Reservoir System Properties
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Figure 4.10 – Base Model 1 Representative Validation (Water Well)
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Figure 4.11 – Base Model 2 Representative Validation (Gas Well)
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Figure 4.12 – Base Model 3 Representative Validation (Gas Well)

Base Model
1(Water)

Base Model 2
(Gas)

Base Model 3
(Gas)

4532.6

84408.7

252868.9

0.1912

0.042881

0.1452

2.4990

3.3848

2.3252

0.0040
1.0583
-

0.71901
0.66482
8.711E-5

0.042539
0.67354
0.67354
2.1E-05

1.7530E+5

2.573E+6

8.313E+6

1.7530E+5

2.573E+6

8.313E+6
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3.2215E-7
2.1039
1.0520

2.7331E-5
2.6204
1.3102

1.1946E-6
5.0701
2.535

Table 4.3 – Representative Validation Results (Base Models)
To demonstrate the robustness of the HG model, selected simulated reservoir models of
increased complexity relative to the base models are examined. These complex cases
include multiphase flow, multilayer reservoir, cross flow, permeability anisotropy, and
multi-drive mechanisms e.t.c and are described below with representative validation results
presented in figures 4.13 to 4.17.
Case 1
- 5 layer gas reservoir
- Mobile water in reservoir (i.e 2 phase flow)
- Alternating fair and low quality sand with non-uniform thickness
- Cross flow
- Permeability anisotropy
- Non-Darcy flow consideration
- Selective perforation
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Figure 4.13 – Representative Validation (Complex Case 1)
Case 2
- 7 layer gas reservoir
- Mobile water in reservoir (i.e 2 phase flow)
- Thin low permeability streak separation of target layers
- Finite conductivity hydraulically fracture
- Cross flow
- Permeability anisotropy
- Limited height growth in top and bottom layers
- Non-Darcy flow consideration
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Figure 4.14 – Representative Validation (Complex Case 2)
Case 3
- 5 layer gas condensate reservoir below dew point
- Alternating fair and low quality sand, non-uniform thickness
- Mobile condensate in reservoir (i.e 2 phase flow)
- Condensate banking with gravity segregation
- Cross flow
- Permeability anisotropy
- Non-Darcy flow consideration
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Figure 4.15 – Representative Validation (Complex Case 3)
Case 4
- Horizontal well in 3 layer dual porosity gas reservoir
- Well penetrates mid-layer
- Cross flow
- Mobile water in reservoir (i.e 2 phase flow)
- Permeability anisotropy
- Non-Darcy flow consideration
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Figure 4.16 – Representative Validation (Complex Case 4)

Case 5
- Horizontal well in 3 layer dual porosity gas condensate reservoir
- Well penetrates mid-layer
- Cross flow
- Mobile water and condensate in reservoir (i.e 3 phase flow)
- Permeability anisotropy
- Non-Darcy flow consideration
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Figure 4.17 – Representative Validation (Complex Case 5)
Complex
Case 1
50198.9

Complex
Case 2
2704.4

Complex
Case 3
10920.6

Complex
Case 4
24738.8

Complex
Case 5
5536.2

0.0291

0.1222

0.0375

0.1072

0.1293

8.4959

3.1027

10.76

2.7651

3.1155

0.8502
0.4273

0.0030
0.9129

0.28293
0.611

0.0629
0.5951

0.0173
0.6729

5.7870E-5

2.2830E-6

1.9021E-5

3.3795E-5

8.0E-6

4.6950E+6

3.0711E+5

1.154E+6

1.1901E+6

5.1199E+5

3.0711E+5
1.154e+6
1.1901E+6
4.6949E+6
2.2121E-4
3.0755E-6
3.0442E-5
2.8813E-4
1.3758
1.7202
4.7917
2.9111
0.6880
0.86008
2.3959
1.4557
Table 4.4 – Representative Validation Results (Complex Cases)

5.1196E+5
0.0053
1.7919
0.8986
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The results of the validation exercise above demonstrate the fundamental hypergeometric
tendency of production decline under full regime considerations. All wells will demonstrate
hypergeometric production decline at some point in their producing life. Based on the
current findings of this work, the singular condition for hypergeometric production decline
is consistent drive mechanism. Consistent drive mechanism implies that the set of drive
mechanisms in play at any time during production decline is equal to or less than the initial
set of drive mechanisms. For example, an oil reservoirs initially producing above the
bubble point is driven by volumetric expansion (1 drive mechanism). Upon reaching the
bubble point, solution gas drive comes in to play (2 drive mechanisms). This differential
liberation disrupts hypergeometric decline although hypergeometric decline eventually
continues. The disruption however reduces the overall joint error index in representative
validation.

4.4 Mechanistic Comparison of Selected Production Decline Models
Recall that the HG model is a component of a hybrid semi-mechanistic well performance
prediction method. This section highlights the mechanistic shortcomings of existing
production decline models in the context of the theory of internal decline resistance and the
concept of loss ratio linearity. This provides further insight into their inadequacy for high
accuracy mechanistic predictive modeling. The following production decline models are
considered;


The Modified hyperbolic (MH) production decline model (Robertson 1988)



The power law exponential (PL) production decline model (Ilk et al. 2010)



The Duong model (Duong 2010)
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The MH model is a piecewise 2 parameter (

model which employs the hyperbolic

production decline model to early-time production data with a constant superbolic decline
exponent before switching abruptly to exponential decline via the imposition of a decline
limit

. It is given in equation 2.2 as follows;

{
The MH model implicitly assumes high initial loss ratio linearity by employing a constant
decline exponent in transient flow. The MH model does not account for transition flow, as
the switch from transient flow to boundary dominated flow is abrupt. Additionally, the use
of a constant decline rate in boundary dominated gas flow implies a zero decline exponent
which contradicts the generalized character of the decline exponent in boundary dominated
flow; dynamic decompression ensures a non-zero decline exponent in the general case. The
HG model tends to exponential decline in continuous fashion and offers the requisite
degree of freedom to capture a wide range of decline behavior in boundary dominated
flow.
The primary form of the PL model is a 4 parameter ( ̂ , ̂ , ̅ and

model which

captures transient flow using a power law function before transitioning to exponential
decline during boundary dominated flow. It is given as follows;
̂

̂ ̅

The power law component of the PL model is an implicit assumption of high initial loss
ratio linearity. This is since the power law component can be adequately captured with the
hyperbolic production decline model with an equivalent constant decline exponent. On the
basis of practical applicability, the ̂ and ̂ parameters at a given anchor point are several
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orders of magnitude larger than the actual flow and decline rates from production data
(Seshadri and Mattar, 2010); the outcome is that the PL model can result in a poor match of
early time production data as demonstrated by Lee (2012). The HG model does not face
from early time mismatch since the rate and decline anchor points are directly from
production data.
The Duong model (Duong, 2011) is a 4 parameter model (

) applicable

to reservoir systems where linear transient flow is essentially the only flow regime
occurring during the producing life of a well. The rate-time form is given in equation 4.36
as follows;
̅

̅

̅̅̅

Essentially, the Duong model is applicable under a specific depletion scenario wherein a
straight line arises from a log-log plot of

vs. time and persists for the producing life of

the well. Although Duong (2011) implies the specific depletion scenario to be that of
fracture dominated systems, a log-log plot of

vs. time yields a straight line during

transient flow for any depletion scenario wherein there is a single flow pattern transient
flow (Linear, radial e.t.c). Figure 4.18 shows a linear profile arising from the log-log plot of
plot of

vs. time for the vertical well in an infinite-acting reservoir. Radial flow pattern

persists throughout the transient flow regime in this reservoir model. Duong type linearity
is therefore not necessarily a signature of fracture dominated systems. It is interesting to
note that the Duong type linearity is apparently insensitive to reservoir permeability.
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Figure 4.18 – Duong Type Linearity in Transient Radial flow (Base model 2[Water])
Figure 4.19, shows a log-log plot of

vs. time for vertical well with a bi-wing fracture

in a reservoir with square boundaries (slightly compressible flow). Transient flow is
associated with a series of flow patterns (bi-linear, linear, elliptical, and pseudo-radial),
and the Duong type linearity is weakened. The figure also shows that the Duong model is
not applicable to systems which evolve into boundary dominated flow.

Based on

inferences from figures 4.18 and 4.19, the Duong model is better categorized as
applicable to wells in which any single pattern transient flow dominates the producing life
of the well; the scenario of transient linear flow patterns in fracture dominated systems is
a particular case thereof.
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Figure 4.19 – Weakened Duong-type Linearity in Transient Flow and Deviation
from Linearity in Boundary Dominated Flow (Bi-Wing Fracture in Homogenous
Reservoir)

Also, in the Duong model, the flow rate seems to necessarily increase rather gradually
towards a peak before decline sets in. However, the physics of production decline of a well
in a single phase gas reservoir demands that the peak is instantaneous. Kanfar and
Wattenbarger (2012) document cases where this gradual increase in flow rate leads to gross
early-time data mismatch of production data. The HG model does not show this gradual
increase in flow rate from a selected initial point. Additionally the rate at infinite time (
is allowed to assume a negative value whereas mathematically speaking;
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It is observed that in the range for which the Duong type linearity holds, a Cartesian plot of
vs. time yields a straight line as illustrated in figure 4.19. Therefore an alternate Duong
model can be written as
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Figure 4.20 – Illustration of the Alternate Duong Model with Linearity in Cartesian
Coordinate
In summary, the MH model PL, Duong and HG model assume high initial loss ratio
linearity. Within the context of high initial loss ratio linearity, the HG model uses the same
number of parameters as the Duong and PL model as defined without being subject to the
aforementioned physical or practical limitations inherent in these models.
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4.5 Chapter Summary
The key highlights from this chapter are as follows:


Based on the theory of internal decline resistance and the concept of loss ratio
linearity, the first component

of the target reduced order production

decline model is developed for cases of high initial loss ratio linearity. The model
is validated using selected base reservoir simulation models.


The HG is a full regime production decline model which is able to model wells
dominated by either transient or boundary dominated production. The assumption
of fixed reservoir properties is also circumvented.



Within the context of high initial loss ratio linearity, HG model uses the same
number of parameters as the Duong and PL model with improved mechanistic
robustness



On the basis of practical applicability, the HG model preserves the simplistic ratetime form of the industry familiar hyperbolic production decline model.
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CHAPTER 5
Mechanistic Model Calibration – Oil Wells
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is developed which
allows development of calibration functions for the HG model parameters. Development of
calibration tables involves using a finite set of production data from numerical reservoir
simulation to characterize an infinite set of production decline behavior for a predefined
reservoir system. Calibration functions for a given reservoir system give unique
relationships between the HG model parameters and the reservoir system properties. The
combination of the reduced order production decline model and the mechanistic model
calibration framework constitute the GHG method. Using the method presented in this
chapter calibration functions can be developed for any reservoir system of interest. The
long term vision is an archive of calibration functions for various reservoir systems of
industry-wide interest for use within a software environment. The current development
considers single phase, single porosity systems. Additionally, it is first assumed that
, which implies that high loss ratio linearity is obtainable with reference to the fixed
anchor point. In chapter 7, this assumption is relaxed and scenarios for which
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rigorously handled. The focus of the current chapter within the overall workflow is shown
in figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1 – Hybrid Semi-Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Prediction
Workflow

5.2 First Decline Identity
Figure 5.2 represents a hydraulically fractured well with infinite fracture conductivity in a
homogenous reservoir in which linear transient flow persists until a boundary is
encountered. It was introduced in details in chapter 4 as base model 1.

Figure 5.2 – Base Model 1 (Adapted from Arevalo-Villagran et al. (2001))
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Base model 1 is a special case for which full regime analytical solution exists and provides
a rigorous analytical basis for the development of rate transient identities. In practice, full
regime rate transient solution is not readily available. Therefore in general, development of
calibration tables will be based on a finite production data from numerical reservoir
simulation.
Arevalo-Villagran et al. (2001) presented the full regime constant pressure solution
(slightly compressible flow) for base model 1 for a rectangular boundary. The solution is
presented below for any consistent set of units; inconsistent unit sets require appropriate
unit conversion factors.
∑

[

[ ]

]

[ ]
Where,

So that in dimensional form the rate transient solution for the first base model is as
follows:
[ ] ∑

[

[ ] [

]]

From the definition of the decline rate given in equation 3.1, the loss ratio for the first
base model is derived as
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∑

∑

[

[

[ ] [

[ ] [

]

[

]]

[ ] [

]]]

From equation 5.5, then it can be written that
([ ]

)

The implication is that for the first base model, wells with equal values of

([ ]

) will exhibit the same loss ratio characteristics and therefore equal values

of in the HG model parameters (
decline identity

,

,

for oil and

,

,

,

for gas).The first

for base model 1 is therefore defined as follows:

[ ]
In general, for a predefined reservoir system, wells with equal values of the first decline
identity will have equal values of the HG model parameters. The first decline identity as
defined in equation 5.7 ordinarily has dimensions of

. However, it is redefined to be

dimensionless as follows:
[ ]

[

]

The implication of the redefinition in equation 5.8 is that equation 5.7 can be used in
calculating the first decline identity without the need for a conversion factor. This
dimensionless presumption in equation 5.8 is invoked severally throughout this work.
Figure 5.3 shows production isoclines for the first base model for different decline
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identities. Production isoclines are lines of unique decline identity, all wells with the same
decline identity

will fall on the same production isocline regardless of differences in

the individual terms in equation 5.7 and in reservoir thickness, reservoir pressure and well
flowing pressure. Therefore, a single value of the decline identity represents an infinite
number of production decline scenarios.
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Figure 5.3 – Production Isoclines (Base Model 1[Oil])
In the above development, full regime analytical solutions have been used. However, it is
important to note that development of decline identities which apply to full regime
production decline can be developed from boundary dominated flow rate transient
solutions with transient solutions used for consistency checks. In chapter 7, the
relationship between the MMC framework and type curves is demonstrated so that
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decline identities can also be deduced from pre-existing type curves. Additionally, in the
event that rate transient solutions do not exist, the symmetry of rate transient and pressure
transient solutions evident in Laplace space ensures that pressure transient solutions can
also be used; this is demonstrated in chapter 8 where dual porosity reservoir systems are
considered. This flexibility in the use of rate transient or pressure transient solutions is
important as typical analytical solutions in Laplace or Boltzmann space can be difficult to
invert to time domain.
The notion of first decline identity is demonstrated again using base model 2 as
shown in figure 5.4. The figure depicts a radial homogenous reservoir system with a
centered vertical well. The boundary dominated flow regime is considered for which
Fetkovich (1980) gave the rate transient solution for slightly compressible flow. The
solution is presented below for any consistent set of units;

Figure 5.4 – Base Model 2
Where,
[

[ ]

]
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[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

So that in dimensional form,

[

[ ]

[

]

]
[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

The loss ratio is given as
[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

From equation 5.13, it can be written for any [ ] that;

(

)

As with base model 1, wells with equal values of (

) will exhibit the same loss

ratio characteristics and therefore equal values of in the HG model parameters. Therefore
the first decline identity is given as follows with dimensionless presumption invoked.

is referred to as the areal lead variable. In the MMC framework, separate calibration
functions are required for each lead variable. When analytical rate transient solutions are
unavailable, the following generalization applies to single porosity systems;
̅
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is the areal ratio variable defined by

(figure 5.5).With the centroid of the drainage

area at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate and measuring from that origin,

is the

drainage extent in the direction of hydraulic fracture propagation. For the case of an
unfractured well,

is the larger of the characteristic dimensions.

Figure 5.5 – Illustration of the Areal Ratio Terms
and
for an Unfractured
System with a Rectangular Boundary
In the special case of base model 1, the areal ratio is accounted for in the decline identity
so that
̅

̅ is the hydraulic diffusivity of the reservoir system and is given by

. This

generalization applies to systems with drainage geometries having at most two
characteristic dimensions (circular, square, rectangular and elliptical drainage
boundaries); this is indeed practically reasonable as many systems of practical relevance
closely satisfy this restriction. For drainage geometries such as squares and circles with
singular characteristic dimension
unity.

and

respectively, notice that the areal ratio is

is the characteristic dimension of inner boundary feature (unfractured well or
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hydraulically fractured). For an unfractured well,

while

for a

hydraulically fractured well. The areal lead variable is the ratio of the characteristic
dimension of the inner boundary feature

to the effective drainage extent

.

̃

For base model 1, the areal lead variable is

which reduces to unity hence there is no

lead variable. For the second base model the areal lead variable is

. Based on the above

developments, for predefined systems, calibration functions can be developed using
numerical or analytical solutions such that the HG model parameters are given as
functions of the first decline identity. Calibration tables are used in this work; generation
of calibration tables is by a custom regressional optimization algorithm presented
subsequently. Note that predefining a system implies stating information about the
following;


Well orientation i.e. vertical, horizontal or degree of deviation



Well location in reservoir i.e. centered, 4th quadrant e.t.c



Porosity / Permeability system i.e. homogenous, dual porosity e.t.c



Fluid phases i.e. single, multiphase, transiting phase (transiting phase include
production from above through below bubble/dew point)



Shape of effective drainage area



Production mechanism (Gravity drainage, volumetric expansion e.t.c)

A method to predict the initial value

is necessary for implementation of the HG

production decline model. This can be achieved using a second decline identity.
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5.3 Second Decline Identity
Consider the rate transient solution for the first base model given in equation 5.4. By
change of subjects of formula, it can be written that;

[ ]

∑

[

[ ] [

]]

So that,
[ ]

([ ] [

])

The implication of equation 5.20 is that at any given time , then for every value
of [ ] [

], there is a unique value of

decline identity is defined on the basis of

[ ]. In this work, the second
. Figure 5.6 shows the inverse relationship

between the first and second decline identities. The second decline identity

for base

model 1 is therefore defined in this work as follows:
[ ]
The second decline identity is dimensionless by default.
For base model 2, then from equation 5.12 and by change of subjects of formula,

[

[ ]

]

[

]
[[ ]

][

[ ]

]
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Figure 5.6 – Inverse Relationship between the First and Second Decline Identities
The implication of equation 5.22 is that at any given time , and value of

every value of
identity

, there is a unique value of

, then for

. The second decline

for base model 2 is therefore defined as follows:
[ ]

As with the first decline identity, wells with the same value of the second decline identity
at a given time will follow the same production isocline and therefore exhibit the same
values of the HG model parameters. In general for single porosity systems, the second
decline identity is given as;
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In the special case of base model 1, the areal ratio is accounted for in the decline identity
so that

is the flow potential difference which for negligible gravity effects reduces to
. The deductions thus far show that for given lead variables, there exists a unique
relationship between the first and second decline identity such that

At this point, the HG model parameters together with the second decline identity

can

be obtained from calibration tables. Equation 5.5 and 5.13 imply that for given lead
variables, the decline rate at any given time is only a function of the first decline identity
so that

The calibration table can therefore be expanded to include
decline identity. Recall that

as functions of the first

can be calculated from the second decline identity,

however, since the fixed anchor point is at

then a method to propagate from

is required.

5.4 Rate Propagation
From the rate transient solution for the first base model in equation 5.4
[ ] ∑

[

[ ] [

]]

[ ] ∑

[

[ ] [

]]

to
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[ ] ∑

Where

,

and

[

[ ] [

]]

are flow rates at first second and third unit times (e.g. Day 1, Day 2,

and Day 3). So that
∑

[

[ ] [

]]

∑

[

[ ] [

]]

∑

[

[ ] [

]]

∑

[

[ ] [

]]

For the second base model,

[

[ ]

]

[

[ ]

]

[
So that

[ ]

]

[

]
[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

[

]

[

]
[[ ]

][

[ ]

]
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[

[

[

[

[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

[[ ]

][

[ ]

]

]

]

]

]

Equations 5.31, 5.32, 5.36 and 5.37 show that for a set of lead variables the rate ratios
and

are a function of the first decline identity so that

The calibration table can therefore be expanded to also include
calculated from the second decline identity,

and

and

. Once

is

can be estimated from the

calibration tables then from equations 5.38 and 5.39,

The set variables expressed as functions of the first decline identity is referred to in this
work as calibration data. As mentioned earlier, generation of calibration tables is enabled
via a custom multi-variable non-linear regressional optimization algorithm developed in
the following section.
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5.5 Multi-Variable, Non-Linear Regressional Optimization
The MMC framework for a predefined system specifies the first decline identity, second
decline identity, lead variables and corresponding calibration tables. Generation of
calibration tables is performed based on a one time regressional optimization basis. The
generalized calibration steps are as follows:
1. For the predefined reservoir system, generate production decline profiles (base
data) for an array of first decline identity values. The practical source of base
data is numerical reservoir simulation as it is rare to have full regime
analytical solutions.
2. For each base data set, match the production data with the HG model and
extract calibration data.
3. Present values of the first decline identity and corresponding calibration data
in functional form.
4. Repeat for multiple values of lead variables.
As with type curves, calibration functions can be generated for any system of interest and
documented for reference.
5.5.1 Cyclic Pairing Algorithm
Generation of calibration functions requires a consistent high accuracy and reproducible
approach to calibration step 2 above. In this work a custom multi-variable regressional
optimization algorithm is developed and programmed in MATLABtm. The method is
referred to as the cyclic pairing while the algorithm is referred to as the cyclic pairing
(CP) algorithm. The CP algorithm is important as a ready-made tool and critical aspect in
the development of calibration tables for reservoir models of interest to the engineer. In
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matching the base data, the objective is to identify the combination of the HG model
parameters which minimize the fit error and reserves error. The fit error and reserve error
are the objective functions while

,

and

are the optimization variables for the case

of oil wells. Therefore, Calibration step 2 is by default a multi-objective, multi-variable,
non-linear regressional optimization problem. With respect to goodness of fit, nonlinear
regression based on the classic approach of least squares error given in equation 5.42
proves inadequate. Typical full regime production data is such that early time data can be
greater than late time data by several orders of magnitude, the outcome is that the least
square error (LSE) method results in early time bias and a poor overall fit as illustrated in
figure 5.7 below using the Levernberg-Marquadt Algorithm.
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Figure 5.7 – Early Time Bias of Nonlinear Least Square Method
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̅

̂|

∑|

To avoid the early time bias inherent in least square methods, the goodness of fit is
measured by the mean absolute percentage error and is referred to herein as the fit error
index

The
̅

∑

is defined as follows;

|

̂|

The reserves estimate accuracy is measured using percentage difference and is referred to
as the reserves error index
|∫

̅

∫
∫

Where

as follows.
̅

|

̅

and ̂ represents the base function and fit function respectively and

number of data points. In the determination of estimated ultimate recovery

is the
, it is

sufficient to consider rates down to 0.01 Barrels or Scf.
Let
[

represent an array of the optimization variables so that;
]

Where any 2 of the elements of

can be fixed, then the optimization problem is;

The cyclic pair (CP) algorithm sequentially reduces a

variable optimization problem

(where c is the number of optimization variable) into a single variable problem in
number of cycles. Figure 5.8 illustrates the optimization problem for oil wells and the
direction of the solution scheme.

,

and

, represents the first second and third cycles.
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In any given cycle there is a pivot variable with candidate values spanning the region given
in the optimization problem (in this case,

). For each candidate pivot value, there

are candidate free variables spanning the region defined by the optimization problem; all
other variables are held constant within that given cycle. At the end of a given cycle, each
pivot variable is paired with an optimal floating variable to form a pseudo single variable.
The floating variable in that cycle is eliminated and the optimization problem reduces to a
variable problem. The cycle continues until the problem reduces to a single variable
problem in the final cycle after which the optimum solution set

is found.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the implementation of the CP algorithm for oil wells. At the
start of the first cycle there are candidate pivot variables
free variables

to

to

each with candidate

.

Figure 5.8 – Oil Well Regressional Optimization Problem at Start of Cycle 1
Figure 5.9 illustrates the state of the optimization problem at the end of the first cycle.
Each pivot variable

is associated with a single free variable

variable – paired transient parameter,
fixed value of

.

to form a pseudo single

which optimizes the objective function for a
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Figure 5.9 – Oil Well Regressional Optimization Problem at Start of Cycle 2

Figure 5.10 – Oil Well Regressional Optimization Problem at Start of Cycle 3
At the end of cycle 3 (figure 5.10), the optimization problem reduces to a single variable
problem where the pseudo single variable is the paired equivalent decline
exponent

.

Classic solutions to multi-objective optimization problems involve identification of
a Pareto optimal solution. A solution set

is Pareto optimal if no further improvement in

one objective variable can be obtained without worsening another objective functions.
Identification of a Pareto optimal solution requires an intersection of objective functions.
Figure 5.11 shows the typical character of
and

and

in cycle 1 for fixed values of m

. Figure 5.11 shows that there are values of the depletion parameter
and

for which

are individually minimized. However, the intersection of the objective

functions occurs at a value of

such that REI is far away from the region of interest

which contains the minimum of the objective functions.
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Figure 5.11 – Typical Character of the Error Indices in Cycle 1 (Oil Wells)
Figure 5.12 show the typical character of

and

across paired

values in

cycle 2 while figure 5.13 shows the typical character of FEI and REI across paired
values in cycle 3. In these cases the Pareto optimal solution occurs within
a practical region relative to the minimum of the objective functions. Identification of the
Pareto optimal solution typically requires calculation of derivatives. In terms of
smoothness (and therefore applicability of numerical differentiation),

and

are

well behaved in cycle. However, in cycle 2 the typical situation is that the noise level in
the

numerical derivative (figure 5.14) in many cases is such that it is unusable

towards identification of the minimum REI due to premature REI convergence to a noise
induced minimum (figure 5.17).
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Figure 5.14 – Typical Character of the Error Index Derivative (Oil Wells)
The impracticality of the Pareto optimal solution the cycle 1 coupled with the high noise
level in numerical computation of

derivative ensures that the classic Pareto optimal

approach cannot be employed in current regressional optimization problem. An attempt to
proceed using either
outcomes wherein

or

is at a minimum yet

versa. Additionally, while
use of LSE, a 100%

as the single objective function results in skewed
is at an unacceptably high value and vice

eliminates the order of magnitude problem inherent in the
at an individual late time point where flow rate is down to 0.1

barrels is not as important as a 100 % error at earlier times where rates could be in
thousands of barrels for example. The
skewed outcomes as described above.

does not account for this and contributes to the
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5.5.2 The Method of Least Joint Error
The classic Levernberg-Marquadt and Gauss-Newton algorithms are based on least square
error measure which limits the applicability to current problem as previously discussed. In
this work, to solve the multi-objective problem, a Joint Error Index,

is introduced and

defined as follows.

Where

is a heuristic damping factor which measures the relative importance of

the objective functions so that if

⁄

then

optimization problem. In this work,

in the

so that the objective functions are of

equal importance. Notice that if
the use of

is twice as important as

then

. Therefore

reduces the optimization problem to one of a pseudo single objective while

necessarily coupling the real objective functions. The optimization problem is therefore
redefined as;

In general

is proposed herein as an improved measure of goodness of fit in regressional

optimization problems with its implementation referred to herein as the method of least
joint errors. In general,

[

∑

|

Within each cycle,
of a global minimum.

is defined as follows;
̂|

|∫

∫
∫

retains the general character of

|

]

and

in terms of existence
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5.5.3 Modified Gradient Descent
Within each cycle of the CP algorithm, pairing is performed via a modified gradient
descent scheme which involves tracking

derivative via central difference numerical

differentiation illustrated in figure 5.15. The modified gradient descent together with the
method of least joint error constitutes the main components of the cyclic pairing algorithm.

Figure 5.15 – Central Difference Numerical Differentiation
The classic gradient descent algorithm is shown in figure 5.16.
point,

is the central point while

optimization variable

where

is the lead

is the lag point. Upon initialization the

is refined such that

is the objective function. The implication of equation 5.48 is that the step size at a

given point in descent is proportional to the gradient at that point. When
so that

and the algorithm converges.

is at a minimum,
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Figure 5.16 – Classic Gradient Descent Algorithm
When

is convex, gradient descent guarantees convergence to a global minimum.

However, numerical errors ensure that the current problem is non-convex in practice.
Consider figure 5.17. The noise in region A will result in premature convergence to a
pair value in that region whereas the true minimum lies in region B.
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Figure 5.17– Illustration of Premature FEI convergence

Premature convergence can compromise any optimization algorithm and in the current
problem can results in faulty data points in the calibration table and in turn erroneous well
performance predictions. To circumvent the problem of premature convergence, 3 sub
routines are incorporated into the classic gradient descent as follows;


Selective initialization



Quasi dynamic stepping



Critical zoning

The objective of each of these sub-routines is to improve noise resistance as the
optimization variables progress towards the basin of attraction of the global minimum.
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Figure 5.18 illustrates the typical character of

and

in cycle 2 where

selective initialization is implemented. The desired initial point of an optimization
variable in a non-convex minimization problem is one which places it as close to the
global minimum and within the basin of attraction of the global minimum.
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Figure 5.18– Basis of Selective Initialization

In figure 5.18, values of the
minimum

pairs to the right of point A and before the

, are such desired candidates. The cyclic pair algorithm therefore seeks

to initialize therein. It is also sought to avoid points farther to the left of A such as point C
as the low gradient profile make the algorithm susceptible to premature convergence in
that region. With

initialized at the value obtained from data points, it can be shown

using limit argument that with

and

, the regressional optimization
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initiates in the region of point B (i.e to the right of the dotted line) where the non-absolute
value of
value of

is guaranteed to be positive. In cycle 2, the cyclic pair algorithm doubles the
until such time when

first becomes negative. This point places

within the region of A as desired. Note that it is not desired to initialize at point B due to
the low gradient profile earlier noted and a lack of guarantee of distance from the basin of
attraction of the global minimum. Note also that selective initialization resulting in
initialization at A also improves speed of convergence as initialization at such points as C
and B imply smaller step sizes both in classic gradient descent and in modified gradient
descent. In the modified gradient descent smaller step sizes at points such as B and C is as
a result of quasi-dynamic stepping.
In the classic gradient descent, step size is proportional to the gradient at the
current iteration (dynamic stepping). This assumes that

is monotonic so that smaller

gradients imply increasing proximity to the global minimum. However, in the current
problem, points such as B and C which are farthest from the global minimum exhibit
small gradients similar to points near the global minimum. Additionally dynamic stepping
guarantees that if the optimization variable falls in a local basin of attraction, then
premature convergence to a local minimum occurs. In the cyclic pairing algorithm, quasi
dynamic stepping is implemented such that

Consider figure 5.19 with initialization at point A, the implication of quasi dynamic
stepping is that step sizes remain constant and larger than what is obtainable in gradient
descent until there is an overshoot indicated by a positive central difference (red dotted
line), at which point the algorithm tracks back and step size is reduced. With larger data
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point spacing, the effect of noise on the numerical derivative secant is reduced and there
is an opportunity to skip local minima. Point B in figure 5.19 falls within the local basin
of attraction yet the algorithm proceeds since the central difference derivative at point B
is still negative (greed dashed line). With the classic gradient descent and its dynamic step
sizing, there is no opportunity to skip an encountered local minimum and premature
convergence is guaranteed. Quasi dynamic stepping is employed in all cycles.

Figure 5.19 – Skipping of Local Basin of Attraction via Quasi Dynamic Stepping
The initial generous step sizing is the basis of quasi dynamic stepping towards skipping
local basins of attraction. When track back eventually occurs, step size is reduced.
Consider figure 5.20; the initial step size results in points A, B and C. At point C a track
back is necessary due to positive gradient (green dotted line). The algorithm tracks back
to point A and the step size is reduced. The reduced step size can cause the algorithm to
become trapped in the local basin of attraction due to the locations of point D and E
which call for track back and further reduction of step size. The implication is that
whereas quasi dynamic stepping enabled skipping the local basin of attraction on first
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pass, trackback can cause trapping on subsequent passes. To circumvent this, the cyclic
pair algorithm retains memory of the minimum between the lead and central point
encountered during a pass so that during track back; this is the reference minimum.
During subsequent passes, a critical zone is defined from the reference minimum (figure
5.20) where in gradient calculation is not performed even when data points satisfy the
condition thereof. In figure 5.20 point B is identified as the reference minimum during the
first pass. During the second pass (red points). The call for track back at point E is
ignored as it lies in the critical zone. The result is that the algorithm proceeds away from
the local basin of attraction. Figure 5.21 illustrates the modified gradient descent
algorithm

Figure 5.20 – Trapping Prevention via Critical Zoning
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Figure 5.21 – Modified Gradient Descent Algorithm
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5.6 Predictive Validation
Using the CP algorithm programmed in MATLABtm (Appendix A), a calibration table
excerpt for base model 1 (Oil) introduced earlier in this chapter and shown in figure 5.1
(i.e an infinite acting hydraulically fractured vertical oil well with long term linear flow
and square drainage area) has been generated and presented in Appendix B. Note that
Implementation of the CP algorithm begins from values of the first decline identity such
and

. Also recall that the developments so far assume that

. Consider the reservoir system properties in table 5.1
0.15

Porosity,
Reservoir Thickness,

40

Viscosity,

0.85

Total Compressibility,

25E-6

Initial Pressure,

4000

Flowing Pressure,

400
510

Fracture Length,
Formation Volume Factor,

1.04

Reservoir Length,

510

Reservoir Width,

510

Table 5.1 – Example Reservoir System Properties (Base Model 1 [Oil])
For a reservoir permeability of

, the first decline identity is calculated from

equation 5.17 as follows,
[ ]

[

]
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Then from table Appendix B and using cubic spline interpolation, the relevant parameters
are given in table 5.2. Note that the

and JEI are expected values. Indeed

calibration tables allow the analyst to directly attach error estimates to well performance
prediction results
0.09234
0.70711
0.57735
2.2961
0.17936
2.7903E - 4
1.0956
1.0019E-6
3.0648
1.5324
Table 5.2 – Calibration Data for Example Reservoir System
From the definition of the second decline identity in equation 5.32,
follows;

From the rate ratios,

Rate forecasts are then calculated as follows;

is calculated as
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(

)

⁄

Where,

Figure 5.22 shows the HG and analytical model production forecasts. Additionally,
Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show the production forecasts for the example reservoir system in
table 5.1 with

and

respectively using the procedure outlined

above. Predictive validation results are summarized in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.22 – Case 1: Production Forecasts,

(Base Model 1 [Oil])
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Figure 5.23 – Case 2: Production Forecasts,
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Figure 5.24 – Case 3: Production Forecasts,

(Base Model 1 [Oil])
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, Barrels

, Barrels
(%)

(%)

(%)

(HG)

(Analytical)

Case 1

93398

93248

0.16129

2.9751

1.5682

Case 2

89603

89618

0.01756

2.168

1.0928

Case 3

86943

86896

0.05460

3.4368

1.7457

Table 5.3 – Predictive Validation Results

5.7 Chapter Summary
The key highlights from this chapter are as follows;

 A mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is developed within which the
parameters of the HG model are given as functions of reservoir system properties.
The HG model and the MMC framework constitute a hybrid semi-mechanistic well
performance modeling and prediction method – The GHG method



The concept of decline identities is introduced based on the nature of analytical rate
transient solutions. This is coupled with a custom multi-variable regressional
optimization algorithm (CP Algorithm) to yield calibration functions in form of
tables which relate HG model parameters to reservoir system properties.

 In the development of the CP algorithm the Joint error index (JEI) is introduced as
an improved measure of goodness of it. A modified gradient descent approach is
also introduced which gives a finite probability for convergence to the global
minimum in non-convex optimization problems.

 Calibration tables are generated for base model 1 (Oil) with predictive validation
exercises demonstrating the precision of the generalized hypergeometric model.
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 The mechanistic model calibration framework offers a consistent high precision
approach to the development of calibration tables. Calibration tables can be
generated for any reservoir model of interest to the engineer.
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CHAPTER 6
Mechanistic Model Calibration – Gas Wells
6.1 Introduction
The mechanistic calibration framework developed in chapter 5 applies to slightly
compressible reservoir systems where rock and fluid properties can be assumed to be
constant. For gas reservoirs in general, fluid properties are a strong function of pressure
so that the MMC framework in its current form requires further grounding to account for
pressure dependency of fluid properties. In this chapter, the concept of decompression
isopath is introduced; it is shown that under isopathic decompression, the MMC
framework developed for oil wells is applicable to gas wells. Isopathic decompression
requires that initial reservoir pressure, wellbore flowing pressure, reservoir temperature
and gas specific gravity are lead variables. The use of correction functions in terms of
equations is introduced towards lean MMC frameworks in the presence of multiple lead
variables. The focus of the current chapter within the overall workflow is shown in figure
6.1 below.
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Figure 6.1 – Hybrid Semi-Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Simulation
Workflow

6.2 Classic Handling of Compressible Flow
The classic approach for handling pressure dependent gas properties involves the use of a
pseudo pressure in place of real pressure. The pseudo pressure is defined as follows;
∫

To employ the pseudo pressure approach to the HG model, it is necessary to isolate the
pressure terms. In analytical rate transient solutions for slightly compressible fluids, the
flow rate at any point is given in short hand form as;
̂(

)

2)

So that the HG model can be written as;
(

)

(

)
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In essence the initial flow rate is divided by the pressure prop to reveal the constant C and
the pressure drop term, so that for compressible systems the HG model becomes.
(

)

(

(

))

For the purpose of pressure transient testing and formation characterization the use of only
the pseudo pressure is often sufficient. However when full flow regimes are of interest as is
the case in reserves assessment, it is necessary to use the Pseudotime function in equation
6.5 to account for the strong dependency of gas properties on pressure.
∫

It is again necessary to isolate the viscosity and compressibility terms in the HG model,
however as these terms are ‘locked’ in the instantaneous decline and decline exponent
terms, isolation is difficult. Additionally, in transient flow it is necessary to use the average
pressure in the current drainage area for the computation of pseudo-time which in turn
involves a cumbersome iterative process. In the following sections a method for handling
compressible systems without the use of pseudo function in the GHG model is presented.

6.3 Decompression Isopaths
Analytical rate transient solutions show that the loss ratio is not explicitly dependent on
pressure drop. In gas reservoir systems, the dependence of the loss ratio on reservoir
pressure stems from the implicit dependence of the viscosity-compressibility product (

)

on pressure. For systems which traverse the same path during production decline, the
decline identity referenced to the initial pressure is unique to a given well. These paths of
same decompression profile are referred to herein as decompression Isopaths and are
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illustrated in figure 6.2 wherein each red line represents a decompression isopath. Under
isopathic decompression, the MMC framework developed in chapter 5 become applicable
to gas wells with the decline identities referenced to initial pressure. Isopathic
decompression requires that the reservoir values of initial pressure, well flowing pressure
and the temperature are lead variables collectively referred to herein as decompression lead
variables.

Figure 6.2 – Illustration of Decompression Isopaths
The concept of decompression isopaths implies that for a set of decompression lead
variables, gas wells with the same first decline identity (referenced to initial reservoir
conditions) will have the same value of the HG model parameters. Therefore in general for
single porosity systems, the decline identities are given as follows
̅
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Note that for single phase cases under study, the total compressibility in the hydraulic
diffusivity term is the sum of the rock compressibility and fluid compressibility at the
initial reservoir pressure. In the special case of base model 1,
̅
In general, the second decline identity is given as

In the special case of base model 1,
[

]

Where

Since the gas well decline identities have not been developed directly from analytical gas
solutions, a single point validation is first pursued to verify the definitions of the decline
identities given above. Base models 1 and 2 are used to demonstrate the validity of
decompression isopath in gas well MMC. For base model 1,
[ ]

[
Where
For base model 2,

]

[

] [

]
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[

]

[

]

Note that dimensionless presumption demonstrated in chapter 5 is invoked herein so that
decline identities are dimensionless.
6.3.1 Single Point Validation
The agreement of rate propagation profile is used as the metric in the validation exercise.
Recall as demonstrated in chapter 5 using analytical rate transient solutions that

so that systems with the same values of the HG model parameter also have same rate
propagation profile. Table 6.1 shows three cases of base model 1.

℉

Case 1
4000
500

Case 2
4000
500

Case 3
4000
500

120
0.65
0.1
40
0.1
0.025272
0.00017553

120
0.65
0.05247
40
0.2
0.025272
0.00017553

120
0.65
0.06667
40
0.15
0.025272
0.00017553

6e-6
615

6e-6
315

6e-6
410

615
615
0.57632

315
315
0.57632

410
410
0.57632

0.00020617

0.0002152

0.00020534

Table 6.1 – Data for Validation of Decompression Isopath (Base Model 1[Gas])
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All cases are set to have the same value of the first decline identity and follow the same
decompression isopath. However, the cases have different fracture length, porosity and
permeability. Gas property correlations have been programed in MATLABtm and
presented in Appendix H. Figure 6.3 shows the result of the validation exercise. In all
cases, there is excellent agreement between the rate propagation profiles. Table 6.1 also
shows the value of the second decline identities for each cases calculated using equation
6.12. Each case points to approximately the same second decline identity as expected with
small errors inherent in the use of numerical reservoir simulation for production data
generation. Table 6.2 shows three cases of base model 2 with the same findings in base
model 1 preserved as shown in figure 6.4.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

1.00E+00
1.00E-01

Rate Ratio

1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-04
1.00E-05
1.00E-06
1

10

100

1000

10000

Time (Days)

Figure 6.3 –Validation of Decompression Isopath concept in MMC Using Rate
Propagation (Base Model 1 [Gas])
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℉

Case 1
5000
1000

Case 2
5000
1000

Case 3
5000
1000

70

70

70

0.7
10
40
0.2
0.030381
0.00011658

0.7
5
40
0.1
0.030381
0.00011658

0.7
15
40
0.3
0.030381
0.00011658

6E-6

6E-6

6E-6

0.25
2.1482E+8
2.5591E-6

0.25
2.1482E+8
2.5591E-06

0.25
2.1482E+8
2.5591E-06

Table 6.2 – Data for Validation of Decompression Isopath (Base Model 2 [Gas])
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

1.00E+00
1.00E-01

Rate Ratio

1.00E-02
1.00E-03
1.00E-04
1.00E-05
1.00E-06
1

10

100

1000

Time (Days)

Figure 6.4 – Validation of Decompression Isopath concept in MMC Using Rate
Propagation – (Base Model 2 [Gas])
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Recall that the implication of lead variables is that a separate calibration tables are required
for values of each lead variable. With industry level computing power, this one time
calibration exercise can be performed with good efficiency with result archived for
subsequent use across reservoir engineering teams. However, presentation of multiple
tables can be cumbersome for documentation, therefore in this work, calibration tables are
presented for a base set of values of the lead variables. Correction equations are then
generated based on calibration tables for other values of the lead variable. Therefore in the
application of the HG model, the base calibration table is used to obtain HG model
parameters. The calibration functions are then used to correct the HG model parameters as
applicable. Note that the high precision nature of the cyclic pairing algorithm ensures that
entire calibration can be presented in form of equations for entire sets of lead variables and
it can be argued that this is indeed the most efficient form for presenting calibration data.
However this requires industry level high performance computing not available to this
research work.
Carter (1985) introduced the dimensionless drawdown parameter
approximate correlating parameter which accounts for the variation of

̅ as an

with pressure.

The drawdown parameter is given as follows;
̅
( )

( )

The implication of equation 6.16 is that the decompression lead variables can be replaced
with a singular parameter ̅. However investigation reveals that the ̅ parameter does not
provide the level of accuracy required in the MMC framework. The use of pseudoreduced
temperature and pressure as lead variable was also investigated with the implication that
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the specific gravity may be dropped as a lead variable. Again the use of pseudoreduced
lead variable does not provide the desired level of accuracy in the MMC framework. The
lack of desired accuracy in the use of ̅ and pseudo reduced variables is attributable to the
fact that both are approximate concepts.

6.3.2 Predictive Validation
Let

represent an array of the optimization variables so that;
[

]

Where any 2 of the elements of

can be fixed, then the optimization problem is;

Figure 6.5 illustrates the implementation of the CP algorithm for gas wells. At the start of
the first cycle there are candidate pivot variables
variables

to

to

each with candidate free

.

Figure 6.5 – Gas Well Regressional Optimization Problem at Start of Cycle 1
Figure 6.6 illustrates the state of the optimization problem at the end of the first cycle.
Each pivot variable

is associated with a single free variable

to form a pseudo single
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variable – paired decompression parameter, [

] which optimizes the objective

function for a fixed value of

Figure 6.6– Gas Well Regressional Optimization Problem at the End of Cycle 1
Figure 6.7 illustrates the state of the optimization problem at the end of the second cycle.
Each pivot variable

is associated with a pseudo single free variable

pseudo single variable – paired transient parameter,
objective function for a fixed value of

to form a

which optimizes the

.

Figure 6.7 – Gas Well Regressional Optimization Problem at End of Cycle 2
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At the end of cycle 3 (figure 6.8), the optimization problem reduces to a single variable
problem where the pseudo single variable is the paired equivalent decline exponent
.

Figure 6.8 – Gas Well Regressional Optimization Problem at End of Cycle 3
Using the CP algorithm programmed in MATLABtm (Appendix C), a calibration table
excerpt for base model 3 (gas) has been generated and presented in Appendix D. Recall
that the developments so far assume that

. Consider the reservoir system

properties in table 6.3
Porosity,
Reservoir Thickness,
Rock Compressibility,

0.10
40
6 E-6

Initial Pressure,

5000

Flowing Pressure,

2500

Initial Pressure, T

150 ℉

Fracture Length,

369

Reservoir Length,

1200

Reservoir Width,

1200

Table 6.3 – Example Reservoir System Properties (Base Model 3[Gas])
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For a reservoir permeability of

, the first decline identity is calculated from

equation 6.6 as follows (with gas properties calculated at initial pressure)

Then from Appendix D, and using cubic spline interpolation, the relevant parameters are
given in table 6.4.
0.04213
0.71735
0.60079
2.7293
0.15899
0.0028864
0.96622
1E-06
0.19149
2.7254
1.4584
Table 6.4 – Calibration Data for Example Reservoir System
From the definition of the second decline identity in equation 6.8,
follows;

From the rate ratios,

is calculated as
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Rate forecasts are then calculated using the HG model. Figure 6.9 shows the HG and
analytical model production forecasts. Additionally, figures 6.10 show the production
forecasts for the example reservoir system in table 6.4 with

using the

procedure outlined above. Predictive validation results are summarized in table 6.5

Figure 6.9 – Case 1: Production Forecasts,

(Base Model3 [Gas])
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Figure 6.10 – Case 2: Production Forecasts,
, Mscf

(Base Model 3 [Gas])

, Mscf
(%)

(%)

(%)

(HG)

(Analytical)

Case 1

7.3816E+5

7.3675E+5

0.19149

2.7254

1.4584

Case 2

7.2711E+5

7.2723E+8

0.015857

1.3226

0.66923

Table 6.5 – Predictive Validation Results

6.4

Chapter Summary

The key highlights from this chapter are as follows

 The mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is extended to compressible
flow systems. It is shown by single point validation that under isopathic
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decompression, the decline identities developed in chapter 5 for oil wells becomes
applicable to gas wells.

 The CP algorithm is extended to gas wells and calibration tables are generated for
base model 3 (Gas) with predictive validation exercises demonstrating the precision
of the generalized hypergeometric model.
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CHAPTER 7
Generalized Hypergeometric Production Decline
Model Development
7.1 Introduction
In practice the majority of commercially producing wells are of sufficiently high loss ratio
linearity that the

component of the GHG model i.e the HG model alone suffices.

However, in this chapter the second component

of the target reduced order

production decline model is developed by accounting for the case of low ratio linearity.
This results in a complete description of the quasi – hyperbolic decline exponent and
therefore the generalized hypergeometric (GHG) production decline model.
The cyclic pairing algorithm is extended into a generalized cyclic pairing (GCP)
algorithm. Calibration functions from GCP algorithms are referred to as generalized
calibration functions. The benefit of the GHG method is demonstrated in the context of
coupled hydraulic fracture design optimization – one of the two major modules of the GHG
method within a software environment. In closing, the relationship between type curves
and the MMC framework is also examined. The focus of the current chapter within the
overall workflow is shown in figure 7.1 below.
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Figure 7.1 – Hybrid Semi-Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Prediction
Workflow

7.2 Deviation from Hypergeometric Decline
Figure 7.2 shows the error index profile based on the hypergeometric calibration table for
base model 1 developed in chapter 5 and presented in Appendix B.
FEI

JEI

3.5

Error Index (%)

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

First Decline Identity, DI1
Figure 7.2 – Error Index Profile in Hypergeometric Calibration Table for Base
Model 1
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The concepts of decline resistance and loss ratio linearity are useful in gaining physical
understanding of deviation from hypergeometric decline. Recall that in the generalized
case of radial-type (radial, pseudo-radial, elliptical) transient flow, the decline resistance
increases due to the transient contacted volume effect. Increasing decline resistance
results in a decrease in loss ratio linearity with respect to the fixed anchor point. Recall
that one premise of HG model is the existence of high initial loss ratio linearity in
transient flow. As demonstrated in chapter 3, high loss ratio linearity can be obtained in
radial-type transient flow involving moderate to high diffusivity systems. However, in
lower diffusivity systems, radial-type transient flow is associated with low initial loss
ratio linearity.
Figure 7.3 demonstrates the effect of decreased loss ratio linearity in transient flow
induced by increasing decline exponent. The figure shows production decline profile of
vertical wells in homogenous reservoirs of varying permeabilities with circular
boundaries. The wells are hydraulically fractured with

⁄

. Notice that the

convexity of the production decline profile in transient flow increases as permeability
decreases. A geometric interpretation of loss ratio linearity in radial-type flow is as a
measure of the degree of convexity in transient production decline profile such that high
loss ratio linearity implies lower convexity and vice versa. In the case of

,

convexity is particularly pronounced indicating such decreased loss ratio linearity that a
constant equivalent decline exponent becomes inadequate. Application of the CP
algorithm for calibration will result in either high JEI or non-convergence.
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k=0.05 md

k = 0.1 md

k = 1 md

Flow Rate (bopd)

1000

100

10

1
1

10

100

1000

10000

Time (Days)
Figure 7.3 – Illustration of Pronounced Convexity in Transient Radial-Type Flow
In the case of linear flow, deviation from hypergeometric production decline also
increases with decrease in first decline identity; however, this is not due to convexity. In
linear transient flow, the decline exponent is constant for the entire duration of transient
flow; however, the hypergeometric decline exponent model holds only an approximately
constant value which actually is decreasing when considered on an absolute numerical
basis. Lower formation diffusivity calls for an increase in the duration of linear flow and
therefore the need to hold a constant decline exponent for a longer period of time so that
the approximately constant decline exponent of the HG model eventually becomes
inadequate. For a given reservoir model of interest, it is possible during the calibration
process to define a robust range of first decline identity for which production decline is
sufficiently hypergeometric. Instead, a method to handle deviations from hypergeometric
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decline is developed and incorporated into the developments thus far towards a
generalized hypergeometric production decline model.
Figure 7.4 shows the production decline profile for the isolated case of
from figure 7.3 above. In the cases considered previously, hypergeometric production
decline has sufficiently set in by the fixed anchor time

so that

. However, in the

generalized case such as in figure 7.3, hypergeometric decline sets in at a time
where in general,

is still in the transient flow regime. The tme

work as the hypergeometric time. The period

is referred to in this

is the pre-hypergeometric decline

period and is the result of the violation of high loss ratio linearity due to convexity in this
case. The implication is that the increasing decline exponent in pre-hypergeometric
decline must be explicitly modeled.

1000

Flow Rate (bopd)

100

10

Pre-Hypergeometric
Decline

Hypergeometric Decline

1
1

10

100

1000

10000

Time (Days)

Figure 7.4 – Illustration of Pre-Hypergeometric and Hypergeometric Production
Decline Periods
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7.3 Model Development
An increasing decline exponent ensures that the loss ratio increases in a convex manner
when considered explicitly. This is intuitively expected based on the mathematical
definitions of the loss ratio and decline exponent. However this is evident in the simulated
loss ratio profiles presented in chapter 3. The most basic convex function lies in the
quadratic class of functions; the generalized character of the loss ratio in transient flow can
be modeled as follows;
̅

̅

̅
⁄

At
̅

⁄

, ̅

⁄

so that

̅

From the definition of the decline exponent as the derivative of the loss ratio,
̅
At

̅
so that ̅

,
̅

Let

̅ then,

The ordinary differential equation implied by equation 7.5 can be solved in terms of
elementary functions however, parametric equivalence is used so that by direct
substitution,
⁄

So that in general;
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⁄

⁄

{
Where,

{

{

is the early transient parameter while

is the equivalent decline exponent in the pre

hypergeometric decline period. The CP algorithm is extended in to a Generalized CP
(GCP) algorithm and a generalized calibration table generated for base model 1(Oil). This
is involves including a subroutine within the CP algorithm which performs pre HG
calibration and combines the results with the HG calibration results at the end of program
execution. For the pre hypergeometric sub routine, Let

represent an array of the

optimization variables so that;
[

]

Where any 1 of the elements of

can be fixed, then the optimization problem is;
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Figure 7.5 illustrates the state of the optimization problem at the start of the first cycle.
Each pivot variable

is associated with a free variable .

Figure 7.5 – Fracture Design Optimization Problem at Start of Cycle 1
At the end of cycle 2 (figure 7.6), the optimization problem reduces to a single variable
problem where the pseudo single variable is the paired fracture length

.

Figure 7.6 – Fracture Design Optimization Problem at End of Cycle 2
Recall that implementation of the CP algorithm begins from values of the first decline
identity such

and

. It is necessary to define ‘sufficiently hypergeometric’

in quantitative terms. In this work, production decline is sufficiently hypergeometric if
implementation of the CP algorithm results in

. In the generalized GCP

algorithm, as calibration progresses through lower values of the first decline identity, when
the sufficiently hypergeometric condition is violated,

is increased until the sufficiently

hypergeometric condition is satisfied after which the calibration process continues.
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Appendix E shows the generalized CP algorithm for model 1(Oil) while Appendix F shows
the corresponding generalized calibration table. Figure 7.7 shows the result of
implementing the generalized CP algorithm to the previously examined case of
in figure 7.3. Whereas the CP algorithm does not converge due to low initial loss
ratio linearity, the GCP algorithm converges with high accuracy.
2

10

Flow Rate(bopd)

GHG
Numerical

1

10

0

10
0
10

1

10

2

10

3

10

4

10

Time (days)
Figure 7.7 –GHG Accuracy in High Convexity Production Data i.e Low Loss Ratio
Linearity in Transient Flow With respect to Fixed Anchor Point (
)
Note that > 90% percent of production data typically falls in the hypergeometric production
decline period even in systems with extended transient flow duration; also, the start of
hypergeometric production decline falls in the transient flow regime. The classification of
flow periods in figure 7.4 is therefore distinct from the classic transient-BDF classification.
7.3.1 Predictive Validation
Consider the reservoir system properties in table 7.1 for base model 1
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0.15

Porosity,
Reservoir Thickness,

40

Viscosity,

0.85

Total Compressibility,

25E-6

Initial Pressure,

4000

Flowing Pressure,

400
510

Fracture Length,
Formation Volume Factor,

1.04

Reservoir Length,

510

Reservoir Width,

510

Table 7.1 –Example Reservoir System (Base Model 1[Water])

For a reservoir permeability of

, the first decline identity is calculated from

equation 5.17 as follows;
[ ]

[

]

Then from Appendix F and using cubic spline interpolation, the relevant parameters are
given in table 7.2. Note the inclusion of the rate ratio
flow rate at the hypergeometric time .
0.11885
0.70711
0.57735
2.1691

for the calculation of the initial
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0.17936
4.4421E-5
40
0.15811
2.5208
0.012505
4.1796e-4
1.0614
0.10196
1.8002
0.89716
Table 7.2 – Calibration Data for Example Reservoir System
From the definition of the second decline identity in equation 5.25,

is calculated as

follows;

From the rate ratios,

Rates forecast for the pre-hypergeometric period is then calculated as follows;
⁄
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Where,

Similarly, rates forecast for the hypergeometric period is then calculated as follows;

(

)

⁄

Where,

Figure 7.8 shows the GHG and analytical model production forecasts for

.

Additionally, Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the production forecasts for
and

respectively using the procedure outlined above. Predictive validation

results are summarized in table 7.3.
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Figure 7.8 – Case 1 Production Forecasts,

(Base Model 1 [Oil])
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Figure 7.9 – Case 2 Production Forecasts,

(Base Model 1 [Oil])
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Figure 7.10 – Case 3 Production Forecasts,

(Base Model 1 [Oil])
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, Barrels

, Barrels
(%)

(%)

(%)

(GHG)

(Analytical)

Case 1

94001

93907

0.10074

1.8688

0.98477

Case 2

92699

92589

0.1195

2.7639

1.4417

Case 3

89595

89618

0.026124

0.57406

0.30009

Table 7.3 – Predictive Validation Results
For emphasis when

, a pre-hypergeometric production decline period does not exist,

hence there are no pre-hypergeometric parameters in the generalized calibration table for
the pertinent range of decline identities for which

. The generalized hypergeometric

production decline model powered by the generalized CP algorithm rigorously handles
cases of high convexity with the flexibility to perform with the sufficiently hypergeometric
condition of

. The developments in Chapter 6 shows that by declaring the 4

decompression lead variables, the GHG model is applicable to gas wells.

7.4 Coupled Hydraulic Fracture Design Optimization
Figure 7.11 illustrates the classic approach to hydraulic fracture design optimization.
Cumulative production profiles for a broad range of fracture design parameters are
obtained using reservoir simulation. The net present values accruing from these designs are
then compared in a sensitivity study towards identifying an optimum set of design
parameters.
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Figure 7.11 – Classic Hydraulic Fracture Design Optimization Process (Adapted
from Economides and Nolte 2000)
The sensitivity study typically requires multiple reservoir simulation runs and the
reservoir simulator is typically separate from the hydraulic fracture design optimization
framework. The result is a potentially lengthy, data intensive hydraulic fracture design
optimization process in the classic approach. The algebraic, mechanistic and fully
predictive capability of the GHG model within the GHG method allows for a coupled
hydraulic fracture design optimization process wherein the generation of cumulative
production profiles and the selection of optimal fracture design parameters are performed
within the same framework. Figure 7.12 illustrates a typical work flow for implementing
the GHG method within a software environment. In this section, the cyclic pairing
algorithm is adapted for the purpose of 2-variable fracture design optimization. The
objective is to determine the combination of fracture conductivity
length,

, and fracture

which results in the maximum net present value NPV under a given set of

operating and economic constraints.
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Figure 7.12 – Schematic of Internal Workings of the GHG Method within a
Software Environment
In this case the fracture conductivity and fracture length are the optimization variables
while the NPV is the objective function. Figure 7.14 illustrates the adapted CP algorithm
which constitutes the coupled hydraulic fracture optimization module in figure 7.12. The
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algorithm is given in Appendix G. Let

represent an array of the optimization variables

so that;
[

]

Where any 1 of the elements of F can be fixed, then the optimization problem is;

Downhole proppant conductivity is typically significantly lower than as measured in the
laboratory. The notion of economic conductivity® measured in

(Carbo

Ceramics 2013) is drawn upon in this work. Determination of economic conductivity
involves analysis of several factors affecting downhole conductivity such as stress
cycling, closure stress and non-Darcy flow towards a practical value of fracture
conductivity for the particular reservoir. In all cases, the result of this back-end analysis
must then be fed into a front end optimization tool to assess the economics of well
performances associated with various practical conductivity values implied by the
economic conductivity. In this work the inverse economic conductivity per unit fracture
length is employed and measured in

. To account for the effect of leakoff

on pumping requirements, the treatment volume is simplified as follows
̇
Where ̅ is a function of the leakoff characteristics of the particular reservoir under study.
7.4.1 Finite Conductivity Proxy of Infinite Conductivity Models
Thus far the base models 1 and 3 assume infinite fracture conductivity. To solve the
optimization problem represented by equation 7.17, finite conductivity reservoir models
are required for generation of calibration tables. Numerical models of base model 1 and 3
can be employed with the dimensionless fracture conductivity declared as a lead variable.
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However in this section, a finite conductivity proxy is used for the purpose of
demonstrating coupled hydraulic fracture design optimization using base model 1.
Arevalo-Villagran et al.

(2008) notes that in base model 1, low conductivity

appears as a skin in long term well performance. Lee et al. (2003) show on a pressure
transient basis that the effect of skin can be account for with an average permeability.
Therefore, the skin-like nature of finite conductivity can be modeled with a proxy
permeability ̂ so that
̂
Such that
̂
̂
Where k is the true formation permeability. By analogy to the Langmuir isotherm which
satisfies the above limiting behavior, the proxy permeability is modeled as follows;
̂

Where
which

is the hydraulic fracture conductivity constant and is the value of
̂ . Figure 7.13 shows a plot of equation 7.22 for

high values of

,

also determines the value of

becomes responsive to changes in

. Such a value of

100) (Lee et al. 2003) of which value of

at

. Beginning from

at which the proxy permeability
is given as

≤ 314 (

agrees with as shown in figure 7.13.

≤
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Figure 7.13 – Proxy Permeability Profile
7.4.2 Predictive Validation
Figure 7.14 illustrates the state of the optimization problem at the start of the first cycle.
Each pivot variable

is associated with a free variable

Figure 7.14 – Fracture Design Optimization Problem at Start of Cycle 1
At the end of cycle 2 (figure 7.15), the optimization problem reduces to a single variable
problem where the pseudo single variable is the paired fracture length

.
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Figure 7.15 – Fracture Design Optimization Problem at End of Cycle 2

Consider the reservoir system properties for base model 1 (Oil) given in table 7.4
Porosity,

0.2

Reservoir Thickness, h

40

Viscosity,
Total Compressibility,

0.85
70E-6

Initial Pressure,

7000

Flowing Pressure,

800

Formation Volume Factor, B
Permeability,

1.01
0.1

Treatment Cost per Barrel

$5

Coefficient of Treatment Volume, ̇

1.7

Economic Conductivity

$0.01/

Oil Price

$90

Operating Cost per Barrel

$10

Discount Rate Per Year, i*

0.08%

Non Fracture Capital Cost

$1 000 000

Table 7.4 – Example Reservoir System Properties for Coupled Hydraulic Fracture
Design Optimization Validation (Base Model 1 [Oil])
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Figure 7.16 and 7.17 illustrates the treatment volume and treatment cost models used in
the hydraulic fracture design optimization program.
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Figure 7.16 – Treatment Volume Model
Figure 7.18 shows the NPV profiles obtained using the coupled hydraulic fracture design
optimization module (GHG method). The result from using the analytical model within
the optimization framework is also shown for comparison and validation. The results
summarized in table 7.5 show excellent agreement between the analytical results and
GHG model. Additionally, the results show the number of well performance predictions
made during the course of the optimization scheme (2695 using analytical solutions, 3300
using the GHG model). The GHG method completes the optimization in 40 seconds
(3300 well performance predictions).
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Figure 7.17 –Treatment Cost Model
Using numerical reservoir simulation on a dual core 2.50 GHZ CPU with 6GB of memory
takes an average of 4 minutes per simulation. To perform the same quality of optimization
using reservoir simulation would therefore take approximately 9.375 days. The benefit of
the GHG method is clear especially in field development projects necessarily involving
multiple well completions such as in the case of shale gas field development. It is
emphasized here that base model 1 with its full regime analytical solution is a rarity used
here for concept demonstration and validation. In practice, the classic optimization
approach requires the use of reservoir simulation to generate the production forecast cases
for use in hydraulic fracture design optimization. As illustrated in figure 7.12, the GHG
method within a software environment is to include a range of well-reservoir models for
which full regime analytical solutions are unavailable.
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Figure 7.18 – Net Present Value Profile during Optimization

Fracture Length,

(ft)

Fracture Conductivity,

(md-ft)

Dimensionless Fracture Conductivity,
Net Present Value ($)
Well Performance Predictions

Analytical

GHG

473.60

472.83

11956

11953

50.49

50.56

963 090

962 200

2695

3300

Table 7.5 – Results for Coupled Hydraulic Fracture Design Optimization Example
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7.5 Relationship Between MMC Framework and Type Curves
Recall the analytical rate transient solution for base model 2 (Oil) and its inherent
dimensionless variables.
∑

[

[ ]

]

[ ]
Where,

Based on equations 5.1 and the definitions of dimensionless variables in equations 5.2 and
5.3, the resulting plot of type curves is shown in figure 7.19. The figure shows a separate
curve for values of

⁄ . Consider a redefinition of dimensionless variables as follows;
[ ]

[ ]
Figure 7.20 shows the resulting type curve plot where in a singular curve represents the
reservoir system dynamics. In this work type curve plots such as figure 7.20 and its
accompanying dimensionless variable definitions in equation 7.23 and 7.24 serve to
minimize the number of independent variables in the type curve plot. This is referred to
herein as a well-defined dimensionless system while type curve plots such as in figure 7.19
where in the number of independent variables is not minimized is referred to as an underdefined dimensionless system.
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Figure 7.19 – Base Model 1 Type Curves – Under defined Dimensionless System
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Figure 7.20 – Base Model 1 Type Curves – Well Defined Dimensionless System
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In the well-defined system, notice that the coefficient of time
7.24 is equivalent to the first decline identity
dimensionless flow rate

[ ]

equivalent to the second decline identity

[ ] in equation

for base model 1. Notice also that the
in equation 7.23 evaluated at

is

for base model 2. If the under-defined

system is considered, the method in chapter 5 involving derivation of the loss ratio, can be
used to show that

⁄

becomes a lead variable, the coefficient of time

in is the

[ ] evaluated at the fixed

first decline identity while the dimensionless rate

anchor point is equivalent to the second decline identity. This deduction is true in general
so that in a well-defined system the relationship between MMC and type curve plots is as
follows;


The coefficient of time is the first decline identity



The dimensionless rate evaluated at the



Variables for which separate type curves are required, constitute lead variables

is the second decline identity

7.6 Chapter Summary
The key highlights from this chapter are as follows;

 The HG model is extended to accommodate cases of low loss ratio linearity
resulting in generalized hypergeometric production decline (GHG), Generalized CP
algorithm and the generalized calibration table.

 Generalized Calibration tables are generated for base model 1 (Oil) with predictive
validation exercises demonstrating the precision of the generalized hypergeometric
model.
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The time efficiency of the GHG method is demonstrated in the context of coupled
hydraulic fracture design optimization. The GHG method performs thousands of
well performance simulations in seconds – A feat impossible to attain using
numerical reservoir simulation

 The relationship between type curves and the MMC framework is demonstrated so
that decline identities may be deduced from existing type curves
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CHAPTER 8

Mechanistic Model Calibration – Dual Porosity
Reservoirs
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter the mechanistic model calibration framework is developed for dual
porosity reservoir based on the Warren and Root idealization of heterogeneous porous
media (Warren and Root 1963). Based on published field results and experiments a
conceptual shale gas GHG model is proposed and sets the foundation for extension of the
GHG model to shale gas reservoirs. Single point validation of the GHG model in dual
porosity reservoirs is demonstrated with recommendation for future expansion into
calibration tables for multi-stage hydraulically fractured shale gas reservoirs and dual
porosity reservoirs in general. The focus of the current chapter within the overall
workflow is shown in figure 8.1 below.
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Figure 8.1 – Hybrid Semi-Mechanistic Well Performance Modeling and Prediction
Workflow

8.2 Warren & Root Dual Porosity Model
Figure 8.1 (Warren and Root 1963) shows the Warren and Root idealization of
heterogeneous porous media. The key assumptions of the mode are as follows;


The primary porosity member is a homogenous and isotropic array of rectangular
parallelepipeds.



All secondary porosity is contained within an orthogonal system of fractures
which are orthogonal, continuous and uniform.



Flow can occur between the matrix and fracture and between the fracture and sink.
However flow from matrix to sink cannot occur.
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Figure 8.2 – Warren and Root Idealization of Heterogeneous Porous Media (Warren
and Root 1963)
With the assumption of pressure independent matrix and fracture porosities, Warren and
Root (1963) give the governing flow equation as follows (base model 2 with rectangular
boundaries);

where the subscript

and

represent matrix and fracture respectively. Pseudo steady state

mass transfer is assumed between the matrix and fracture so that the transfer function is
given as follow:

is a shape factor which controls flow between the matrix and fracture. For constant rate
inner boundary condition and infinite acting outer boundary conditions, equation 8.1 and
8.2 can be expressed in dimensional elliptical form as follows;

(

)
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; for
; for

,

, all

and

, all

̅

∫

√

where,
̅

√

(

)
̅

̅

√

√

̅
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is a shape factor with the dimension of reciprocal area and is given by Warren and Root
as follows;
̂ ̂
̂
̂ is the number of orthogonal sets of fractures (1, 2 or 3) and ̂ is fracture spacing

is the interporosity coefficient and describes the effectiveness of the communication
between the matrix and fracture.

is the storativity which describes the storage capacity of

the fracture. Warren and Root (1963) give the solution of the symmetrical problem
as follows;

[

√
√

]

√

Where,

Upon inversion, the asymptotic solution is given as

[

Where

∫

[

]

[

]]
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The asymptotic solution in equation 8.18 is valid for
condition of validity is

. If

for all

, the condition is

and

. If

, the

.

The solution for no flow outer boundary condition is also give as follows;

[

][

[

[

[

]]]

]

8.2.1 Decline Identities
Chapter 5 presents a dimensional approach to deduction of decline identities from which
generalized forms of the first and second decline identities have been developed for single
porosity systems. Chapter 7 presents a dimensionless approach to deduction of decline
identities. Both approaches are based on rate transient solutions, however, the Warren and
Root Solutions are pressure transient solutions. In Chapter 5, it is noted that pressure
transient solutions suffice in the absence of rate transient solutions. This is due to the
symmetry of rate transient and pressure transient solutions in Laplace space given by the
Duhamel theorem as follows (Poe 1999);

̂

So that

̂

√

√
√
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Therefore,

[

√

√
√

]

The inverse of equation 8.23 cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions due to
the involvement of Mellin integrals. However, the symmetry of pressure and rate transient
solutions implies that functional dependencies are preserved. So that it can be written that;

[

√

√
√

]

(

)

So that equations 8.18 and 8.20 can be directly considered in the deduction of decline
identities. Note that equations 8.18 and 8.20 are in dimensionless form; the dimensionless
deduction of decline identities demonstrated in chapter 7 is therefore drawn upon so that
for base model 2 (dual porosity), from equation 8.11,
̅

If fracture permeability isotropy is assumed, then;

From equation 8.8, reverting back to Cartesian coordinates and neglecting gravity potential,
then

̅
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With fracture permeability isotropy, then,

Where the lead variables are the interporosity flow coefficient , fracture storativity

and

the areal lead variable ⁄ . Note that dimensionless presumption is invoked in equations
8.25 to 8.28.

8.2.2 Single Point Validation
Calibration tables are not generated for predictive validation in this work, however, single
point validation is used to verify the definitions of the decline identities given above for
base model 1 before generalization is made. Again the agreement of rate propagation
profile is used as the metric in the validation exercise so that systems with the same values
of the HG model parameter also have same rate propagation profile. Table 8.1 shows three
cases of base model 2 (Dual porosity). All cases are set to have the same value of the first
decline identity and lead variables

and . However, the cases have different fracture and

matrix properties. Figure 8.3 shows the result of the validation exercise. In all cases, there
is good agreement between the rate propagation profiles. Table 8.1 also shows the value of
the second decline identities for each case. Each case points to approximately the same
second decline identity.

Case 1
5000
500

Case 2
4000
750

Case 3
3000
800

1

3

6.75

0.05

0.1

0.15

4E-6

4E-6

6E-6
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0.1
1e-6
9e-6
0.8
40
660
0.25
3

0.2
3e-6
9e-6
1.2
40
660
0.25
3

0.3
6.75e-6
13.5e-6
1.2
40
660
0.25
3

10
3.7500e-08
0.1818

10
3.7500e-08
0.1818

10
3.7500e-08
0.1818

1.8182e+07

1.8182e+07

1.8182e+07

1.01

1.01

1.01

243.99

337.820

503.289

0.00109527

0.00104984

0.00102691

Table 8.1 – Data for Validation of Dual Porosity Decline Identities (Base Model 2
[Water])
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

1.00E+00
1

10

100

1000

10000

Rate Ratio

1.00E-01

1.00E-02

1.00E-03

1.00E-04

1.00E-05

Time (Days)

Figure 8.3 – Validation of Decline Identities (Base Model 2 [Water])
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The slight discrepancy in the rate propagation profiles is as a result that the first decline
identity does not account for the permeability of the matrix. Reservoir simulation studies
indeed show that although the effect of matrix permeability is very small it is not absent.
Subsequent work on decline identities for dual porosity will seek to account for matrix
permeability in the first decline identity.
In general, for dual porosity reservoirs,

and

are additional lead variables and

decline identities defined as follows;
̅

Where ̅ is the dual porosity hydraulic diffusivity and is defined as follows;
̅
̅

In the special case of base model 1, the areal ratio is accounted for in the decline identity
so that
̅

(

)

For gas wells,
̅
In the special case of base model 1,
̅
In general, the second decline identity is given as
(

)
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In the special case of base model 1,
(

)

Where

8.2.3 Representative Validation
As mentioned earlier, calibration tables are not generated for dual porosity reservoirs at this
stage of this work. Representative validation is however demonstrated using oil and gas
cases of base model 2. Table 8.2 shows the reservoir properties of the base model. Figure
8.4 and 8.5 show the well performance predictions of the GHG and reservoir simulation
models with results given in table 8.3.
Base Model 2
(Water)
4000
400

Base Model 2
(Gas)
5000
2500

1

1

0.1

0.1

1E-6

1E-6

1
0.2
6E-6
1.6
60
660
0.25
3

0.1
0.2
6E-6

10
1.01

10

60
660
0.25
3

Table 8.2 – Example Reservoir System Properties (Base Model 2)
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3

10

GHG
Analytical
2

Flow Rate (bwpd)

10

1

10

0

10

-1

10

-2

10

0

1

10

2

10

3

10

4

10

10

Time (Days)

Figure 8.4 – Base Model 2 Validation (Water Well)
4

10

GHG
Numerical
2

Flow Rate (Mscf/D)

10

0

10

-2

10

-4

10

0

10

1

10

2

10

3

10

4

10

Time (Days)

Figure 8.5 – Base Model 2 Validation (Gas Well)
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|

|

Base Model 2
(Water)
150.4952

Base Model 2
(Gas)
-

0.0303

-

13.8117

-

0.0128
129.5157

9349.5

0.0036

0.0284

19.5300

13.4809

0.0114
1.0200
10

0.0372
0.7921
2.8385E-6
3

99857

2.8975E+6

99869
0.0120
0.8174

2.8975E+6
2.2243E-5

0.4147

1.7981

|
|

3.5962

Table 8.3 – Representative Validation Results

8.3 Conceptual GHG Shale gas Model
Understanding of shale gas production physics is currently an ongoing endeavor. In this
section a GHG shale gas model is proposed based on published laboratory findings and
field results. This paves the way for the application of the GHG method to multi-stage
hydraulically fractured horizontal shale gas wells. Tight gas reservoir simulation studies are
used for analogy where applicable; this is particularly useful for insight into the practically
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expected flow pattern in commercial shale wells. The behavior of shale gas well-reservoir
systems is examined in phases as follows;
 Pre-stimulation
 Stimulation Response
 Flow Physics
- Flow patterns
- Mass transfer
8.3.1 Pre-Stimulation
A unit mass of gas shale is typically comprised of clastic grains with kerogen embedment
as illustrated in figure 8.7 (Javadpour 2009).

Figure 8.6 – Illustration of Shale Gas Components (Javadpour 2009)
Natural fractures are also present, which have been shown to be typically calcite sealed in
several core analyses (Gale 2008; Terratek 2004). Figure 8.7 shows the typical pore sizes
distribution in gas shales in comparison with conventional sandstones (ChemTerra 2013).
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Figure 8.7 – Pore Network Distribution in Shale and Conventional Sandstone
(ChemTerra 2013)
The observation is that shale gas pore sizes range from 3-300 nm with up to 80 % of the
pore sizes in the micro to mesopore range with corresponding nano-darcy permeability. In
gas shales, gas may be stored via the following mechanisms (Javadpour 2009)


Compressed free gas in micro-meso pores



Adsorbed gas on kerogen surface



Dissolved gas in kerogen bulk

8.3.2 Stimulation Response
Nano-Darcy permeability and the calcite sealed nature of natural fractures ensure that
commercial gas flow rates cannot be obtained in gas shales without stimulation. Massive
hydraulic fracture treatment is used to induce fracture networks within the target reservoir
while reactivating the calcite sealed natural fractures – fracturing is caused by a
combination of shear and tensile failure. The outcome is a region of enhanced permeability
known as the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) whose gross volume is typically visible
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under microseismic monitoring. Figure 8.8 illustrated the notion of SRV in a tight gas
environment.

Figure 8.8 – Illustration of Stimulated Reservoir Volume in a Multi-Stage
Hydraulically Fractured Horizontal Well
8.3.3 Flow Patterns
The theoretically expected flow patterns in a multi-stage hydraulically fractured horizontal
well environment has been extensively investigated (Chen and Rajagopal 1997, Lougheed
et al. 2013). Figures 8.9 illustrate these flow patterns. In this work the flow patterns are
further classified into SRV flow and USRV flow as follows;
 SRV flow
- Fracture linear flow
- Bilinear flow
- SRV formation linear flow
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- SRV elliptical flow
- SRV pseudo-radial flow
 USRV flow
- USRV linear flow
- USRV elliptical flow
- USRV pseudo-radial flow
- Boundary dominated flow
Fracture linear flow (figure 8.9a) occurs when production is due to fluid expansion in the
fracture only. Lee et al. (2003) note that this flow period is of such short time-span that it is
not of practical interest in well test analysis and by analogy rate transient analysis also.
This flow pattern is also typically masked by wellbore storage effect. Bi-linear flow (figure
8.9b) occurs in finite conductivity fractures (

) with tangible pressure drop in

the fracture. Bi-linear flow occurs due to simultaneous drainage of matrix and hydraulic
fracture before fracture tip effect begins to affect well performance. The nature of matrix
drainage into high permeability natural and induced fractures coupled with shear dilation
effects (discussed subsequently) is such that bi-linear flow is not a likely flow regime in
commercial multi stage hydraulically fractured horizontal shale gas wells.

1

Figure 8.9 – Possible Flow Regime in a Multi-Stage Hydraulically Fractured Shale/Tight
Wells (Lougheed et al. 2013)
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Formation linear flow (figure 8.9c) occurs in high conductivity fractures (

)

with negligible pressure drop in the fracture. Formation linear flow (henceforth referred to
as linear flow) occurs due to fracture drainage of adjacent matric block. Formation linear
flow may also occur in finite conductivity fractures following bi-linear flow although this
flow regime may not be fully developed in finite conductivity fractures. Bello (2009) states
that formation linear flow is the dominant linear flow regime in shale gas reservoirs and
demonstrates that it is as a result of drainage from the matrix block into surrounding high
permeability induced and reactivated fractures. The existence of high permeability within
the fracture network and therefore the dominance of linear flow can be explained based on
the shear dilation concept (Chipperfield et al. 2007). Shear dilation (i.e share failure) occurs
when the pore pressure exceeds the shear dilation pressure during injection causing sliding
along planes of weakness. Shear dilation can result in permeability inflation and potential
hysteresis retainment upon flow back (Pore pressure reduction) due to irregularities of rock
surfaces which result in self-propping. Figure 8.10 illustrates the mechanism of selfpropping and permeability enhancement and retainment due to shear dilation.
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Figure 8.10 – Permeability Enhancement and Hysteresis Retainment under Shear
Dilation (Adapted from Chipperfield et al. 2007)
Chipperfield et al. (2007) note that the geomechanical conditions which support shear
dilation include high deviatoric stress, high rock strength, high young modulus, low
Poisson ratio and abundance of weakness planes.
Figure 8.9d illustrates SRV elliptical to radial flow; elliptical flow is the transition
flow period between formation linear and SRV radial flow. Results of reservoir simulation
study (figure 8.11 and 8.12) show that SRV elliptical flow is possible in multi-stage
hydraulically fractured tight gas wells. In the particular case that the SRV is surrounded by
a no flow boundary in the axis perpendicular to the hydraulic fractures, and the hydraulic
fractures are of infinite conductivity, SRV elliptical flow does not develop i.e linear flow
persists (figure 8.13); this is similar to the scenario in base model 1. As noted earlier,
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matrix drainage in shale gas reservoirs result in linear flow (Bello 2009) supported by shear
dilation effect (Chipperfield 2007). Therefore in multi stage-hydraulically fractured
horizontal shale gas wells, linear flow pattern is expected to persist throughout SRV flow.
SRV radial flow requires drainage areas large enough so that the hydraulic fracture
appear as point sources to the pressure transient. For practical fracture length to fracture
stage spacing ratio, SRV radial flow is not feasible in both tight and shale gas cases.

SRV Elliptical
Flow

Figure 8.11 – Simulated SRV Elliptical Flow in Finite Conductivity Fractures with
No-flow SRV Boundary in Axis Perpendicular to Hydraulic Fractures
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SRV Elliptical
Flow

Figure 8.12– Simulated SRV Elliptical Flow with Open-Flow SRV Boundary:
Obtainable for Both Finite and Infinite Conductivity Fractures

Persistent SRV
Linear Flow

Figure 8.13 – Simulated Persistent SRV Linear Flow in Finite conductivity Fractures
with No-Flow SRV Boundary
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In multistage hydraulically fractured horizontal wells unstimulated reservoir volume
(USRV) flow becomes prevalent after depletion of the SRV. Depleted SRV implies that the
average pressure in the SRV drops towards well flowing pressure similar to boundary
dominated flow although the SRV is open to unstimulated matrix along its boundaries.
Figures 8.14 and 8.15 illustrate USRV linear flow and USRV elliptical to radial flow.
USRV linear flow has been studied extensively in literature under the heading of trilinear
flow model (Brown et al. 2011). Simulation studies in this work indicates that in the case of
tight gas, USRV linear flow will occur only when the SRV and USRV boundaries in the
axis of the fracture (Both finite and infinite Conductivity) are no flow boundaries (figure
8.14). When this condition is not satisfied, USRV elliptical flow occurs instead (figure
8.15).

USRV Linear Flow

Figure 8.14 – Simulated SRV Linear Flow with no-Flow boundaries in the Axis of the
Hydraulic Fracture: Obtainable for both finite and infinite conductivity fractures
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USRV Elliptical Flow

Figure 8.15 – Simulated USRV Elliptical Flow with Open-Flow Boundary in the Axis
of Hydraulic Fractures: Obtainable for both finite and infinite conductivity fractures
In the case of multi stage-hydraulically fractured horizontal shale gas wells, the USRV in
contact with the SRV has not benefited from shear dilation effect; the natural fractures are
calcite filled so that communication of the USRV with the SRV is mainly though matrix
pores in the USRV (similar to tight gas case). Multi-well pad drilling has become a near
standard (figure 8.16). In this production scenario with finite well spacing, it is unlikely
that the boundary condition demanded by USRV linear flow will be satisfied. It is held in
this work that the USRV linear flow is not likely to evolve in shale gas plays.
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Figure 8.16 – Multi-Well Pad Drilling in Shale Gas Development (Statoil 2014)

USRV radial flow demands that the drainage area is so large that the horizontal well
appears as a point source to the evolving pressure transient. For practical well spacing, this
flow regime is not feasible in shale gas production. Eventually boundary dominated flow is
reached although the time to this flow period will be significantly long compared to the
producing life of the well as per nano-darcy permeability in the matrix. Therefore for long
term consideration, the practical flow regimes expected in multi-stage hydraulically
fractured horizontal shale gas wells are;
 SRV linear Flow
 USRV elliptical flow
 Boundary dominated flow
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The impact of USRV flow on production decline profile was examined in chapter 3 in
terms of internal decline resistance. It was shown that USRV flow results in two production
decline regimes which can be seen as two separate hypergeometric production decline
regimes as illustrated in figure 8.17

Figure 8.17 – SRV and USRV Hypergeometric Production Decline Regimes in Tight
and Shale Wells
With the assumption that with the development scheme of figure 8.17, the USRV
contribution to well performance is negligible in shale wells, then the GHG production
decline model for SRV production decline is given as follows;
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∑
(
∑
{
Where

)

⁄

⁄

is the number of hydraulic fracture stages and

{

8.3.4 Flow Physics
To develop the mechanistic model calibration framework for shale wells, the flow physics
in shale has to be considered. Figure 8.18 shows an illustration of the sequence of mass
transfer involved in the flow of gas from storage sites to the well bore in shale gas reservoir
systems. Upon imposing a pressure differentia betwwen the reservoir and the wellbore, gas
in the fractures flow to the well bore via darcy type continuum flow. As the pressure
difference betewen the fracttures and matrix increases, gas flows from the matrix pores to
the natural fractures via slip/transition flow. Slip and transition flow are intermediate flow
regimes betwwen continuum and pure knudsen flow. When the desorption pressure is
reached gas held by adsorption on kerogen surfaces is released into the pores and become
availabe for transfer to natural fractures. Eventually a concentration gradient is established
between the kerogen bulk and kerogen surface resulting in the flow of gas by molecular
diffusion.
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Figure 8.18 – Mass Transfer Sequence in Shale Gas Reservoirs

Figure 8.18 implies that in shale gas reservoir systems a quad-mechanism system is in play.
Bumb and Mckee (1988) defined a modified compressibility term to account for
desorption. This sorption compressibility is defined as follows

It is proposed in this work that a diffusion porosity

can be defined to account for

molecular diffusion between the kerogen bulk and kerogen surface so that ;

The implication of equations 8.40 and 8.41 is that the quad mechanism system illustrated in
figure 8.18 reduces to a dual porosity system so that the mechanistic model calibration
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framework developed in this chapter for dual porosity system becomes applicable to shale
reservoir systems and invites further research.

8.4 Chapter Summary
The key highlights from this chapter are as follows;

 The mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is extended to dual porosity
reservoirs based on the Warren and Root Idealization. It is shown by single point
validation that with the storativity and interporosity coefficient declared as lead
variables, the decline identities developed in chapter 5 and 6 for single porosity oil
and gas wells becomes applicable to dual porosity reservoirs. Representative
validation is carried out for selected dual porosity reservoir systems.

 A conceptual GHG shale gas model is introduced based on published experimental
and field results in the area of shale gas development and paves the way for
inclusion of multi-stage horizontal shale gas wells in the GHG method within a
software environment
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
This dissertation develops a new hybrid semi-mechanistic well performance modeling
method – The GHG method. The method serves the niche purpose of hydraulic fracture
design optimization and automated history matching for single well reserves assessment
with increased time efficiency and mechanistic integrity compared to numerical reservoir
simulation and decline curve analysis respectively. The major conclusions from this work
are as follows:


The theory of decline resistance demonstrates that the decline exponent is a
measure of resistance to decline due to the combined effect of transient contacted
volume and dynamic decompression. Decline resistance demonstrates that the
decline exponent is theoretically never a non-zero constant in boundary dominated
flow contrary to the stipulations of the traditional hyperbolic production decline
model.



Based on the theory of internal decline resistance and the concept of loss ratio
linearity, it is shown that under consistent drive many commercially producing
well

will

exhibit

hypergeometric

production

decline.

The

generalized

hypergeometric production decline model is developed and is a full regime
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production decline model able to model wells dominated by either transient or
boundary dominated flow. The model circumvents key assumptions and
limitations of existing production decline models.

 A mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is developed within which the
parameters of the HG model are given as functions of reservoir system properties.
The concept of decline identities is introduced based on the nature of analytical rate
transient solutions. This is coupled with a custom multi-variable regressional
optimization algorithm (CP Algorithm) to yield calibration functions in form of
tables which relate HG model parameters to reservoir system properties. The GHG
model and the MMC framework constitute the GHG method - A hybrid semimechanistic well performance modeling and prediction method.

 In the development of the CP algorithm the Joint error index (JEI) is introduced as
an improved measure of goodness of it. A modified gradient descent approach is
also introduced which gives a finite probability for convergence to the global
minimum in non-convex optimization problems.


The time efficiency of the GHG method is demonstrated in the context of coupled
hydraulic fracture design optimization. The GHG method performs thousands of
well performance simulations in seconds – A feat impossible to attain using
numerical reservoir simulation.

 The mechanistic model calibration (MMC) framework is extended to dual porosity
reservoirs based on the Warren and Root Idealization. A conceptual GHG shale gas
model is introduced based on published experimental and field results in the area of
shale gas development.
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Limitations of the this work include the following;


Assumption of a definite well drainage shape i.e square, rectangle, circle e.t.c



Accuracy of calibration tables is limited to assumptions and accuracy of numerical
reservoir simulation model employed so that the GHG method is no more accurate
than numerical reservoir simulator, its benefit is in terms of drastic improvement in
time efficiency



The current mechanistic model calibration framework assumes single phase flow.
The framework can however be extended to multiphase flow

9.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The following are recommendations for continued development of the GHG method


As a performance benchmark, the CP algorithm takes approximately 12 hours to
generate the generalized calibration table presented in this work for based model 1
(Oil) on a dual core 2.50 GHZ CPU with 6GB of memory. The immediate objective
of subsequent research should be to improve the efficiency of the algorithm to
achieve a benchmark time of < 60 minutes. A possible solution is to advance the
cyclic pair algorithm to employ Jacobians and therefore a singular loop structure



As demonstrated in this work, MMC framework can involve multiple lead
variables. In deployment in the GHG method within a software environment. A
combination of calibration tables for bases cases of the lead variables should be
employed with correction functions rather than multiple calibration tables. This
emphasizes the need for improved CP algorithm performance highlighted above,
for speed and monotonic consistence in calibration parameters across decline
identities.
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Research effort is invited towards development of calibration tables for practical
reservoir models of interest in the industry for incorporation into the GHG method.



The mechanistic model calibration framework can be extended to multiphase flow
by considering the relative permeability model employed by the reservoir simulator
and declaring a relevant lead variable.



Due to the symmetry of rate and pressure transient solutions in Laplace space, it is
proposed that the development in this work can be adapted for average pressure
modeling in production decline. Average pressure in this case is with reference to
the current drainage volume. A GHG pressure decline model can then be combined
with the GHG production decline model for automated history match and
production forecasting module of the GHG method.
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APPENDIX A
Cyclic Pairing Program – Base Model 1 (Oil)
function HG1MATOIL(D1,D2,tj) % Implements the cyclic pairing algorithm
for base model 1 (Oil)
tic
format short g
poro = 0.2;
h = 40;
visc = 0.7;
ct = 70E-6;
Pi = 4000;
Pwf = 400;
Lf = 510;
B = 1.0;
Xe = Lf;
Ye = Xe;
inf = 1000;
DI1 = D1;
z = 1;
while DI1 >= D2
k = DI1* poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2);
Now_Calibrating_For_DI1 = DI1
Now_Calibrating_For_k = k
pause(1)

A1 = (k*h*(Pi-Pwf)) / (141.2 *B* visc);
A2 = (4/pi)*(Xe/Ye);

t=1;
while (0<1)
summ = 0;
for n = 1:2:inf
exparg = (((n^2)*(pi^2))/4)
((0.00633*k*t)/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)));
expp
= exp(-exparg);
summ
= summ + expp;

* ((Xe/Ye)^2)

*
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end
qraw(t) = A1*A2*summ;
qrawlast = qraw(t);
if (qrawlast <= 0.01)
break;
end
t=t+1;
end
q = qraw((tj-2): end);
L = length(q);
D(1) = 0;
for i = 2:(L-1)
D(i) = -(1/q(i))*0.5*(q(i+1) - q(i-1));
end
D(L)=0;
Dinv(1) = 0;
for i = 2:(L-1)
Dinv(i) = 1/D(i);
end
D(L)=0;
b(1) = 0;
b(2) = 0;
for i = 3:(L-2)
b(i) = abs(0.5*(Dinv(i+1) - Dinv(i-1)));
end
b(L-1)=0;
b(L) =0;

for i = 1:L
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
end

(i,1)
(i,2)
(i,3)
(i,4)

=
=
=
=

i-1;
q(i);
D(i);
b(i);

qj = q(3);
Dj = D(3);
sstepb=1;
sstep =5;
bj= b(3);
num = bj;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
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end
expstepbj = c;
if c == 0
expstepbj=1;
end;
bjstep = (10^-expstepbj)*sstepb;
c3 = 1;
zonecheckc3=0;
while 3>2
minicomp=0;
m = 1;
num = m;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepm = c;
if c == 0
expstepm=1;
end
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstep;
c2 = 1;
zonecheckc2=0;
while 2>1
n = 0.001;
num = n;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num<0.999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepn = c;
if c == 0
expstepn=1;
end;
nstep = (10^-expstepn)*sstep;
c1 = 1;
zonecheckc1=0;
while 1<2
err=0;
Data_Reserves=0;
HG_Reserves=0;
t = 1:(L-2);
bb = bj./((1+(m*((t-1).^n))));
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qq = qj./((1+(bb.*(t-1)*Dj)).^(1./bb));
qsub = q(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsub - qq)./(qsub));
maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsub);
HG_Reserves = trapz(qq);

w1=1;
w2=1;
REIc1(c1) = (((Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) /
(Data_Reserves))* 100);
FEIc1(c1) = (err/(L-2))*100;
JEIc1(c1) = ((w1*FEIc1(c1))+ (w2*abs(REIc1(c1))))/2;

if c1>=3
triadback =
triadfront=
triadcurr =
JEIc1_slope

JEIc1(c1-2);
JEIc1(c1);
JEIc1(c1-1);
= (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(n -

nlast));
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-1) = JEIc1_slope;
if (JEIc1_slope == 0)|| abs(JEIc1(c1)-JEIc1(c11))<1E-7
n_opt = nlast;
min_JEI= JEIc1_last;
min_REI= REIc1_last;
ntrack(c1) = n;
break
end
if JEIc1_slope > 0
if zonecheckc1==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec1) || n>nJEIzonec1
zonecheckc1 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc1==0
zonecheckc1 = 1;
JEIzonec1 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec1 == triadcurr;
nJEIzonec1=ntrack(c1-1);
elseif JEIzonec1 == triadfront
nJEIzonec1 = n;
else
nJEIzonec1 = ntrack(c1-2);
end
expstepn = expstepn +1;
nstep = (10^-expstepn)*sstep;
n = ntrack(c1-2);
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ntrack(c1-1) = [];
JEIc1(c1) = [];
JEIc1(c1-1)=[];
REIc1(c1) = [];
REIc1(c1-1)=[];
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-1)=[];
if c1>3
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-2) = [];
end
c1 = c1-2;
end
end
end
ntrack(c1) = n;
nlast = n;
JEIc1_last = JEIc1(c1);
REIc1_last = REIc1(c1);
n = n + nstep;
c1=c1+1;
clear bb qq qsub inderror
end
REIc2(c2) = min_REI;
JEIc2(c2) = min_JEI;
if REIc2(c2)<0
minicomp=1;
elseif minicomp==0
REIc2;
if REIc2(c2)>=0
m=m/2;
num = m;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepm = c;
if c == 0
expstepm=1;
end
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstep;
clear bb qq qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1
JEIc1_slopetrack ntrack
continue
end
end
if c2>=3
triadback =
triadfront=
triadcurr =

JEIc2(c2-2);
JEIc2(c2);
JEIc2(c2-1);
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JEIc2_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(m-mlast));
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-1) = JEIc2_slope;

if ((JEIc2_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc2(c2)-JEIc2(c21))<1E-7
min_REI = REIc2last;
min_JEI = JEIc2last;
m_opt = mlast;
n_opt = n_optlast;
mtrack(c2) = m;
n_opttrackc2(c2)=n_opt;
break
end
if JEIc2_slope > 0
if zonecheckc2==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec2) || m>mJEIzonec2
zonecheckc2 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc2==0
zonecheckc2 = 1;
JEIzonec2 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec2 == triadcurr;
mJEIzonec2 = mtrack(c2-1);
elseif JEIzonec2 == triadfront
mJEIzonec2 = m;
else
mJEIzonec2 = mtrack(c2-2);
end
expstepm = expstepm +1;
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstep;
m = mtrack(c2-2);
n_opt=n_opttrackc2(c2-2);
mtrack(c2-1) = [];
n_opttrackc2(c2-1)=[];
JEIc2(c2) = [];
JEIc2(c2-1)=[];
REIc2(c2) = [];
REIc2(c2-1)=[];
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-1)=[];
if c2>3
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-2) = [];
end
c2 = c2-2;
end
end
end
mtrack(c2) = m;
n_opttrackc2(c2)=n_opt;
mlast = m;
n_optlast=n_opt;
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REIc2last = REIc2(c2);
JEIc2last = JEIc2(c2);
m = m + mstep;
c2 = c2 + 1;
clear bb qq qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack
ntrack
end
REIc3(c3) = min_REI;
JEIc3(c3) = min_JEI
if c3>=3
triadback = JEIc3(c3-2);
triadfront= JEIc3(c3);
triadcurr = JEIc3(c3-1);
JEIc3_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(bj-bjlast));
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-1) = JEIc3_slope;
if (((JEIc3_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc3(c3)- JEIc3(c3-1))<1E7)
min_REI = REIc3_last;
min_JEI = JEIc3_last;
bj_opt = bjlast;
m_opt = m_optlast;
n_opt = n_optlast;
bjtrack(c3) = bj;
m_opttrackc3(c3)=m_opt;
n_opttrackc3(c3)=n_opt;
break
end
if JEIc3_slope > 0
if zonecheckc3==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec3) || bj>bjJEIzonec3
zonecheckc3 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc3==0
zonecheckc3 = 1;
JEIzonec3 = min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec3 == triadcurr;
bjJEIzonec3=bjtrack(c3-1);
elseif JEIzonec3 == triadfront
bjJEIzonec3 = bj;
else
bjJEIzonec3 = bjtrack(c3-2);
end
expstepbj = expstepbj +1;
bjstep = (10^-expstepbj)*sstepb;
bj = bjtrack(c3-2);
m_opt = m_opttrackc3(c3-2);
n_opt = n_opttrackc3(c3-2);
bjtrack(c3-1) = [];
m_opttrackc3(c3-1)=[];
n_opttrackc3(c3-1)=[];
JEIc3(c3) = [];
JEIc3(c3-1)=[];
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REIc3(c3) = [];
REIc3(c3-1)=[];
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-1)=[];
if c3>3
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-2) = [];
end
c3 = c3-2;
end
end
end
bjtrack(c3) = bj
m_opttrackc3(c3)=m_opt;
n_opttrackc3(c3)=n_opt;
bjlast = bj;
m_optlast = m_opt;
n_optlast=n_opt;
REIc3_last= REIc3(c3);
JEIc3_last = JEIc3(c3);
bj = bj + bjstep;
c3 = c3 + 1;
loglog(qq,'r-')
hold on
loglog(qsub,'b-')
hold off
pause(0.1)
clear bb qq qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack
ntrack ...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slope_track mtrack n_opttrackc2
end

bj=bj_opt;
m=m_opt;
n=n_opt;
t = 1:(L-2);
bb = bj./((1+(m*((t-1).^n))));
qq = qj./((1+(bb.*(t-1)*Dj)).^(1./bb));
qsub = q(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsub - qq)./(qsub));
maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsub)
HG_Reserves = trapz(qq)
minREI = ((abs(Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) / (Data_Reserves))* 100);
minFEI = (err/(L-2))*100;
minJEI = ((w1*minFEI)+ (w2*minREI))/2
qj
Dj
bj_opt
m_opt
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n_opt
DI1 = ((k)/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)))
DI2 = ((q(1)* visc*B) / (k*h*(Pi-Pwf)))
qratio2 = q(2)/q(1)
qratio3 = q(3)/q(1)
minREI
minFEI
minJEI
maxFEIi = maxFEIc1
Calibvec(1,1)
Calibvec(1,2)
Calibvec(1,3)
Calibvec(1,4)
Calibvec(1,5)
Calibvec(1,6)
Calibvec(1,7)
Calibvec(1,8)
Calibvec(1,9)
Calibvec(1,10)
Calibvec(1,11)
Calibvec(1,12)
Calibvec(1,13)
Calibvec(1,14)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

k;
Lf;
qj;
DI1;
DI2;
q(2)/q(1);
q(3)/q(1);
bj_opt;
Dj;
m_opt;
n_opt;
minREI;
minFEI;
minJEI;

Calibmatrix(z,:) = Calibvec
xlswrite('CALIBMATRIX1OIL',Calibmatrix)
num = DI1;
c=0;
while 1<2
if num < 1.000001
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
DI1step = c;
if c == 0
DI1step=0;
end;
DI1 = DI1-((10^-DI1step)-(0.5*(10^-DI1step)))
clear q D Dinv b Rate_Data bb qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1
JEIc1_slopetrack ntrack...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slopetrack mtrack n_opttrackc2 REIc3 JEIc3
JEIc3_slopetrack...
bjtrack m_opttrackc3 n_opttrackc3 mtracksub Calibvec
z = z+1;
end
xlswrite('CALIBMATRIX1OIL',Calibmatrix)
toc
end
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APPENDIX B
Calibration Table – Base Model 1 (Oil)
DI1

DI2

q3ratio

q2ratio

bj,eq

Dj

m

n

REI

FEI

JEI

0.08

0.113038 0.707107

0.57735

2.269082

0.17936

0.000159 1.097887 0.005549 3.216773 1.611161

0.085

0.109663 0.707107

0.57735

2.269722

0.17936

0.000168 1.100507

0.00524

3.183197 1.594218

0.09

0.106573 0.707107

0.57735

2.274702

0.17936

0.000184

1.09912

1.07E-06

3.163905 1.581953

0.095

0.103731 0.707107

0.57735

2.279492

0.17936

0.0002

1.09783

3.73E-06

3.144537 1.572271

0.1

0.101104 0.707107

0.57735

2.280818

0.17936

0.00021

1.099427

9.47E-07

3.13276

1.56638

0.15

0.082551 0.707107

0.57735

2.325792

0.17936

0.000403 1.086762

1.22E-06

2.95879

1.479395

0.2

0.071491 0.707107

0.57735

2.360682

0.17936

0.000627

1.08007

2.97E-06

2.819815 1.409909

0.25

0.063944 0.707107

0.57735

2.392202

0.17936

0.000887 1.074647

2.17E-06

2.699821 1.349911

0.3

0.058372 0.707107

0.57735

2.420832

0.17936

0.001177 1.070334 0.007742 2.593468 1.300605
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0.35

0.054042 0.707107

0.57735

2.447482

0.17936

0.001499 1.066763

8.2E-07

2.497737 1.248869

0.4

0.050552 0.707107

0.57735

2.472689

0.17936

0.001849

1.11E-06

2.410075 1.205038

0.45

0.047661 0.707107

0.57735

2.496682

0.17936

0.002228 1.060877 0.004127 2.329378 1.166753

0.5

0.045215 0.707107

0.57735

2.519782

0.17936

0.002636 1.058418

1.88E-06

2.254903 1.127453

0.55

0.043111 0.707107

0.57735

2.542082

0.17936

0.003071 1.056177

1.59E-06

2.185005 1.092503

0.6

0.041276 0.707107

0.57735

2.569082

0.17936

0.003587 1.052322 0.002584

2.12442

0.65

0.039656 0.707107

0.57735

2.584582

0.17936

0.004022 1.052297

2.057643 1.028822

0.7

0.038214 0.707107

0.57735

2.605082

0.17936

0.004539 1.050554 0.002041 1.998908 1.000475

0.75

0.036918 0.707107

0.57735

2.625082

0.17936

0.005082 1.048953 0.001823

1.94325

0.8

0.035746 0.707107

0.57735

2.644482

0.17936

0.00565

1.890709 0.945355

0.85

0.034678 0.707107

0.57735

2.663882

0.17936

0.006249 1.046068 0.001484 1.839961 0.920722

0.9

0.033701 0.707107

0.57735

2.682782

0.17936

0.006873 1.044747 0.001349 1.792292 0.896821

0.95

0.032802 0.707107

0.57735

2.701582

0.17936

0.007527 1.043465

6.65E-07

1.746234 0.873117

1

0.031972 0.707107

0.57735

2.719782

0.17936

0.008204 1.042323

1.01E-06

1.701651 0.850826

1.5

0.026105 0.707107

0.57735

2.893182

0.17936

0.01656

1.7E-06

1.336559

2

0.022608 0.707107 0.57735

3.052778 0.17936

1.06364

1.047519

1.032976

8.76E-07

8.06E-07

1.063502

0.972536

0.66828

0.027941 1.026646 0.000325 1.066717 0.533521
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APPENDIX C
Cyclic Pairing Program – Base Model 3 (Gas)
function HG3MATGAS(tj) % Implements the mechanistic model calibration
framework for base model 3 (Gas)
tic
format short g
h = 40;
Pi = 5000;
Pwf = 2500;
T = 150;
sg=0.7;
Lf = 369;

BaseData = xlsread('BaseData3SGI.xlsx'); % base data is arranged column
by column starting from row 3.
sz = size(BaseData);
% Row 1 and 2 contain the
corresponding first decline Identity and permeability
for z = 17:sz(2)
Now_Calibrating_For_DI1 = BaseData(1,z)
pause(1)
zz=tj+2;
qrawM = BaseData(zz-2:end,z);
qraw = qrawM;
q = qraw(qraw~=0);
L = length(q);
D(1) = 0;
for i = 2:(L-1)
D(i) = -(1/q(i))*0.5*(q(i+1) - q(i-1));
end
D(L)=0;
Dinv(1) = 0;
for i = 2:(L-1)
Dinv(i) = 1/D(i);
end
D(L)=0;
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b(1) = 0;
b(2) = 0;
for i = 3:(L-2)
b(i) = abs(0.5*(Dinv(i+1) - Dinv(i-1)));
end
b(L-1)=0;
b(L) =0;

for i = 1:L
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
end

(i,1)
(i,2)
(i,3)
(i,4)

=
=
=
=

i-1;
q(i);
D(i);
b(i);

qj = q(3);
Dj = D(3);
sstepN=5;
sstepb=2;
sstepm=5;
sstepni=5;
N = 1e-6;
num = N;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepN = c;
if c == 0
expstepN=1;
end;
Nstep = (10^-expstepN)*sstepN;
c4 = 1;
zonecheckc4=0;
while 4>3
bj= b(3);
num = bj;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepbj = c;
if c == 0
expstepbj=1;
end;
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bjstep = (10^-expstepbj)*sstepb;
c3 = 1;
zonecheckc3=0;
while 3>2
minicomp=0;
m = 1;
num = m;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepm = c;
if c == 0
expstepm=1;
end
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstepm;
c2 = 1;
sitol = -1;
c2si=1;
zonecheckc2=0;
while 2>1
ni = 0.001;
num = ni;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num<0.999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepni = c;
if c == 0
expstepni=1;
end;
nistep = (10^-expstepni)*sstepni;
c1 = 1;
zonecheckc1=0;
while 1<2
err=0;
Data_Reserves=0;
HG_Reserves=0;
t = 1:(L-2);
n=ni.*(1+N.*t);
bb = bj./((1+(m*((t-1).^n))));
qq = qj./((1+(bb.*(t-1)*Dj)).^(1./bb));
qsub = q(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsub - qq')./(qsub));
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maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsub);
HG_Reserves = trapz(qq);

w1=1;
w2=1;
REIc1(c1) = (((Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) /
(Data_Reserves))* 100);
FEIc1(c1) = (err/(L-2))*100;
JEIc1(c1) = ((w1*FEIc1(c1))+ (w2*abs(REIc1(c1))))/2;

if c1>=3
triadback =
triadfront=
triadcurr =
JEIc1_slope

JEIc1(c1-2);
JEIc1(c1);
JEIc1(c1-1);
= (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(ni -

nilast));
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-1) = JEIc1_slope;
if (JEIc1_slope == 0)|| abs(JEIc1(c1)-JEIc1(c11))<1E-6
ni_opt = nilast;
min_JEI= JEIc1_last;
min_REI= REIc1_last;
nitrack(c1) = ni;
break
end
if JEIc1_slope > 0
if zonecheckc1==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec1) ||
ni>niJEIzonec1
zonecheckc1 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc1==0
zonecheckc1 = 1;
JEIzonec1 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec1 == triadcurr;
niJEIzonec1=nitrack(c1-1);
elseif JEIzonec1 == triadfront
niJEIzonec1 = ni;
else
niJEIzonec1 = nitrack(c1-2);
end
expstepni = expstepni +1;
nistep = (10^-expstepni)*sstepni;
ni = nitrack(c1-2);
nitrack(c1-1) = [];
JEIc1(c1) = [];
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JEIc1(c1-1)=[];
REIc1(c1) = [];
REIc1(c1-1)=[];
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-1)=[];
if c1>3
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-2) = [];
end
c1 = c1-2;
end
end
end
nitrack(c1) = ni;
nilast = ni;
JEIc1_last = JEIc1(c1);
REIc1_last = REIc1(c1);
ni = ni + nistep;
c1=c1+1;
clear bb qq n qsub inderror
end
REIc2(c2) = min_REI;
JEIc2(c2) = min_JEI;
if REIc2(c2)<0 || sitol > 0
minicomp=1;
elseif minicomp==0
REIc2tracksi(c2si)=REIc2;
JEIc2tracksi(c2si)=JEIc2;
if c2si>1
sitol = (JEIc2tracksi(c2si) - JEIc2tracksi(c2si1));
end
if REIc2(c2)>=0
m=m/2;
num = m;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepm = c;
if c == 0
expstepm=1;
end
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstepm;
clear bb qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1
JEIc1_slopetrack nitrack
c2si=c2si+1;
continue
end
end
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if c2>=3
triadback = JEIc2(c2-2);
triadfront= JEIc2(c2);
triadcurr = JEIc2(c2-1);
JEIc2_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(m-mlast));
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-1) = JEIc2_slope;

if ((JEIc2_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc2(c2)-JEIc2(c21))<1e-6
min_REI = REIc2last;
min_JEI = JEIc2last;
m_opt = mlast;
ni_opt = ni_optlast;
mtrack(c2) = m;
ni_opttrackc2(c2)=ni_opt;
break
end
if JEIc2_slope > 0
if zonecheckc2==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec2) || m>mJEIzonec2
zonecheckc2 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc2==0
zonecheckc2 = 1;
JEIzonec2 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec2 == triadcurr;
mJEIzonec2 = mtrack(c2-1);
elseif JEIzonec2 == triadfront
mJEIzonec2 = m;
else
mJEIzonec2 = mtrack(c2-2);
end
expstepm = expstepm +1;
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstepm;
m = mtrack(c2-2);
ni_opt=ni_opttrackc2(c2-2);
mtrack(c2-1) = [];
ni_opttrackc2(c2-1)=[];
JEIc2(c2) = [];
JEIc2(c2-1)=[];
REIc2(c2) = [];
REIc2(c2-1)=[];
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-1)=[];
if c2>3
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-2) = [];
end
c2 = c2-2;
end
end
end
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mtrack(c2) = m;
ni_opttrackc2(c2)=ni_opt;
mlast = m;
ni_optlast=ni_opt;
REIc2last = REIc2(c2);
JEIc2last = JEIc2(c2);
m = m + mstep;
c2 = c2 + 1;
clear bb qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1
JEIc1_slopetrack nitrack
end
REIc3(c3) = min_REI;
JEIc3(c3) = min_JEI
if c3>=3
triadback = JEIc3(c3-2);
triadfront= JEIc3(c3);
triadcurr = JEIc3(c3-1);
JEIc3_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(bj-bjlast));
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-1) = JEIc3_slope;
if (((JEIc3_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc3(c3)- JEIc3(c31))<1e-6)
min_REI = REIc3_last;
min_JEI = JEIc3_last;
bj_opt = bjlast;
m_opt = m_optlast;
ni_opt = ni_optlast;
bjtrack(c3) = bj
m_opttrackc3(c3)=m_opt;
ni_opttrackc3(c3)=ni_opt;
break
end
if JEIc3_slope > 0
if zonecheckc3==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec3) || bj>bjJEIzonec3
zonecheckc3 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc3==0
zonecheckc3 = 1;
JEIzonec3 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec3 == triadcurr;
bjJEIzonec3=bjtrack(c3-1);
elseif JEIzonec3 == triadfront
bjJEIzonec3 = bj;
else
bjJEIzonec3 = bjtrack(c3-2);
end
expstepbj = expstepbj +1;
bjstep = (10^-expstepbj)*sstepb;
bj = bjtrack(c3-2);
m_opt = m_opttrackc3(c3-2);
ni_opt = ni_opttrackc3(c3-2);
bjtrack(c3-1) = [];
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m_opttrackc3(c3-1)=[];
ni_opttrackc3(c3-1)=[];
JEIc3(c3) = [];
JEIc3(c3-1)=[];
REIc3(c3) = [];
REIc3(c3-1)=[];
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-1)=[];
if c3>3
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-2) = [];
end
c3 = c3-2;
end
end
end
bjtrack(c3) = bj
m_opttrackc3(c3)=m_opt;
ni_opttrackc3(c3)=ni_opt;
bjlast = bj;
m_optlast = m_opt;
ni_optlast=ni_opt;
REIc3_last= REIc3(c3);
JEIc3_last = JEIc3(c3);
bj = bj + bjstep;
c3 = c3 + 1;
clear bb qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1
JEIc1_slopetrack nitrack ...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slope_track mtrack ni_opttrackc2
end
REIc4(c4) = min_REI;
JEIc4(c4) = min_JEI
if c4>=3
triadback = JEIc4(c4-2);
triadfront= JEIc4(c4);
triadcurr = JEIc4(c4-1);
JEIc4_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(N-Nlast));
JEIc4_slope_track(c4-1) = JEIc4_slope;
if (((JEIc4_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc4(c4)- JEIc4(c4-1))<1e6)
min_REI = REIc4_last;
min_JEI = JEIc4_last;
N_opt = Nlast;
bj_opt = bjlast;
m_opt = m_optlast;
ni_opt = ni_optlast;
Ntrack(c4) = N;
bjtrackc4(c4)=bj_opt;
m_opttrackc4(c4)=m_opt;
ni_opttrackc4(c4)=ni_opt;
break
end
if JEIc4_slope > 0
if zonecheckc4==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec4) || N>NJEIzonec4
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zonecheckc4 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc4==0
zonecheckc4 = 1;
JEIzonec4 = min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec4 == triadcurr;
NJEIzonec4= Ntrack(c4-1);
elseif JEIzonec4 == triadfront
NJEIzonec4 = N;
else
NJEIzonec4 = Ntrack(c4-2);
end
expstepN = expstepN +1;
Nstep = (10^-expstepN)*sstepN;
N = Ntrack(c4-2);
bj_opt = bjtrackc4(c4-2);
m_opt = m_opttrackc4(c4-2);
ni_opt = ni_opttrackc4(c4-2);
Ntrack(c4-1) = [];
JEIc4(c4) = [];
JEIc4(c4-1)=[];
REIc4(c4) = [];
REIc4(c4-1)=[];
JEIc4_slope_track(c4-1)=[];
if c4>3
JEIc4_slope_track(c4-2) = [];
end
c4 = c4-2;
end
end
end
Ntrack(c4) = N
bjtrackc4(c4)=bj_opt;
m_opttrackc4(c4)=m_opt;
ni_opttrackc4(c4)=ni_opt;
Nlast = N;
bj_optlast = bj_opt;
m_optlast = m_opt;
ni_optlast=ni_opt;
REIc4_last= REIc4(c4);
JEIc4_last = JEIc4(c4);
N = N + Nstep;
c4 = c4 + 1;
loglog(qq,'r-')
hold on
loglog(qsub,'b-')
hold off
pause(0.1)
clear bb qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack
nitrack...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slopetrack mtrack ni_opttrackc2 REIc3 JEIc3
JEIc3_slopetrack bjtrack...
m_opttrackc3 ni_opttrackc3
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end
bj=bj_opt;
m=m_opt;
ni=ni_opt;
N=N_opt;
t = 1:(L-2);
n=ni.*(1+N.*t);
bb = bj./((1+(m*((t-1).^n))));
qq = qj./((1+(bb.*(t-1)*Dj)).^(1./bb));
qsub = q(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsub - qq')./(qsub));
maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsub)
HG_Reserves = trapz(qq)
minREI = ((abs(Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) / (Data_Reserves))* 100);
minFEI = (err/(L-2))*100;
minJEI = ((w1*minFEI)+ (w2*minREI))/2;
viscg = visc (sg,Pi,T);
Z = DAK(sg,Pi,T);
Bgi = (0.02829*Z*T)/Pi;
k = BaseData(2,z);
qj
Dj
bj_opt
m_opt
ni_opt
N_opt
DI1 = BaseData(1,z);
DI2 = ((q(1)*viscg*Bgi)/(k*h*(Pi-Pwf)))
qratio2 = q(2)/q(1)
qratio3 = q(3)/q(1)
minREI
minFEI
minJEI
maxFEIi = maxFEIc1

Calibvec(1,1)
Calibvec(1,2)
Calibvec(1,3)
Calibvec(1,4)
Calibvec(1,5)
Calibvec(1,6)
Calibvec(1,7)
Calibvec(1,8)
Calibvec(1,9)
Calibvec(1,10)
Calibvec(1,11)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

k;
Lf;
qj;
DI1;
DI2;
q(2)/q(1);
q(3)/q(1);
bj_opt;
Dj;
m_opt;
ni_opt;
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Calibvec(1,12)
Calibvec(1,13)
Calibvec(1,14)
Calibvec(1,15)

=
=
=
=

N_opt;
minREI;
minFEI;
minJEI;

Calibmatrix(z,:) = Calibvec
xlswrite('CALIBMATRIX3GAS',Calibmatrix)

clear qraw q D Dinv b Rate_Data bb qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1
JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack ntrack...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slopetrack mtrack n_opttrackc2 REIc3 JEIc3
JEIc3_slopetrack...
bjtrack m_opttrackc3 n_opttrackc3 mtracksub Calibvec
end
xlswrite('CALIBMATRIX3GAS',Calibmatrix)
toc
end
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APPENDIX D
Calibration Table – Base Model 3 (Gas)
DI1

DI2

q2ratio

q3ratio

bj

Dj

m

ni

N

REI

FEI

JEI

1.60655

0.04561

0.72400

0.60606

2.72797

0.15971

0.00235

0.96100

1E-06

0.00071

0.90123

0.45097

1.83606

0.04284

0.72483

0.60787

2.72666

0.15805

0.00269

0.96424

1E-06

0.00118

0.87164

0.43641

2.06557

0.04159

0.71309

0.59677

2.73287

0.15952

0.00305

0.96689

1E-06

0.00136

0.87668

0.43902

2.29508

0.03859

0.72800

0.61183

2.75105

0.15571

0.00375

0.95759

0.0000015

0.00174

0.95807

0.47990

2.52458

0.03695

0.72875

0.61310

2.72803

0.15464

0.00394

0.96600

0.00000125

0.00002

0.92370

0.46186

2.75409

0.03550

0.72971

0.61465

2.71923

0.15355

0.00431

0.96804

0.00000124

0.00201

0.94785

0.47493

2.98360

0.03421

0.73092

0.61637

2.71350

0.15251

0.00476

0.96796

1.351E-06

0.00011

0.97860

0.48936

3.21311

0.03305

0.73232

0.61825

2.70724

0.15147

0.00523

0.96738

0.0000015

0.00017

1.01805

0.50911

3.44262

0.03288

0.71957

0.60600

2.70980

0.15332

0.00568

0.96755

1.605E-06

0.00109

1.06388

0.53248

3.67212

0.03109

0.73448

0.62124

2.67735

0.14970

0.00598

0.97100

1.5105E-06

0.00104

1.10978

0.55541

3.90163

0.03027

0.73499

0.62215

2.66550

0.14895

0.00642

0.97133

1.6008E-06

0.00001

1.16485

0.58243

4.13114

0.02951

0.73557

0.62306

2.65821

0.14829

0.00696

0.96985

0.00000185

0.00023

1.23209

0.61616
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APPENDIX E
Generalized CP Program – Base Model 1 (Oil)
function GHG1MATOIL(D1,D2)%Implements the generalized cyclic pairing
algorithm for base model 1 (Oil)
tic
poro = 0.2;
h = 40;
visc = 0.7;
ct = 70E-6;
Pi = 4000;
Pwf = 400;
Lf = 510;
B = 1.01;
Xe = Lf;
Ye = Xe;
inf = 1000;
kf = 10000;
w=0.075;

DI1 = D1;
z = 1;
s=1;
tj = 3;
shift = 0;
shifted = 0;

while DI1>=D2
k = DI1* poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2);
Now_Calibrating_For_DI1 = DI1
Now_Calibrating_For_k = k
A1 = (k*h*(Pi-Pwf)) / (141.2 *B* visc);
A2 = (4/pi)*(Xe/Ye);
t=1;
while (0<1)
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summ = 0;
for n = 1:2:inf
exparg = (((n^2)*(pi^2))/4)
((0.00633*k*t)/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)));
expp
= exp(-exparg);
summ
= summ + expp;
end
qraw(t) = A1*A2*summ;
qrawlast = qraw(t);
if (qrawlast <= 0.01)
break;
end
t=t+1;
end

* ((Xe/Ye)^2)

*

q = qraw((tj-2): end);

if tj == 3
qi = qraw(3);
bi_opt = NaN;
p_opt = NaN;
Di = NaN;
bpreHG = [];
qpreHG = [];
else
qi= qraw(3);
predata = PREHGVECCALL(tj,qraw');
Di = predata(1);
bi_opt = predata(2);
p_opt = predata(3);
preREI = predata(4);
preFEI = predata(5);
preJEI = predata(6);
for t = 1:tj-3
bpreHG(t) = (p_opt*t)+bi_opt
qpreHG(t) = qi/(1+(bi_opt*Di*(t-1)))^(1/bpreHG(t));
end
end

L = length(q);
D(1) = 0;
for i = 2:(L-1)
D(i) = -(1/q(i))*0.5*(q(i+1) - q(i-1));
end
D(L)=0;

Dinv(1) = 0;
for i = 2:(L-1)
Dinv(i) = 1/D(i);
end
D(L)=0;
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b(1) = 0;
b(2) = 0;
for i = 3:(L-2)
b(i) = abs(0.5*(Dinv(i+1) - Dinv(i-1)));
end
b(L-1)=0;
b(L) =0;

for i = 1:L
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
Rate_Data
end

(i,1)
(i,2)
(i,3)
(i,4)

=
=
=
=

i-1;
q(i);
D(i);
b(i);

qj = q(3);
Dj = D(3);
sstepb =1;
sstepm =5;
sstepn =1;
bj= b(3);
num = bj;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepbj = c;
if c == 0
expstepbj=1;
end;
bjstep = (10^-expstepbj)*sstepb;
c3 = 1;
zonecheckc3=0;
while 3>2
minicomp=0;
m = 1;
num = m;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepm = c;
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if c == 0
expstepm=1;
end
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstepm;
c2 = 1;
zonecheckc2=0;
while 2>1
n = 0.001;
num = n;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num<0.999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepn = c;
if c == 0
expstepn=1;
end;
nstep = (10^-expstepn)*sstepn;
c1 = 1;
zonecheckc1=0;
while 1<2
err=0;
Data_Reserves=0;
HG_Reserves=0;
t = 1:(L-2);
bb = bj./((1+(m*((t-1).^n))));
qq = qj./((1+(bb.*(t-1)*Dj)).^(1./bb));
qsub = q(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsub - qq)./(qsub));
maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsub);
HG_Reserves = trapz(qq);

w1=1;
w2=1;
REIc1(c1) = (((Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) /
(Data_Reserves))* 100);
FEIc1(c1) = (err/(L-2))*100;
JEIc1(c1) = ((w1*FEIc1(c1))+ (w2*abs(REIc1(c1))))/2;

if c1>=3
triadback =
triadfront=
triadcurr =
JEIc1_slope
nlast));

JEIc1(c1-2);
JEIc1(c1);
JEIc1(c1-1);
= (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(n -
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JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-1) = JEIc1_slope;
if (JEIc1_slope == 0)|| abs(JEIc1(c1)-JEIc1(c11))<1E-7
n_opt = nlast;
min_JEI= JEIc1_last;
min_REI= REIc1_last;
ntrack(c1) = n;
break
end
if JEIc1_slope > 0
if zonecheckc1==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec1) || n>nJEIzonec1
zonecheckc1 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc1==0
zonecheckc1 = 1;
JEIzonec1 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec1 == triadcurr;
nJEIzonec1=ntrack(c1-1);
elseif JEIzonec1 == triadfront
nJEIzonec1 = n;
else
nJEIzonec1 = ntrack(c1-2);
end
expstepn = expstepn +1;
nstep = (10^-expstepn)*sstepn;
n = ntrack(c1-2);
ntrack(c1-1) = [];
JEIc1(c1) = [];
JEIc1(c1-1)=[];
REIc1(c1) = [];
REIc1(c1-1)=[];
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-1)=[];
if c1>3
JEIc1_slopetrack(c1-2) = [];
end
c1 = c1-2;
end
end
end
ntrack(c1) = n;
nlast = n;
JEIc1_last = JEIc1(c1);
REIc1_last = REIc1(c1);
n = n + nstep;
c1=c1+1;
clear bb qq qsub inderror
end
REIc2(c2) = min_REI;
JEIc2(c2) = min_JEI;
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if REIc2(c2)<0
minicomp=1;
elseif minicomp==0
REIc2;
if REIc2(c2)>=0
m=m/2;
num = m;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num < 0.9999999999
num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepm = c;
if c == 0
expstepm=1;
end
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstepm;
clear bb qq qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1
JEIc1_slopetrack ntrack
continue
end
end
if c2>=3
triadback = JEIc2(c2-2);
triadfront= JEIc2(c2);
triadcurr = JEIc2(c2-1);
JEIc2_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(m-mlast));
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-1) = JEIc2_slope;

if ((JEIc2_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc2(c2)-JEIc2(c21))<1E-7
min_REI = REIc2last;
min_JEI = JEIc2last;
m_opt = mlast;
n_opt = n_optlast;
mtrack(c2) = m;
n_opttrackc2(c2)=n_opt;
break
end
if JEIc2_slope > 0
if zonecheckc2==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec2) || m>mJEIzonec2
zonecheckc2 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc2==0
zonecheckc2 = 1;
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JEIzonec2 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec2 == triadcurr;
mJEIzonec2 = mtrack(c2-1);
elseif JEIzonec2 == triadfront
mJEIzonec2 = m;
else
mJEIzonec2 = mtrack(c2-2);
end
expstepm = expstepm +1;
mstep = (10^-expstepm)*sstepm;
m = mtrack(c2-2);
n_opt=n_opttrackc2(c2-2);
mtrack(c2-1) = [];
n_opttrackc2(c2-1)=[];
JEIc2(c2) = [];
JEIc2(c2-1)=[];
REIc2(c2) = [];
REIc2(c2-1)=[];
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-1)=[];
if c2>3
JEIc2_slope_track(c2-2) = [];
end
c2 = c2-2;
end
end
end
mtrack(c2) = m;
n_opttrackc2(c2)=n_opt;
mlast = m;
n_optlast=n_opt;
REIc2last = REIc2(c2);
JEIc2last = JEIc2(c2);
m = m + mstep;
c2 = c2 + 1;
clear bb qq qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack
ntrack
end
REIc3(c3) = min_REI;
JEIc3(c3) = min_JEI
if c3>=3
triadback = JEIc3(c3-2);
triadfront= JEIc3(c3);
triadcurr = JEIc3(c3-1);
JEIc3_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(bj-bjlast));
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-1) = JEIc3_slope;
if (((JEIc3_slope == 0 )) || abs(JEIc3(c3)- JEIc3(c3-1))<1E7)
min_REI = REIc3_last;
min_JEI = JEIc3_last;
bj_opt = bjlast;
m_opt = m_optlast;
n_opt = n_optlast;
bjtrack(c3) = bj;
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m_opttrackc3(c3)=m_opt;
n_opttrackc3(c3)=n_opt;
break
end
if JEIc3_slope > 0
if zonecheckc3==1
if (triadcurr < JEIzonec3) || bj>bjJEIzonec3
zonecheckc3 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc3==0
zonecheckc3 = 1;
JEIzonec3 = min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if JEIzonec3 == triadcurr;
bjJEIzonec3=bjtrack(c3-1);
elseif JEIzonec3 == triadfront
bjJEIzonec3 = bj;
else
bjJEIzonec3 = bjtrack(c3-2);
end
expstepbj = expstepbj +1;
bjstep = (10^-expstepbj)*sstepb;
bj = bjtrack(c3-2);
m_opt = m_opttrackc3(c3-2);
n_opt = n_opttrackc3(c3-2);
bjtrack(c3-1) = [];
m_opttrackc3(c3-1)=[];
n_opttrackc3(c3-1)=[];
JEIc3(c3) = [];
JEIc3(c3-1)=[];
REIc3(c3) = [];
REIc3(c3-1)=[];
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-1)=[];
if c3>3
JEIc3_slope_track(c3-2) = [];
end
c3 = c3-2;
end
end
end
bjtrack(c3) = bj
m_opttrackc3(c3)=m_opt;
n_opttrackc3(c3)=n_opt;
bjlast = bj;
m_optlast = m_opt;
n_optlast=n_opt;
REIc3_last= REIc3(c3);
JEIc3_last = JEIc3(c3);
bj = bj + bjstep;
c3 = c3 + 1;
loglog(qq,'r-')
hold on
loglog(qsub,'b-')
hold off
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pause(0.1)
clear bb qq qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack
ntrack ...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slope_track mtrack n_opttrackc2
end

bj=bj_opt;
m=m_opt;
n=n_opt;
t = 1:(L-2);
bb = bj./((1+(m*((t-1).^n))));
qq = qj./((1+(bb.*(t-1)*Dj)).^(1./bb));
qsub = q(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsub - qq)./(qsub));
maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsub)
HG_Reserves = trapz(qq)
minREI = ((abs(Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) / (Data_Reserves))* 100);
minFEI = (err/(L-2))*100;
minJEI = ((w1*minFEI)+ (w2*minREI))/2;

qi
Di
bi_opt
p_opt
qj
Dj
bj_opt
m_opt
n_opt
DI1 = ((k)/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)))
DI2 = ((qraw(1)* visc*B) / (k*h*(Pi-Pwf)))
qratio2 = qraw(2)/qraw(1)
qratio3 = qraw(3)/qraw(1)
minREI
minFEI
minJEI
maxFEIi = maxFEIc1

qqGHG = [qpreHG qq];
qsubGHG = qraw(3:end);
inderror = abs((qsubGHG - qqGHG)./(qsubGHG));
maxFEIc1 = max(inderror)*100;
err = sum(inderror);
Data_Reserves = trapz(qsubGHG)
HG_Reserves = trapz(qqGHG)
minREIGHG = ((abs(Data_Reserves - HG_Reserves) / (Data_Reserves))*
100)
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minFEIGHG = (err/(L-2))*100
minJEIGHG = ((w1*minFEI)+ (w2*minREI))/2

if minFEIGHG > 2
shifted = 1;
shift = shift+(rednum(length(qraw))/50);
shiftrack(s) = shift;
shiftcause(s) = minFEIGHG;
DItrack(s) = DI1;
tj = shift;
clear q D predata qpreHG qraw Dinv b Rate_Data bb...
qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack
ntrack...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slopetrack mtrack n_opttrackc2 REIc3 JEIc3
JEIc3_slopetrack...
bjtrack m_opttrackc3 n_opttrackc3 mtracksub
s = s+1;
continue
end
Calibvec(1,1) = k;
Calibvec(1,2) = Lf;
Calibvec(1,3) = qi;
Calibvec(1,4) = DI1;
Calibvec(1,5) = DI2;
Calibvec(1,6) = qraw(2)/qraw(1);
Calibvec(1,7) = qraw(3)/qraw(1);
Calibvec(1,8) = bi_opt;
Calibvec(1,9) = p_opt;
Calibvec(1,10) = Di;
Calibvec(1,11) = tj;
if tj==3
Calibvec(1,12) = NaN;
else
Calibvec(1,12) = qraw(tj)/qraw(1);
end
Calibvec(1,13) = bj_opt;
Calibvec(1,14) = Dj;
Calibvec(1,15) = m_opt;
Calibvec(1,16) = n_opt;
Calibvec(1,17) = minREIGHG
Calibvec(1,18) = minFEIGHG;
Calibvec(1,19) = minJEIGHG;

Calibmatrix(z,:) = Calibvec
xlswrite('CALIBMATRIX1OILGHG',Calibmatrix)
if shifted == 1
xlswrite('shiftdata.xlsx',[DItrack' shiftcause' shiftrack'])
end
num = DI1;
c=0;
while 1<2
if num < 1.000001
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num = num*10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
DI1step = c;
if c == 0
DI1step=0;
end
DI1 = DI1-((10^-DI1step)-(0.5*(10^-DI1step)))

clear q D predata qpreHG qraw Dinv b Rate_Data bb...
qq n qsub inderror FEIc1 REIc1 JEIc1 JEIc1_slopetrack ntrack...
REIc2 JEIc2 JEIc2_slopetrack mtrack n_opttrackc2 REIc3 JEIc3
JEIc3_slopetrack...
bjtrack m_opttrackc3 n_opttrackc3 mtracksub Calibvec shiftrack
shiftcause DItrack
z = z+1;
shifted=0;
end
toc
end
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APPENDIX F
Generalized Calibration Table – Base Model 1
(Oil)
DI1
0.07
0.075
0.08
0.085
0.09
0.095
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1

DI2
0.120842
0.116745
0.113038
0.109663
0.106573
0.103731
0.101104
0.082551
0.071491
0.063944
0.058372
0.054042
0.050552
0.047661
0.045215
0.043111
0.041276
0.039656
0.038214
0.036918
0.035746
0.034678
0.033701
0.032802
0.031972

q2ratio
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107

q3ratio
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735

bi
2.169082
2.169082
2.169082
2.169082
2.169082
2.169082
2.169082
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183569
2.183567
2.183564
-

P
4.44E-05
4.44E-05
4.44E-05
4.44E-05
4.44E-05
4.44E-05
4.44E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
8.81E-05
-

Di
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
-
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1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
13.5
14
14.5
15

0.026105
0.022608
0.020221
0.018459
0.01709
0.015986
0.015072
0.014298
0.013633
0.013052
0.01254
0.012084
0.011674
0.011304
0.010966
0.010657
0.010373
0.01011
0.009867
0.00964
0.009428
0.009229
0.009043
0.008867
0.008702
0.008545
0.008396
0.008255

0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707107
0.707106
0.707104
0.707099
0.707089
0.707069
0.707034
0.706977
0.706889
0.706761
0.706582
0.706343
0.706031
0.705638
0.705151
0.704564
0.703866
0.70305
0.70211
0.701042
0.69984

0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.57735
0.577348
0.577341
0.577319
0.57727
0.577172
0.577
0.576726
0.576319
0.575752
0.574996
0.574028
0.57283
0.571387
0.569687
0.567726
0.565499
0.563009
0.560258
0.557253
0.554002
0.550516
0.546804
0.54288

-

-

-
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DI1
0.07
0.075
0.08
0.085
0.09
0.095
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
1.5

DI2
0.120842
0.116745
0.113038
0.109663
0.106573
0.103731
0.101104
0.082551
0.071491
0.063944
0.058372
0.054042
0.050552
0.047661
0.045215
0.043111
0.041276
0.039656
0.038214
0.036918
0.035746
0.034678
0.033701
0.032802
0.031972
0.026105

tj
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

qjratio
0.158114
0.158114
0.158114
0.158114
0.158114
0.158114
0.158114
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
0.223604
-

bj
2.511992
2.530402
2.548392
2.566092
2.583382
2.600784
2.617082
2.546747
2.634437
2.714937
2.789437
2.858336
2.921627
2.978669
3.028632
3.070504
3.102948
3.12464
2.604892
2.624992
2.644482
2.663972
2.682785
2.701295
2.719623
2.892782

Dj
0.012505
0.012505
0.012505
0.012505
0.012505
0.012505
0.012505
0.025039
0.025039
0.025039
0.025039
0.025039
0.025039
0.025039
0.025039
0.02504
0.025042
0.025046
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936
0.17936

m
0.000393
0.000446
0.000502
0.000562
0.000624
0.000691
0.00076
0.000972
0.001634
0.002475
0.003505
0.004741
0.0062
0.007899
0.009858
0.012096
0.01463
0.017477
0.004537
0.005081
0.00565
0.00625
0.006873
0.007523
0.008201
0.01655

n
1.062482
1.060279
1.058228
1.056289
1.054459
1.052674
1.051158
1.055696
1.047352
1.04097
1.035889
1.031674
1.028128
1.025113
1.022498
1.020234
1.018267
1.016532
1.050619
1.048984
1.047495
1.04605
1.044754
1.043539
1.042364
1.033029

REI
0.100207
0.103835
0.1072
0.110116
0.120735
0.116751
0.120724
0.001489
0.002714
0.002158
0.003555
0.001217
0.002174
0.004034
0.002906
0.00351
0.005246
0.005272
0.000681
0.000477
0.005519
0.000339
2.86E-05
2.37E-05
6.53E-05
0.004105

FEI
1.826911
1.771257
1.718276
1.667674
1.619379
1.572685
1.527796
1.795496
1.544304
1.339293
1.166963
1.020087
0.893623
0.783996
0.688294
0.604614
0.531545
0.467373
1.998585
1.943418
1.891124
1.840131
1.791964
1.74567
1.701073
1.336317

JEI
0.910615
0.882572
0.855777
0.830088
0.809797
0.78218
0.759886
0.896988
0.773633
0.670695
0.581213
0.508831
0.44486
0.388735
0.341398
0.299
0.261444
0.228877
0.999633
0.971948
0.948321
0.920235
0.895996
0.872847
0.850569
0.670211
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2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
13.5
14
14.5
15

0.022608
0.020221
0.018459
0.01709
0.015986
0.015072
0.014298
0.013633
0.013052
0.01254
0.012084
0.011674
0.011304
0.010966
0.010657
0.010373
0.01011
0.009867
0.00964
0.009428
0.009229
0.009043
0.008867
0.008702
0.008545
0.008396
0.008255

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

-

3.05278
3.203195
3.348364
3.478743
3.599145
3.70286
3.785303
3.845595
3.880873
3.887064
3.863576
3.812964
3.737382
3.637607
3.521143
3.388602
3.24712
3.099558
2.951192
2.805806
2.665749
2.535631
2.415166
2.30855
2.215086
2.139331
2.081575

0.17936
0.17936
0.179361
0.179371
0.179405
0.179496
0.179691
0.180043
0.180612
0.181453
0.182612
0.184128
0.186028
0.188325
0.191028
0.194132
0.197631
0.201508
0.205748
0.210331
0.215234
0.220436
0.225916
0.231652
0.237624
0.243812
0.250199

0.027941
0.042758
0.061671
0.084897
0.113442
0.147833
0.188696
0.236956
0.293375
0.35836
0.432482
0.516567
0.611262
0.71661
0.834128
0.963486
1.106326
1.263111
1.435681
1.62592
1.835466
2.068742
2.32714
2.61753
2.942832
3.314776
3.741622

1.026647
1.021913
1.017957
1.015141
1.012675
1.01068
1.009086
1.007722
1.006541
1.005589
1.00482
1.004158
1.00358
1.003123
1.002698
1.002356
1.002052
1.001799
1.001569
1.001346
1.001182
1.001006
1.000867
1.000731
1.000629
1.00052
1.000424

9.28E-06
0.001566
2.07E-06
1.76E-05
6.83E-05
0.000118
2.97E-05
2.88E-06
1.18E-05
0.0003
1.44E-05
2.18E-05
0.000111
0.000102
8.16E-06
7.96E-05
3.32E-06
4.08E-05
6.51E-06
0.000375
3.85E-05
3.05E-05
1.19E-06
5.56E-06
1.78E-06
1.27E-05
6.56E-07

1.066781
0.857896
0.692873
0.558985
0.450813
0.36275
0.290797
0.232379
0.18557
0.147472
0.116924
0.092144
0.072722
0.057068
0.044598
0.034759
0.026987
0.020878
0.016064
0.013931
0.00938
0.007161
0.005423
0.004105
0.00307
0.002302
0.001688

0.533395
0.429731
0.346438
0.279501
0.22544
0.181434
0.145413
0.116191
0.092791
0.073886
0.058469
0.046083
0.036417
0.028585
0.022303
0.017419
0.013495
0.010459
0.008035
0.007153
0.004709
0.003596
0.002712
0.002055
0.001536
0.001157
0.000845
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APPENDIX G
Coupled Hydraulic Fracture Design Optimization
Program
function FRACOP1OILMERGE(Lfstart,kfwstart,k) %Implements Coupled
Hydraulic Fracture Design Optimization
%using the GHG and
analytical Solution (Base Model 1(Oil)
tic
CalibTable = xlsread('CALIBMATRIX1OILGHGMAIN.xlsx');
sz = size(CalibTable);
tjset = [3 20 40];
poro = 0.15;
h = 40;
visc = 0.85;
ct = 70E-6;
Pi = 7000;
Pwf = 800;
B = 1.01;
inf = 1000;
a = 1.7;
CF=1.5;
OilPrice = 90;
disc = 0.08;
OpExp = 10;
CapInv = 1000000;
Tcost = 5;
kfwcost = 0.01;

j=1;
while 3>2
sstep =1;
Lf = Lfstart;
Lfbase=Lfstart;
num = Lf;
c=0;
while 0<1
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if num > 0.9999999999
num = num/10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepLf = c-1;
if c == 0
expstepLf=1;
end;
Lfstep = (10^expstepLf)*sstep;

z=1;
zz=1;
c2 = 1;
zonecheckc2=0;
while 2>1
kfw = kfwstart;
kfwbase=kfwstart;
num = kfw;
c=0;
while 0<1
if num>0.999999999
num = num/10;
c=c+1;
else
break;
end
end
expstepkfw = c-1;
if c == 0
expstepkfw=1;
end
kfwstep = (10^expstepkfw)*sstep;
c1 = 1;
zonecheckc1=0;
while 1<2
Fcd = kfw/(k*Lf);
kbar = (k*Fcd)/(CF+Fcd);
if j==2
Xe =
Ye =
A1 =
A2 =

Lf;
Xe;
(kbar*h*(Pi-Pwf)) / (141.2 *B* visc);
(4/pi)*(Xe/Ye);

t=1;
while (0<1)
summ = 0;
for n = 1:2:inf
exparg = (((n^2)*(pi^2))/4)
((0.00633*kbar*t)/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)));
expp
= exp(-exparg);

* ((Xe/Ye)^2)

*
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summ
= summ + expp;
end
qraw(t) = A1*A2*summ;
qrawlast = qraw(t);
if (qrawlast <= 0.1)
break;
end
t=t+1;
end
else
Xe = Lf;
Ye = Xe;
DI1 = (kbar/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)))*(Xe/Ye)^2;
if (DI1 < CalibTable(1,1)) || (DI1 >
CalibTable(length(CalibTable(:,1)),1))
fprintf (' ??? DI1 is outside the range of currently
available calibration table, program will now terminate \n ')
return
end
tj
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,8),DI1,'cubic');
tjcheck = double(ismember(tjset,tj));
if norm(tjcheck,2)~=0
DI2
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,2),DI1,'cubic');
q2ratio =
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,3),DI1,'cubic');
q3ratio =
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,4),DI1,'cubic');
bi
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,5),DI1,'cubic');
p
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,6),DI1,'cubic');
Di
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,7),DI1,'cubic');
tj
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,8),DI1,'cubic');
qjratio =
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,9),DI1,'cubic');
bj
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,10),DI1,'cubic');
Dj
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,11),DI1,'cubic');
m
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,12),DI1,'cubic');
n
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,13),DI1,'cubic');
REI
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,14),DI1,'cubic');
FEI
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,15),DI1,'cubic');
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JEI
=
interp1(CalibTable(:,1),CalibTable(:,16),DI1,'cubic');
else
for i = 1:sz(1)
if tj > CalibTable(i,8)
extrapmat = CalibTable(i-4:i-1,:);
break
end
end
for i = 2:sz(2)
coff = polyfit(extrapmat(:,1),extrapmat(:,i),3);
var(i-1) = polyval(coff,DI1);
end
DI2
= var(1);
q2ratio = var(2);
q3ratio = var(3);
bi
= var(4);
p
= var(5);
Di
= var(6);
tj
= extrapmat(4,8);
qjratio = var(8);
bj
= var(9);
Dj
= var(10);
m
= var(11);
n
= var(12);
REI
= var(13);
FEI
= var(14);
JEI
= var(15);
end
q1
q2
q3

= (DI2*kbar*h*(Pi-Pwf)) / (visc*B);
= q1*q2ratio;
= q1*q3ratio;

if tj>3
qi=q3;
t=1;
while 0<1
if t == 1
qpreHG(t) = q1;
elseif t==2
qpreHG(t) = q2;
elseif t==3
bpreHG(t) = bi;
qpreHG(t) = qi;
else
bpreHG(t) = (p*t)+bi;
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qpreHG(t) = qi/(1+(bpreHG(t)*Di*(t3)))^(1/bpreHG(t));
end
if t == tj
break;
end
t=t+1;
end
qj=qjratio*q1;
else
qpreHG(1)=q1;
qpreHG(2)=q2;
qpreHG(3)=q3;
qj = q3;
end
t=1;
while 0<1
bHG(t) = bj/((1+ (m*((t-1)^n))));
qHG(t) = qj/(1+(bHG(t)*Dj*(t-1)))^(1/bHG(t));
if (qHG(t) <= 0.1)
break;
end
t=t+1;
end

qGHG = [qpreHG(1:end-1) qHG];
qraw = qGHG;
end
TreatVol = a*(Lf^2);
TreatCost = (TreatVol*Tcost)+ (kfwcost*kfw*Lf);
Revenue = qraw.*OilPrice;
Cost=[(CapInv+TreatCost) qraw.*OpExp];
PresentValRev = pvvar(Revenue,disc);
PresentValCost = pvvar(Cost,disc);
NPVc1(c1) = PresentValRev - PresentValCost;

if c1>=3
triadback =
triadfront=
triadcurr =
NPVc1_slope

NPVc1(c1-2);
NPVc1(c1);
NPVc1(c1-1);
= (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(kfw -

kfwlast));
NPVc1_slopetrack(c1-1) = NPVc1_slope;
if (NPVc1_slope == 0)|| abs(NPVc1(c1)-NPVc1(c1-1))<1e-3
kfw_opt = kfwlast;
max_NPV = NPVc1_last;
kfwtrack(c1) = kfw;
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optData(z,:) = [Lf kfw_opt];
break
end
if NPVc1_slope < 0
if zonecheckc1==1
if (triadcurr > NPVzonec1) || kfw > kfwNPVzonec1
zonecheckc1 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc1==0
zonecheckc1 = 1;
NPVzonec1 =
min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if NPVzonec1 == triadcurr;
kfwNPVzonec1=kfwtrack(c1-1);
elseif NPVzonec1 == triadfront
kfwNPVzonec1 = kfw;
else
kfwNPVzonec1 = kfwtrack(c1-2);
end
expstepkfw = expstepkfw -1;
kfwstep = (10^expstepkfw)*sstep;
kfw = kfwtrack(c1-2);
kfwtrack(c1-1) = [];
NPVc1(c1) = [];
NPVc1_slopetrack(c1-1)=[];
if c1>3
NPVc1_slopetrack(c1-2) = [];
end
c1 = c1-2;
end
end
end
kfwtrack(c1) = kfw;
kfwlast = kfw;
NPVc1_last = NPVc1(c1);
if (kfw/kfwbase)>=10
kfwstep=(kfwstep*10)/sstep;
expstepkfw = expstepkfw+1;
kfwbase=kfw;
end
kfw = kfw + kfwstep;
c1=c1+1;
zz=zz+1;
clear qraw Revenue Cost
end
NPVc2(c2) = max_NPV
if c2>=3
triadback = NPVc2(c2-2);
triadfront= NPVc2(c2);
triadcurr = NPVc2(c2-1);
NPVc2_slope = (triadfront - triadback)/(2*(Lf-Lflast));
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NPVc2_slope_track(c2-1) = NPVc2_slope;

if ((NPVc2_slope == 0 )) || abs(NPVc2(c2)-NPVc2(c2-1))<1e-3
max_NPV = NPVc2last;
Lf_opt = Lflast;
kfw_opt = kfw_optlast;
Lftrack(c2) = Lf;
kfw_opttrackc2(c2)=kfw_opt;
break
end
if NPVc2_slope < 0
if zonecheckc2==1
if (triadcurr > NPVzonec2) || Lf>LfNPVzonec2
zonecheckc2 = 0;
end
end
if zonecheckc2==0
zonecheckc2 = 1;
NPVzonec2 = min([triadback,triadcurr,triadfront]);
if NPVzonec2 == triadcurr;
LfNPVzonec2=Lftrack(c2-1);
elseif NPVzonec2 == triadfront
LfNPVzonec2 = Lf;
else
LfNPVzonec2 = Lftrack(c2-2);
end
expstepLf = expstepLf -1;
Lfstep = (10^expstepLf)*sstep;
Lf = Lftrack(c2-2);
kfw_opt=kfw_opttrackc2(c2-2);
Lftrack(c2-1) = [];
kfw_opttrackc2(c2-1)=[];
NPVc2(c2) = [];
NPVc2(c2-1)=[];
NPVc2_slope_track(c2-1)=[];
if c2>3
NPVc2_slope_track(c2-2) = [];
end
c2 = c2-2;
end
end
end
Lftrack(c2) = Lf
kfw_opttrackc2(c2)=kfw_opt;
Lflast = Lf;
kfw_optlast=kfw_opt;
NPVc2last = NPVc2(c2);
if (Lf/Lfbase)>=10
Lfstep=(Lfstep*10)/sstep;
expstepLf = expstepLf+1;
Lfbase=Lf;
end
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Lf = Lf + Lfstep;
c2 = c2 + 1;
z=z+1;
clear qraw qGHG bGHG var qpreHG bpreHG Revenue Cost NPVc1
NPVc1_slopetrack kfwtrack
end

Lf =Lf_opt
kfw=kfw_opt
Fcd = kfw/(k*Lf)
kbar = (k*Fcd)/(CF+Fcd);
if j==2
Xe = Lf;
Ye = Xe;
A1 = (kbar*h*(Pi-Pwf)) / (141.2 *B* visc);
A2 = (4/pi)*(Xe/Ye);
t=1;
while (0<1)
summ = 0;
for n = 1:2:inf
exparg = (((n^2)*(pi^2))/4)
((0.00633*kbar*t)/(poro*visc*ct*(Lf^2)));
expp
= exp(-exparg);
summ
= summ + expp;
end
qraw(t) = A1*A2*summ;
qrawlast = qraw(t);
if (qrawlast <= 0.1)
break;
end
t=t+1;
end
else
qraw = GHG1OILPREDCALL(kbar,Lf);
end

* ((Xe/Ye)^2)

TreatVol = a*(Lf^2);
TreatCost = (TreatVol*Tcost)+ (kfwcost*kfw*Lf);
Revenue = qraw.*OilPrice;
Cost=[(CapInv+TreatCost) qraw.*OpExp];
PresentValRev = pvvar(Revenue,disc);
PresentValCost = pvvar(Cost,disc);
NPV= PresentValRev - PresentValCost

if j==1
plot(Lftrack,NPVc2, 'r-')
else
plot(Lftrack,NPVc2, 'b-')
end

*
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hold on
xlabel('Paired Fracture Half Length (ft)','fontsize',12);
ylabel('Net Present Value ($)','fontsize',12);
zztrack(j)=zz
if j==2
break;
end
j=j+1;
zz=1
clear qraw Revenue Cost NPVc1 NPVc1_slopetrack kfwtrack NPVc2
NPVc2_slopetrack Lftrack optData optData1 optData1
pause
end
hold off
toc
end
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APPENDIX H
Gas Property Programs
The compressibility factor program employed in this work is documented below which
implements the Dranchuk – Abou-Kassem formulation (Dranchuk – Abou-Kassem 1975 ).
The program uses Suttons correlation (Sutton 1985)
function [Z] =

DAK(sg,P,T) % P in Psia, T in degree F

% Calculates the compressibility factor of natural gases at pressure P
% (for a given temperature T and specific gravity sg) using the DranchukAbbou Kassem
% Equation of state. The range of validity is 0.2<Ppr<30,1.0<Tpr<3.0 and
1.57<sg<1.68 (Craft
% &Hawkins, 1991)
Ppc = 756.8 - (131*sg) - (3.6*(sg^2));
Tpc = (169.2 + (349.5*sg) - (74*(sg^2)));

Ppr = P / Ppc;
Tpr = (T+459.67)/ Tpc;

A1 = 0.3265;
A2 = -1.0700;
A3 = -0.5339;
A4 = 0.01569;
A5 = -0.05165;
A6 = 0.5475;
A7 = -0.7361;
A8 = 0.1844;
A9 = 0.1056;
A10 = 0.6134;
A11 = 0.7210;
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c1 = A1 + (A2/Tpr) + (A3/(Tpr^3))+ (A4/(Tpr^4))+ (A5/(Tpr^5));
c2 = A6 + (A7/Tpr) + (A8/(Tpr^2));
c3 = A9*((A7/Tpr) + (A8/(Tpr^2)));

brack1 = 1e-2;
brack2 =4;

itr= 0;
while 2<3
zguess = (brack1 + brack2) / 2;
Rrguess = (0.27*Ppr) /(zguess*Tpr);
c4 = (A10)*(1+(A11*(Rrguess^2)))*((Rrguess^2)/(Tpr^3))*(exp(A11*(Rrguess^2)));
syms z
Rr = (0.27*Ppr) /(z*Tpr);
f = z+ (c3*(Rr^5)) - (c2*(Rr^2)) - (c1*(Rr^1)) - c4 - 1;
fzguess = subs(f,z,zguess);
convergence = abs(fzguess-0);
conv(itr+1) = convergence;
disp_convergence = conv';
if convergence <=10^-4
itr = itr + 1;
break
end

if fzguess < 0
brack1 = zguess;
else
brack2 = zguess;
end
itr = itr + 1;
end
Z = zguess;
end
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The gas compressibility program employed in this work is documented below which
implements the Matar-Brar-Aziz equation (Matar et al. 1975 ).
function [cg] = cg(sg,P,T) % P in Psia, T in degree Farenheit
Ppc = 756.8 - (131*sg) - (3.6*(sg^2));
Tpc = (169.2 + (349.5*sg) - (74*(sg^2)));

Ppr = P / Ppc;
Tpr = (T+459.67)/ Tpc;

A1 = 0.3265;
A2 = -1.0700;
A3 = -0.5339;
A4 = 0.01569;
A5 = -0.05165;
A6 = 0.5475;
A7 = -0.7361;
A8 = 0.1844;
A9 = 0.1056;
A10 = 0.6134;
A11 = 0.7210;

c1 = A1 + (A2/Tpr) + (A3/(Tpr^3))+ (A4/(Tpr^4))+ (A5/(Tpr^5));
c2 = A6 + (A7/Tpr) + (A8/(Tpr^2));
c3 = A9*((A7/Tpr) + (A8/(Tpr^2)));
Rr = (0.27*Ppr) /((DAK(sg,P,T))*Tpr);
dc4dRr = ((2*A10*Rr)/(Tpr^3))* ((1+(A11*(Rr^2))(A11*(Rr^2)^2))*exp(-(A11*(Rr^2))));
dzdRr = c1 + (2*c2*Rr) - (5*c3*(Rr^4))+dc4dRr;
cr = (1/Ppr) ((0.27/(((DAK(sg,P,T))^2)*Tpr))*(dzdRr/(1+((Rr/(DAK(sg,P,T)))*(dzdRr)))))
;
cg=cr/Ppc;
end
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The gas viscosity program employed in this work is documented below which implements
the Lee-Gonzalez-Eakin correlation (Lee et al. 1966 ).
function [Visc] = visc (sg,P,TF) % Calculates natural gas viscosity for a
given specific gravity, pressure and temperature.
% P in Psia, T in degree Fahrenheit
T = 459.67+TF;
R = 10.7316;
Z = DAK(sg,P,TF);
Mw = sg*28.9;

% lb/lb-mol

Ppc = 756.8 - (131*sg) - (3.6*(sg^2)); %Psia
Tpc = (169.2 + (349.5*sg) - (74*(sg^2))); %degree Rankine
X = 2.57 + (1914.5/T) + (0.0095*Mw);
Knum = 0.0001*(7.77+(0.0063*(Mw)))*(T^1.5);
Kden = 122.4+(12.9*(Mw))+T;
K = Knum/Kden;
Y = 1.11 +(0.04*X);
rho = (0.0160185 *P*Mw)/ (R*T*Z); % g/cm3
Visc = K* exp(X*(rho^Y)); %cp
end
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